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IZVLEČEK
Konceptualne metafore depresije v blogerskih objavah posameznikov z duševnimi
boleznimi

Metafore niso le stilistični jezikovni pojavi. Služijo kot podlaga za naše mišljenje o
abstraktnih konceptih ter tako določajo naše ravnanje v kompleksnih situacijah. V mojem
magistrskem delu analiziram metafore o depresiji pridobljene iz štirih blogov ameriških in
angleških blogerjev, ki pišejo o svojih izkušnjah z boleznijo. Namen mojega dela je določiti
vpliv teh metafor na obnašanje nedepresivnih posameznikov do tistih obolelih za depresijo.
Delo prav tako raziskuje, kako v luči metafor ljudje dojemajo svojo bolezen in kakšen
odnos zgradijo do nje.
Iz metafor v blogih sem sestavila korpus 510 metaforičnih izrazov, ki sem jih razvrstila v
27 različnih metaforičnih preslikav. Na podlagi logike preslikav sem nato proučila, na
kakšen način metafore v blogih oblikujejo razmišljanja o depresivnih posameznikih in
narekujejo vedenje do njih. Metafore iz blogov po večini pozitivno vplivajo na podobo
depresivnih posameznikov, saj jih ne prikazujejo kot povzročitelje lastne bolezni ali zgube.
Ravno tako jim ne pripisujejo šibkosti in osebnostnih napak. Tako spodbujajo druge, da te
posameznike spoštujejo, jim ne očitajo njihove bolezni ter se na njihovo stanje ne odzivajo
z jezo. Pri depresivnih posameznikih pa ohranjajo in ojačajo pozitivno samopodobo. Ker
veliko metafor depresijo prikazuje kot stanje izgube nadzora nad mišljenjem,
čustvovanjem, in vedenjem ter kot bolezen, ki izniči zmožnost za normalno delovanje,
blogi spodbujajo bralce, da sprejmejo, poiščejo, in ponudijo pomoč za depresijo. Metafore v
blogih imajo tudi negativne posledice. Med njimi je percepcija depresije kot
neobvladljivega in nevarnega stanja. Problematična je tudi metafora DEPRESIJA JE VOJNA
(v originalu: DEPRESSION IS WAR), ki depresivne posameznike pri premagovanju bolezni
deli na uspešne in neuspešne, jim odteguje pomoč in ne vzbuja skrbi za izboljšanje
kvalitete življenja obolelih za depresijo.

Ključne besede: konceptualna metafora, kognitivno jezikoslovje, depresija, blog, duševne
bolezni.
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ABSTRACT

Conceptual Metaphors of Depression in Blog Posts of Individuals Coping with Mental
Illnesses

Metaphors are more than just stylistic devices in language. They form the basis of our
thinking about abstract concepts and thus determine our actions in complex situations. In
my master’s thesis, I analyse metaphors of depression in two American and two British
blogs written by bloggers who have experienced the illness. My goal is to determine the
metaphors’ influence on the treatment of depressed individuals by the non-depressed
population. I also aim to explore how the depressed individuals come to regard and treat
their illness and themselves in light of the metaphors.
For these two purposes, I composed a corpus of 510 metaphorical expressions on
depression from the blogs and categorised them in 27 different metaphorical mappings.
Through the logic of these mappings, I established the metaphors’ influence upon the
perception of and behaviour towards the depressed individuals. The metaphors mostly
convey a positive image of such individuals. They do not hold these individuals responsible
for their illness or depict them as faulty, failing, and weak. In this way, they encourage
respectful, non-judgmental, and kind behaviour towards depression sufferers. Under their
influence, those suffering from depression can also regard themselves in a more positive
light, which helps boost their self-esteem. Because a substantial set of metaphors
conceptualises depression as a state of lost control over one’s thoughts, emotions, and
behaviour and as an illness that renders one incapable of functioning, the readers of the
blogs are encouraged to seek, accept, or offer help for depression. The negative
consequences of the metaphors involve the perception of depression as an unpredictable
and dangerous state. Also problematic is the DEPRESSION IS WAR metaphor. It divides
depressed individuals according to their success in treatment, implies that less help is
needed with depression, and encourages reduced quality of life under the illness.

Key words: conceptual metaphor, cognitive linguistics, depression, blog, mental illness.
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1 Introduction
Formerly regarded as a linguistic device, metaphor is now viewed as essential to the
human thought processes and as a determiner of human experience and action. In the
Conceptual Metaphor Theory, it is now commonly accepted that metaphorical processes
are mental phenomena that bleed through into the physical world, controlling how we
experience reality and how we act with respect to it (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 3).
Investigations of metaphors and action thus prototypically focus on discourses where
behaviour resulting from the metaphors can have problematic consequences. Famously,
such studies examine metaphorical expressions present in political discourse on
minorities. Santa Ana’s (2003) study of anti-immigrant and anti-minority metaphors in
the U.S. public discourse points out the connection between specific metaphors and the
rejection of immigrant and minority friendly legislations.
Depression discourse is very similar to the immigration discourse with respect to
the metaphor-action bond. Through time, the depictions of those suffering from
depression have ranged from the sinner to the melancholy-inspired artist and philosopher
(Solomon 2001). Today, the stigma of weakness, failure, blame, and deficiency still
permeate the public views of depressives (McMullen 1999, Solomon 2001, Clement et al.
2015). If the melancholy artists and philosophers, the proud owners of their affliction,
were glorified and treated with respect (Solomon 2001, 787), the sinful melancholic of the
Middle Ages was punished metaphysically by god and corporeally by the god’s authority on
earth (781—782). The present day depression sufferers are closer to the latter in terms of
others’ responses to their illness. Because they are perceived as weak, flawed, and at fault
for their illness, they often draw angry and disrespectful reactions from others (Barney et
al. 2006, Clement et al. 2015). Secondly, the issue of help for depression is far from settled,
with many still holding and enacting the view that no particular assistance is needed for
the illness (Solomon 2001, 354).
Metaphors of depression could either encourage or curb such unwanted perceptions
and behaviour towards the depressed individuals. With the aim to determine the possible
influence of metaphors on the actions directed towards the depression sufferers, I
investigated the metaphorical expressions of depression in four different blogs. These
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were: bipolarburble, The Splintered Mind, Depression Army, and The Mind. The blogs are
authored by individuals who have experienced depression themselves and contain the
descriptions of their struggles with the illness. Due to this and other factors, the blogs have
the potential to garner wide readership, which makes it highly likely that the metaphors in
them will be introduced to the public discourse on depression. Once present there, they
can direct the thoughts and actions of others towards people with depression. Likewise,
they can shape the way depressed individuals view their own illness and establish a
relationship with their ailing selves.
The constitutive role of metaphor in thought and action was proposed by linguists
from the cognitive linguistics paradigm and is explored in the Conceptual Metaphor
Theory framework. Thus, the theoretical part of my thesis will contain the description of
these two approaches to the study of language. I will complement the introduction to
cognitive linguistics and Conceptual Metaphor Theory with a survey of previous studies
conducted on metaphors in depression. In conclusion, I will briefly present the
characteristics of some fundamental metaphorical mappings which will serve me in the
interpretation of my results.
The second part of the thesis will contain the results from my analysis of the
metaphorical expressions in the blogs. The metaphorical expressions will be sorted
according to the metaphorical mappings from which they stem, and a brief explanation of
the metaphorical entailments will be provided for each mapping. The results will be
followed by a discussion on the possible interactions between the metaphors from the
blogs and actions directed towards the depressed individuals. Here, I will describe the
problematic behaviours and determine the metaphors’ mollifying or escalating effect upon
them. Finally, I will consider the limitations of my study and suggest changes to the
metaphorical language used in the blogs. This latter part will concern metaphors that can
have a detrimental effect upon the treatment of the depressed individuals by others.
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2 What Is a Metaphor?
Our most basic, lay intuition about metaphor brings us to what Max Black calls “the
ancient formula, to ‘say one thing and mean another’” (Black 1993, 21). “Juliet is the sun”
has the expression sun that metaphorically describes Juliet’s characteristics as “exemplary
and peerless” (Stern 2000, 1), although it is literally used to refer to the star in our solar
system (ibid.). For a long time and up until the present day, utterances of the Juliet-is-thesun type have been viewed as prototypical examples of metaphor. Equally prototypical has
been the association between such metaphors and the context of their use, namely, poetry
and literary prose (Gibbs 1994, 2). However, as Gibbs (3) notes, “figurative language
[metaphor included] is found not only in treasured pages of literature but through
ordinary speech and writing.”
The latter observation forms the basis of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory as
envisioned by Lakoff and Johnson in their pioneering work Metaphors We Live By (2003).
In it, the two authors examine a variety of everyday expressions that are also surprisingly
metaphorical in nature. As Croft and Cruse (2004, 195) observe, the X is Y type metaphors
appear rarely in ordinary language use. Instead, everyday metaphors come in the form of
prepositions, verbs, and other relational expressions that bind together multiple literal
nominal phrases (ibid.). To cut straight to the matter at hand, the mundane metaphorical
expressions are of the following kind:

(1)

We have entered the 21st century.
They worked through the night.
They are in love.
(Croft and Cruse 2004, 196, emphasis added)

(2)

His pent-up anger welled up inside him. (Kövecses 1986, 15)
These are inflammatory remarks. (Kövecses 1986, 19)
You’re beginning to get to me. (Kövecses 1986, 26)

(3)
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That is a remarkably transparent argument.

I didn’t see that point in your argument.
Your argument has no content at all—I can see right through it.
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 104)
None of the examples above are of the Julie-is-the-sun format. Rather, it is the verb
phrases (have entered, welled up, to get to me, didn’t see, see right through), adjectives
(inflammatory, transparent), and prepositions (worked through, in love, in your argument)
that carry the metaphorical impact, or say one thing and mean another. For example,
inflammatory remarks are not remarks that would literally set objects on fire. They are
utterances likely to cause anger in others. An argument is not transparent in the visual
sense so that we can literally see past the words on the page. Its transparency
metaphorically means that it is readily followed and is understood without difficulty.
The definition of metaphorical expressions as involving two sets of meaning leads
naturally to the field of research on metaphorical interpretation. This line of inquiry aims
to examine and determine the content of what is metaphorically conveyed (the other
thing), as noted by Stern (2000, 2), and the possible processes that generate it. The
traditional approaches to metaphorical interpretation are the Paraphrase and the
Similarity Positions (Lakoff and Turner 1989, 120, 123):

-

The Paraphrase Position: This position treats metaphorical expressions as
meaningful when they can be paraphrased in literal terms (120). According to this
approach, a poetic metaphor such as “Two roads diverged in a wood, and I— / I
took the one less traveled by, / And that has made all the difference” (121) is
understood when and as it is transformed into its literal equivalent, i.e. speaking
about making uncommon decisions in one’s life (120).

-

The Similarity Position: Under the Similarity Position, metaphors are devices that
highlight the literal, or objective, similarities between two entities (123). Along
these lines, a metaphorical expression merely exposes the fact that the
metaphorical and the nonmetaphorical concept share a set of features (ibid.). To
borrow Kövecses’ (2010, 78) “’the roses on her cheeks’” example, its
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comprehension involves the perception that both roses and cheeks are pink or light
red in colour.
While it is perfectly possible to paraphrase a metaphor in literal terms or notice similarity
between two items locked in a metaphorical comparison, the Similarity and Paraphrase
Positions do not quite capture our experience of what actually occurs during the
understanding of metaphors.
The expression “the roses on her cheeks” can indeed be used to claim that both
roses and cheeks possess the same coloration. Yet this claim is merely secondary to (or
rather, a product of) the observation that, as roses are metaphorically equated with
cheeks, our mental image of cheeks is fashioned according to our image of roses. The
difference between the two experiences can best be described in the following way: Stating
that cheeks and roses are both pink involves holding both an image of pink cheeks and
pink roses side by side in our minds eye. Fashioning cheeks according to roses, however,
involves a fairly vague perception of human cheeks, which becomes more and more
defined as it is moulded to the likeness of roses. The cheeks not only acquire the gentle
powdery shade of pink or red typical of roses, we can also imagine the skin on them to
possess the tautness, smoothness, and firmness of roses’ petals. Alternatively, we can view
the cheeks as a gentle explosion of revealing pigments just as a flowering rose
progressively reveals the differently coloured petals inside its corolla when it opens.
Similarly, if we “take the road less travelled by”, we are not simply making an
uncommon choice in our lives, as the Paraphrase Position would lead us to believe. As
Lakoff and Turner (1989) explain, taking the less travelled road primarily means opting
for a course of action the outcome of which is unknown (121) and possibly risky, testing, or
uncertain. Furthermore, as we make our unusual choice according to this metaphor, we
have to cut our ties with those who are making the more common choice (ibid.). The
metaphor also describes the circumstances under which the uncommon choice is made.
We are hard pressed to make it, with the knowledge that if we do not select the less usual
option now (which might hold hidden benefits for us), we will lose the opportunity to do
so later in life (ibid.). We derive this extensive interpretation as we consider the action of
making choices in life in the light of making similar choices when hiking through a forest,
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for example. Here too, we do not know where the less beaten (or travelled) path will lead
us and are aware of the possibility of getting lost if we decide to take it. If we hike together
with friends, choosing the path off the main road will mean leaving their company should
they decide to stick to the main road. We also know that the opportunity for taking the less
beaten path may not present itself again later along the main road. In letting it go, we may
be missing out on a good shortcut.

2.1 Cognitive Linguistics and Conceptual Metaphor Theory
The idea that a shaping process occurs in metaphorical understanding was put forward,
amongst others, by Max Black in 1962 (Forceville 1996, 4). This approach was aptly named
the “interaction theory” (Black 1962, 1979 cited in Forceville 1996, 4) and since its genesis
has been taken up by other theorists and developed into further metaphor comprehension
models (McGlone 2007, 110). One such model, McGlone notes (ibid.), is also the
Conceptual Metaphor Theory framework developed by Lakoff and Johnson in Metaphors
We Live By (2003), now part of the broader cognitive linguistics approach to language
study (Evans and Green 2006, 158). One of the main premises of cognitive linguistics is the
following:

[T]he Cognitive Commitment represents the view that principles of linguistic structure
should reflect what is known about human cognition from other disciplines,
particularly cognitive sciences (philosophy, psychology, artificial intelligence and
neuroscience). [L]anguage and linguistic organisation should reflect general cognitive
principles rather than cognitive principles that are specific to language. (Evans and
Green 2006, 40—41)

Put differently, every linguistic phenomenon tackled by cognitive linguistics (metaphor
included) should stem from general human cognitive processes that involve memory,
attention, comparison and judgement, and others (Croft and Cruse 2004, 45, 46). Since
Conceptual Metaphor Theory is based on everyday metaphorical expressions, we must first
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understand how cognitive linguists define word meaning before we can consider how
these meanings interact in metaphors.
According to the cognitive linguistics approach, the knowledge in our mind
manifests as “conceptual structure: the nature and organisation of mental representation
in all its richness and diversity” (Evans and Green 2006, 156). These conceptual structures
contain the entire knowledge each of us possesses about the world and which we gather
through our experience in it (160); they are referred to as “conceptual domains” (ibid.,
emphasis added). With respect to the vast repository of such knowledge in our memory as
a whole, conceptual domains represent the way our mind breaks that knowledge apart into
multiple “coherent region[s]” (Croft and Cruse 2004, 14). One domain thus contains a part
of our knowledge of the world that pertains to one such region (ibid.). To stress that
conceptual domains (and concepts, as we will see later on) are a mental phenomenon,
cognitive linguists write down their names in capital letters (Kövecses 2010, 4): e.g., the
domain of WAR.
Our knowledge is not randomly stuffed into these domains; it has a highly
organised structure. According to Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 117), domains are “coherent
organizations of our experiences in terms of natural dimensions”. These natural
dimensions involve parts and participants, stages, causal relationships, linear sequences,
and purposes (78). As the presence of stages, causal relationships, and linear sequencing
suggests, conceptual domains are not unlike our memories of events. They have the
appearance of events because the experiences from which they typically arise are “our
activi[ties] in the world” (119), i.e. events that involve our interaction with the world
around us. In accordance with Kövecses (1990, 36), parts and participants in domains may
also hold various properties; they can be characterised in certain ways. Let us examine the
conceptual domain HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER the knowledge structure of which
comes to us through our experiences with pressure cookers or internal pressures
generated by our own bodies (such as blood in our veins), for example.
Lakoff and Johnson (2003) define participants as living beings and inanimate
entities that are involved in certain events (82). Parts, on the other hand, are the activities
constituting those events (ibid.). In HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER, the participants
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are the container (e.g. a pressure cooker), heat and steam arising from the heated fluid,
pressure on the container walls, the container’s capacity for withstanding pressure, etc.
Parts involve the rising of the pressure in the container, the container’s resistance to that
pressure, and a possible explosion of the container. The heat of the fluid also has the
attribute of the scale of intensity (Kövecses 1986, 17). That is, inside a container being
warmed up and depending on the degree of heating present, it can be more or less intense.
The relational part of the conceptual domain consists of causal connections between
the parts. These connections bind the parts into basic units of two. Such units are then
ordered into the stages of the event in the conceptual domain so that the whole event has a
beginning, a middle, and an end point (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 78). In the HEAT OF A
FLUID IN A CONTAINER domain, an example of a causal relationship is “The effect of
intense fluid heat is container heat, internal pressure, and agitation” (Kövecses 1986, 18).
In other words, when the temperature of the fluid in a container rises, the heat causes the
warming up and agitation of the container and the building of pressure inside it. Multiple
such causal relationships are then strung together in a sequence, starting with the first and
ending with the last event in the series. For HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER
conceptual domain, the sequence of events is the following, as put forwards by Kövecses
(1986, 18): The intense heat of the fluid causes the container to heat up, become agitated,
and hold back more and more pressure. When the heat reaches the limit, the pressure in
the container causes the explosion of the container. The explosion damages the container
and objects or people standing beside it. The explosion can be prevented if enough force is
applied to keep the fluid inside. Alternatively, the heat and the heated fluid can be released
in a controlled manner towards a destructive or a constructive end. When this occurs, the
temperature and the pressure in the container decrease.
Cognitive linguists argue that, as we read and listen to sentences such as The
pressure cooker exploded, understanding the meaning of words, such as pressure cooker,
involves not only recalling the physical characteristics of the object but also tapping into
our structured domain knowledge of it, as explained by Croft and Cruse (2004, 15). Thus, a
pressure cooker is a round, metal container in which liquid is heated up (for the purpose of
cooking food), the steam from the liquid creates pressure on the walls of the cooker, and the
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job of the cooker is to contain that pressure to a certain extent (until it reaches the cooker’s
limit). Cognitive linguistics also recognises an additional level of conceptual organisation
of knowledge in the human mind, that of concepts. The information about the physical
properties of an object is subsumed under the concept we have of that object (ibid.). In our
case, the concept of PRESSURE COOKER subsumes our knowledge of pressure cookers as
round container objects made out of metal. There are many such concepts within a single
conceptual domain (ibid.), and they correspond roughly to the parts (actions) and
participants (elements) of the domain structure (16) as described above. Thus, the HEAT
OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER domain also contains concepts such as HEATED FLUID,
STEAM, PRESSURE, SUPPRESSION OF PRESSURE, EXPLOSION, CONTROLLED RELEASE,
etc. Again, to understand the meaning of words or larger units in language, we evoke both
the concept and the domain knowledge of the word’s or unit’s referent.

2.2 Conceptual Metaphor Theory
At the very beginning, we noted that metaphors are identified through the simultaneous
presence of what we have called the literal and the metaphorical meaning in a single
expression. Drawing on the cognitive linguistics understanding of word meaning, we can
now rephrase that definition and offer that metaphors are characterised by “[t]he
presence of two domains” (Steen 1999, 60) evoked by a single expression. The second,
core, part of the conceptual metaphor definition follows the interactional approach to
metaphorical understanding, with a cognitive twist. Just as concepts/domains are
knowledge structures in the mind, a conceptual metaphor is a cognitive operation whereby
“one concept [domain] is metaphorically structured in terms of another” (Lakoff and
Johnson 2003, 14). According to the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, the conceptual content
evoked by the literal part of the metaphoric expression serves as the conceptual
metaphor’s “source domain” (252). The metaphorical part retrieves the source conceptstructured “target domain” (ibid.) knowledge.
The structuring of the target domain through its corresponding source domain is
called the process of “metaphorical mapping” (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 246), and it
occurs as “ontological” and “epistemic correspondences” Croft and Cruse (2004, 169) are
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established

between

the

source

and

the

target

domains

(ibid.).

Ontological

correspondences bind the concepts from the source domain with those in the target
domain while epistemic correspondences arise between the two domains’ relational
structures (ibid.). Let us look at an example of a conceptual metaphor mapping that
underpins expressions such as “His pent-up anger welled up inside him” (Kövecses 1986,
15). The metaphoric expression to well up inside activates the source domain HEAT OF A
FLUID IN A CONTAINER while anger (which does the welling up) activates the target
domain of ANGER. As we saw earlier, HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER has the
concepts CONTAINER, HEAT OF FLUID, PRESSURE, etc. In the process of metaphorical
mapping, these concepts are paired with the concepts from the ANGER domain to form the
metaphor’s ontological correspondences. For example, the BODY of the angry person in
the domain of ANGER corresponds to the CONTAINER (e.g. pressure cooker) in the HEAT
OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER domain (Kövecses 1986, 17, 18). Following this pattern,
ANGER becomes HEAT, ANGER LIMIT, the PRESSURE LIMIT of the CONTAINER (ibid.),
and so on.
Epistemic correspondences transfer the logic of the source domain relations, i.e. the
causal and sequential structure of the source domain, onto the target domain. Thus,
because

anger

corresponds

to

heat

in

the

container

and

body

temperature/pressure/agitation is linked to container heat/pressure/agitation, when
heated fluid causes the container to heat up, bear more pressure, and become agitated,
anger is perceived as causing the rise of body temperature, internal bodily pressure, and
nervous agitation (18). This epistemic correspondence is then followed by others (ibid.): In
the HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER domain, the heat from the fluid brings the
pressure in the container to a critical point whereby the container explodes.
Correspondingly, anger can reach a critical point in an angry person whereby that person
“explodes” or loses control. Just as force can be applied to keep the heated fluid inside a
container which is about to explode, the angry person can hold his anger back and not lose
control over himself because of his emotion.
Epistemic correspondences are also known as “metaphoric entailments” (Croft and
Cruse 2004, 197). We can say that the metaphorical conceptualisation of ANGER as HEAT
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OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER entails that if too much pressure is applied to the container,
the container will explode. In turn, this entails that if a person becomes very angry, he may
likewise “explode,” or lose control. Because the source domain HEAT OF A FLUID IN A
CONTAINER and target domain ANGER are joined in the metaphorical mapping, the
conceptual metaphor arising from this mapping bears the designation ANGER IS HEAT OF
A FLUID IN A CONTAINER. This is the conventional way to name conceptual metaphors in
cognitive linguistics, as noted by Kövecses (2010, 4).
It is important to observe that metaphorical mappings, at least of the kind
described above, are not formed at the very moment we encounter a metaphorical
expression in language. Rather, they are pre-existing conceptual structures stored in our
memory (McGlone 2007, 111). Cognitive linguists postulate that the source and target
domains connect when the experiences that give rise to both occur together for us (Lakoff
and Johnson 2003, “Orientational Metaphors”; Grady, 1997). For ANGER IS HEAT OF A
FLUID IN A CONTAINER, this experiential correlation stems from the experience of anger
and its physiological effects on our body, i.e. the rising body temperature, agitation, and
internal pressure, as observed by Kövecses (1986, 13). These connections are formed
already in early childhood as children constantly co-experience their emotions with the
accompanying physical sensation in their bodies (Lakoff and Johnson 1999, 48). When we
comprehend metaphorical expressions in language, we merely tap into the alreadyestablished conceptual connections between the target and the source domains (McGlone
2007, 111).
This retrieval results in the metaphorical interpretations of the kind we witnessed
at the very beginning of this chapter and which have the flavour of intertwined literal and
metaphorical meanings. For example, in His pent-up anger welled up inside him, we
interpret the welling up inside as indicating that the angry person is becoming increasingly
more angry and experiences increased internal pressure and bodily agitation (just as heat,
pressure, and agitation intensify when a closed container is warmed up). We also
understand that his anger will soon reach a limit point at which he will lose control over
himself and cause damage to others, unless he manages to subdue his anger or release it in
a controlled manner. This is in accordance with the fact that the container has a limit for
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tolerating pressure and that without some help being brought in to increase the limit
threshold (additional application of force against the mounting pressure), the container
will explode, and its projected parts will cause damage to objects/people in close proximity
to it.
The pre-existing metaphorical mappings not only allow us to interpret
metaphorical expressions in language, they also drive our creation and use of them (Lakoff
and Turner 1989, 50). Each epistemic correspondence has the potential to generate its own
metaphorical expression. For example, in the ANGER IS HEAT OF A FLUID IN A
CONTAINER metaphor, the entailment that the pressure of steam/anger surpassing the
container/angry person’s limit causes an explosion/loss of control has given rise to
expressions for the loss of control in anger, such as “When I told him, he just exploded.”
(Kövecses 1986, 16).

2.3 Different Types of Metaphors
In the course of its development, Conceptual Metaphor Theory has made one great shift in
its classification of metaphors. This shift occurred with Grady’s 1997 doctoral dissertation
and the idea of primary metaphors that it proposed. The new classification arose from the
need to address the problem of the poverty of mapping and the identification of
experiential correlations as bases for the genesis of conceptual metaphors (Grady 1997, 8,
13). In the THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS metaphor, Grady observes1 that while the concepts
of FOUNDATION (“Their theory had wide currency until the discovery of the quark shook
it to its foundations” [39]), SOLIDITY (“Solid, strong theories endure.” [39]), and
VERTICALITY (“That theory caved in under the weight of scrutiny.” [39]) do manifest as
linguistic metaphorical expressions for THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS, the most salient
aspects of buildings such as doors, floors, windows, and inhabitants clearly do not (40).
Furthermore, he argues that certain conceptual metaphors, such as MORE IS UP,
stem from a plausible experiential correlation which is responsible for their creation (41).
As Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 16) observe, by adding more of a substance or more objects
to a pile or into a container, the level of those objects and substances rises. We saw a
1

As do Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 52).
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similar experiential motivation for ANGER IS HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER where
increased body heat and pressure co-occur with our experience of anger. The THEORIES
ARE BUILDINGS metaphor, on the other hand, completely lacks any correlation in
experience. As Grady (1997, 41) rightfully asks: “What type of experience can we point to
as a motivation for the association between the domain of theories and that of buildings?”
In order to solve the issue of experiential motivation and missing mappings, Grady
(1997) puts forward the idea of primary metaphors. To satisfy the criterion of experiential
correlation, he limits the types of source and target domains to those for which he can
show that they occur together in human experience (23). For example, the experience of
lifting a particularly heavy object co-occurs together with the sensations of undue exertion
and discomfort (ibid.). This serves as the basis for the DIFFICULTIES ARE BURDENS
primary metaphor (104). Grady christens experientially related domains “primary source”
(26) and “primary target” (ibid.) domains. With the collection of primary metaphors at
hand, he then joins them together in order to reconstruct the metaphorical bases for
various linguistic manifestations of metaphors. For THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS, he
suggests that the original metaphor comprises of two primary metaphors: ORGANIZATION
IS PHYSICAL STRUCTURE and VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS (45). The two primary
metaphors then combine to form a single “complex metaphor[]” (48), which is VIABLE,
COMPLEX, ABSTRACT ENTITIES (THEORIES included) ARE ERECT PHYSICAL
STRUCTURES in our case here(45).
Each primary metaphor contributes its own set of ontological and epistemic
correspondences to a complex metaphor (49). The ORGANIZATION IS PHYSICAL
STRUCTURE primary metaphor gives us the understanding that the abstract entity is a
whole composed of various parts arranged in specific ways (46). The VIABILITY IS
ERECTNESS primary metaphor, on the other hand, “refers to continued function, or
continued relevance” (ibid.) of abstract entities. In addition, when primary metaphors
combine, further entailments can occasionally be produced (49). For the VIABLE,
COMPLEX, ABSTRACT ENTITIES ARE ERECT PHYSICAL STRUCTURES complex metaphor,
this entailment is that not all parts of an erect physical structure play an equally important
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role in holding that structure up; some carry more of the structure’s weight and are crucial
for supporting it (ibid.). The entire complex mapping thus has the following components:

(4)

VIABLE, COMPLEX, ABSTRACT ENTITY

ERECT PHYSICAL STRUCTURE

Complex abstract whole (object)

Complex physical whole (object)

Elements of organized whole

Physical parts

Logical/causal relationships

Physical arrangement

Persistence

Erectness/verticality

Asymmetrical dependence of

Support

some elements on others
(Grady 1997, 49)

This mapping allows us to speak about “[t]he parts of a theory” (46), of theories being
“well put together” and having “an overall design” (39), about the collapse of the theory
whereby a theory is no longer functional (as in “That theory caved in under the weight of
scrutiny. [ibid.]), and of factual support for theories (50).
The

VIABLE,

COMPLEX,

ABSTRACT

ENTITIES

ARE

ERECT

PHYSICAL

STRUCTURES metaphor does not presuppose that its source domain be buildings
specifically; any erect physical structure will do (51). The result is a successful explanation
for why some concepts from the domain of BUILDINGS, such as WINDOWS, DOORS,
OCCUPANTS, do not spontaneously map onto THEORIES. Every erect physical structure
has support structures, parts, relationship between those parts, and a vertical design, but
not all have windows, doors, tenants, and so on (50). Just consider the difference between
a transition tower and a house, both erect physical structures. Within the Primary
Metaphor framework, Grady also loosens the ties between source and target domains. He
argues that all kinds of abstract entities can serve as target domains for ERECT PHYSICAL
STRUCTURES and that the metaphorical mapping is not limited to THEORIES only (42).
He gives the following examples where POLITICAL and ECONOMIC STRUCTURES,
MARRIAGE, and ECOSYSTEM are all target domains for ERECT PHYSICAL STRUCTURE:
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(5)

a. the architect of Nazi Germany
b. Trust is the foundation of marriage.
c. The Federal Reserve is the cornerstone of the nation’s banking system.
d. Recent land development has caused the near collapse of the Bay’s
ecosystem.
(Grady 1997, 42)

Finally, due to its atomic nature (Lakoff and Johnson 1999, 60), Grady’s Primary
Metaphor Theory gives primary metaphors independent existence from complex ones
(Grady 1997, 47). The theory is replete with examples that show how primary metaphors
with the source concepts of PHYSICAL STRUCTURE and ERECTNESS have linguistic
manifestations that do not activate both of them at once. Complex abstract structures, for
example, can be equated with objects other than erect physical structures, such as textiles:
“The theory has completely unraveled” and “Our marriage is in tatters” (ibid.). VIABILITY
IS ERECTNESS metaphor, on the other hand, can underlie linguistic examples that do not
evoke the notion of physical structure (e.g., a pole is an erect object without a physical
structure) (ibid.). When we say that “The speed record for the mile still stands/was
toppled” or “This [situation] will not stand”, there is no notion present that the speed
record or the situation have internal structure with parts and relations between those
parts; the metaphors only speak about the validity/invalidity or persistence/nonpersistence of the two states (ibid.).
The Primary Metaphor Theory has been incorporated into the overall Conceptual
Metaphor Theory by Lakoff and Johnson in their work Philosophy in the Flesh (1999).
There, the authors re-examine such canonical metaphors as LOVE IS A JOURNEY and
identify various primary metaphors that compose them. LOVE IS A JOURNEY complex
metaphor, they argue, is composed of the “Lovers Are Travelers,” “Their Common Life
Goals Are Destinations,” “The Relationship Is A Vehicle,” and “Difficulties Are Impediments
To Motion” primary metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson 1999, 65). As observed above, each of
these metaphors has its own set of entailments, which are realised in language. For
example, one of the entailments of the RELATIONSHIP IS A VEHICLE primary metaphor is
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that once a vehicle runs out of fuel, it can no longer progress towards its destination, thus
the expression “The marriage is out of gas” (ibid.). As a love relationship begins to lack the
elements that “drive it forward” (trust, affection, sexual desire), it no longer develops
towards the lovers’ common goals. The COMMON LIFE GOALS ARE DESTINATIONS
primary metaphor enables us to understand that when lovers take divergent paths in their
lives, their love relationship has fallen apart: e.g., “We’re heading in different directions”
or “We may have to go our separate ways” (ibid.).
The Primary Metaphor Theory imposes a reorganisation on the previous
classification system of metaphors. As we have seen above, the theory distinguishes
between primary and complex metaphors. The main criterion for this distinction is the
presence or absence of experiential correlation base for each source and target domain
paring. If the two domains co-occur together in experience, the metaphor they form is
primary; if not, it is likely complex. Some metaphors that would previously be considered
as “structural” (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 61), i.e. those that “provide the richest source of
metaphorical elaborations” (ibid.), are primary metaphors under Grady’s approach. For
example, UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING (or KNOWING IS SEEING) is a structural
metaphor according to Lakoff and Johnson’s original classification (2003). However,
because the domain of UNDERSTANDING and the domain of SEEING occur together in our
experience—as we get a good look at an object, we usually acquire knowledge about it—
UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING metaphor is a primary metaphor. Further examples of
primary metaphors that would previously be subsumed under structural metaphors
include: ACHIEVING A PURPOSE IS ACQUIRING A DESIRED OBJECT (Grady 1997, 123),
ATTRACTION IS PHYSICAL FORCE (295), DESIRE IS HUNGER (136), LARGE IS
IMPORTANT (140), TIME IS A RESOURCE (293) (Lakoff and Johnson’s [2003, 7] TIME IS
MONEY), VISION IS PHYSICAL CONTACT (Grady 1997, 298) (Lakoff and Johnson’s [2003,
50] SEEING IS TOUCHING), DIFFICULTIES ARE OPPONENTS (Grady 1997, 291),
DIFFICULTIES ARE BURDENS (ibid.), etc.
An example of a complex metaphor, as identified by Lakoff and Johnson (1999,
238), would be the THINKING IS PERCEIVING metaphor, one of the major metaphors that
structure our lay understanding of human cognition. This complex metaphor contains the
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UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING primary metaphor as well as a host of others. Amongst
them are: “Attempting To Gain Knowledge Is Searching” (238) (“An attempt to gain
knowledge of something is conceptualized as looking or searching for it, and gaining
knowledge is conceptualized as discovering or finding.” [239]), “Directing Attention Is
Pointing” (238) (“When we speak of pointing something out so that you can see it, we
mean we are directing your attention to something so that you can have knowledge of it.”
[239]), “Deception Is Purposefully Impending Vision” (238) (“A cover-up is an attempt to
hide something, to keep people from knowing about it.” [ibid.]), and many more.
Orientational metaphors relate our position in space with our mental experience in
that position (for example the concept of VERTICALITY and VIABILITY) (Lakoff and
Johnsons 2003, 14). Therefore, they all count as primary metaphors. As for ontological
metaphors that afford us the “[u]nderstanding [of] our experience in terms of objects and
substances” (25) or permit us to view these experiences as “entities bounded by a surface”
(ibid.), Grady undoes this category completely. He argues that the conceptualisation of
abstract entities as objects arises as a consequence of primary mappings (Grady 2005, 49).
He explains that we view ideas as things because we think of them metaphorically as
objects to be grasped (via the UNDERSTANDING IS GRASPING primary metaphor) or
perceived (via the UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING primary metaphor) (ibid.). Therefore,
according to the Primary Metaphor Theory, there exists no such independent mapping as
INFLATION IS AN ENTITY, an ontological metaphor put forward by Lakoff and Johnson
(2003, 26). Instead, INFLATION becomes an entity by virtue of its metaphorical
conceptualisation as an OPPONENT in the DIFFICULTIES ARE OPPONENTS primary
metaphor. Examples such as “We need to combat inflation” or “Inflation is backing us into
a corner” that Lakoff and Johnson (ibid.) cite as instances of the INFLATION IS AN ENTITY
ontological
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metaphor

confirm

Grady’s

idea.

3 Metaphors and Understanding, Metaphors and Action
Allowing us to understand metaphoric expressions in language is merely a secondary
function of conceptual metaphors. On the very opening pages of Metaphors We Live By,
Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 3) write:

If we are right in suggesting that our conceptual system is largely metaphorical, the
way we think, what we experience, and what we do every day is very much a
matter of metaphor.

They thus introduce the idea that amongst other activities metaphors are primarily
implicated in, human reasoning is one of them. As Lakoff, Johnson and other Conceptual
Metaphor theorists examined the typical source and target domains, a distinction arose
between those that serve as targets and those that play the role of sources. Kövecses (2010,
“Common Source and Target Domains”) observes that source domains regularly involve
the human body, movement and direction, forces, health and illness, plants, tools and
machines, business enterprises, temperature, and so on. Respectively, the examples
include: “the heart of the problem” (18), “Inflation is soaring,” “She swept me off my feet,”
(22), “a healthy society,” “the fruit of her labor” (19), “the machine of democracy,” “I tried
to save some energy” (20), and “in the heat of passion” (21). Target domains, on the other
hand, include emotions and desires, thinking processes, societies and nations, morality,
politics, relationships, and others: “He was bursting with joy” (23), “She’s grinding out
new ideas,” “neighbouring countries” / “the ills of society,” “She resisted the temptation”
(24), “The fight erupted over abortion,” and “Their friendship is in full flower” (25,
emphasis altered).
The common denominator of source domains is that they are “physical” (Lakoff and
Johnson 2003, 59) and therefore “more sharply delineated” (57) or possessing “more
sensory content” (Grady 1997, 134) than target domains. What is meant under the notion
of sharp delineation is precisely the presence of knowledge structures (parts, participants,
causal relations, stages) found in conceptual domains (77). Not all domains inherently
possess these structures (57); target domains consist of such nebulous and difficult-to-
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define entities as feelings, thinking process, our relationships with others, and so on. In
order for us to be able to think about them, or as Grady (1997, 135) explains, “maintain
and manipulate [them] in our consciousness,” they must be given proper conceptual
structure. They receive this structure from source domains in the process of metaphorical
mapping. To see how structuring through metaphor bestows upon us the ability to reason
about target concepts, let us consider the difference in thinking about anger as we speak
about it in the following two ways: His pent-up anger welled up inside him and its
impoverished literal paraphrase He became angry.
As we saw above, HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER domain has distinct entities
and discrete events. There is the container, the heated fluid, the heat that comes from the
heated fluid, the pressure of the steam, and others. The events consist of the rising of the
heat/pressure, the possibility of explosion, the action of attempted suppression of
pressure, and so on. They are also causally related and ordered into stages. Accordingly,
the ANGER target domain possesses distinct elements so that there is the angry person
(his body), the emotion of anger, the physiological effects of anger, etc. There are also the
events of the rising intensity of anger, body temperature, and agitation in the angry
person, his attempts to suppress his emotion, and the possible loss of control over it. When
we merely speak of ourselves as angry, all these entities and events vanish from our
mental representation of anger. Being angry, for example, does not allow us to imagine
ourselves as separate from our emotion. The result is that we find it difficult to identify or
define what it is that we are actually angry about. Conversely, it is much easier to single
out our angry emotions and examine their content if we can hold them apart from
ourselves and treat them as distinct entities (e.g., as the rising heat).
Furthermore, becoming angry gives us a very limited range of mental operations
that we can perform as we think about anger. For example, it is difficult for us to assign
causes to the emotion. When someone merely becomes angry, the notion of causation is
blurred (there may not even be a cause). We need to think about anger in terms of a fluid
heated by fire in order to properly hold the idea of the emotion’s cause in our mind. When
anger wells up inside someone, we can immediately think about the possibility of the cause
(the fire) that started this “welling up”. The expression becoming angry also makes it
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difficult for us to see anger as having duration and points of onset and disappearance.
When someone becomes angry, it is less clear at what point he began experiencing this
emotion (was he experiencing low-level anger even before he became angry), how long he
is going to feel this way, or when his anger is going to abate (if it will disappear at all).
Finally, as stated above, the ANGER IS HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER
metaphor provides the anger scenario with clearly defined, distinct events. With becoming
angry, no such events can be discerned or imagined. As a result, we have no knowledge of
a person’s internal experience of anger and find it impossible to pinpoint the stage of
anger that the person currently finds himself at. Connected to the identification of stages is
also the anger’s intensity. HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER allows us to clearly
envision an intensity scale for anger, just as we can clearly imagine the notches on a
thermometer scale. When someone is simply angry or has become angry, the expressions’
underlying conceptualisations of anger do not allow us to divide and measure the emotion
according to its intensity. We are therefore also unable to know exactly how intense the
anger in someone is; whether it is approaching a limit or is still relatively under control.

3.1 Metaphors and Action
Another primary function of conceptual metaphors that Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 3)
identify is the shaping of our actions. This is due to the simple fact that our actions usually
follow from our thoughts, and metaphors help structure the latter. For example, when
ANGER is conceptualised as HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER, it has a cause and that
cause is the fire under the pressure cooker. In order to reduce the anger in someone, we
use the logic of the HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER domain which dictates that
reducing the heat of the fluid in a pressure cooker is accomplished by removing the cooker
from the heat source or the heat source from the cooker. This results in distinct forms of
behaviour towards angry people. For example, in order to calm down our feisty friend, we
remove him from the vicinity of people who agitate him enormously. Similarly, when
someone is about to explode with anger, we do not stand about but attempt to escape the
situation (“seek cover”) as soon as possible. And when someone is barely keeping his anger
contained, we see it prudent not to agitate him any further (“add fuel to fire”).
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Due to their potential to influence actions, metaphors have been subjected to
research in fields like psychology and sociology. In his examination of metaphors for
immigrants in the United States, Santa Ana (2003) observes that immigrants were often
depicted in the media (newspapers) as animals and immigration as dangerous waters.
Here are some examples from his study (all of the emphases added):

(6)

Immigrants as “animals that are lured”: “The lure is jobs, however ill paid,
not welfare”.
Immigrants as “animals that can be tracked”: “Beaten-down agents, given
only enough resources to catch a third of their quarry . . . .” (Santa-Ana
2003, 207)
IMMIGRATION AS DANGEROUS WATERS: “Foreigners who have flooded
into the country so far this year” (Santa-Ana 2003, 209), “Awash under a
brown tide”, “An overwhelming flood of asylum seekers has put the country
in an angry funk” (210).

Santa Ana comments on these metaphors in light of the legislation of anti-immigrant laws
in the United States in the years from 1992 to 1994 (203, 204). Looking at the entailments
of the IMMIGRANTS ARE ANIMALS metaphor, he observes that speaking of immigrants in
terms of animals allowed the United States voters to view the former as beings other than
and unequal to humans (208). This perception led to the belief that immigrants do not
deserve human privileges such as certain civil and human rights (ibid.) and was one of the
factors that influenced the voters’ behaviour so that anti-immigrant laws were eventually
passed (211). For IMMIGRATION IS DANGEROUS WATERS, Santa Ana explains that the
metaphor entails the changing of the land, in particular its erosion and destruction, by the
(immigrant) flood (210). It is not difficult to see how viewing immigrants as destruction
advancing towards one’s country contributed to the voters’ endorsement of the antiimmigrant law. If there is an approaching danger (immigrants) that can destroy
something in your possession or dear to you (your country), you have to protect yourself
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from that danger (protect your country from the immigrants, limit immigration by
endorsing anti-immigration laws).
We can also use metaphors to change the way we view ourselves and adjust or alter
our behaviour. This is famously exploited in psychotherapy. In her work Metaphor and
Meaning in Psychotherapy (1990), Siegelman considers the effects of metaphors on her
patients’ behaviour. She recounts the story of Sylvia whose choice of action and activity
was entirely subjugated to her parents’ and, later, her husband’s demands (74). These
activities almost never coincided with Sylvia’s own wants and desires and entailed their
suppression, which was making her suffer (ibid.). Sylvia described her continuous
engagement in decisions and activities contrary to her liking through the metaphor of “’the
too-tight shoe’” (ibid.). The wearing of the tight shoe corresponded to the things she was
forced to do, her selection of such shoes to the selection to engage in unwanted activities,
and the tightness represented the emotional pain that she experienced on such occasions
(75).
As Sylvia made progress in her therapy, she had a sudden metaphorical epiphany in
which “’A foot shouldn’t be forced to fit a shoe; the shoe should be bought to fit the foot!’”
(ibid.). The metaphor allowed her to understand that she should reject the situations and
activities not commensurate with (or “fitting to”) her desires and engage in those that
bring her pleasure instead. The result was a drastic change in the life choices that she
made after her metaphorical realisation. She left the marriage in which her partner was
oppressing her (the “too tight shoe”) and moved into her own apartment where she could
engage in activities to her heart’s content, such as painting (ibid.). She described this
development with the appropriate metaphorical image: “’For the first time it’s as though
I’m wearing slippers, comfortable slippers that molded themselves to my foot’” (ibid.).
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4 Metaphors on Depression: Previous Studies
There were three previous studies on metaphors in depression available to me: McMullen
and Conway’s study from 2002, Schoeneman, Schoeneman and Stalling’s from 2004, and
the more recent Fullagar and O’Brien’s examination from 2012. Schoeneman, Schoeneman
and Stallings’s (2004) and McMullen and Conway’s (2002) studies survey metaphors that
were used by the American speakers at the end of the 20 th century. Schoeneman,
Schoeneman and Stallings (2002) examine William Styron’s memoir of his struggle with
clinical depression, Darkness Visible, which was published in 1990 (326). The authors
argue that the metaphors which the novel uses to describe depression are commensurate
with how ordinary people and professionals speak about the mental illness (338).
McMullen and Conway (2002), on the other hand, collect their metaphors from recorded
psychotherapy sessions of 21 participants suffering from depression and related mental
illnesses. Likewise, Fullagar and O’Brien’s (2012) study surveys metaphors on depression
as used by a sample of Australian women recovered or recovering from the illness. We can
thus treat the metaphors from all three studies as representative of how depression is
spoken about by ordinary people who experienced the illness.

4.1 Schoeneman, Schoeneman and Stallings (2004)
Styron’s metaphors are dark and emphasise the extreme suffering and emotional pain
experienced in depression. Metaphors on pain and suffering occur most frequently in the
novel: there are 63 out of 1,383 (Schoeneman, Schoeneman and Stallings 2004, 332).
Together with metaphors conveying similarly distressing experiences, the count rises to
205, 14% of all metaphors (ibid.). Examples include: “their return from the abyss,” “in the
aftermath of serious onslaught,” “torture and violence,” “my pain had become so intense,”
“. . . a major ordeal,” “the devastation taking place in my mind” (336), “an immense and
aching solitude” (337), and so on. In keeping with the theme of suffering, Styron also
depicts depression metaphorically as evil (“the malign process of my illness” [336]),
horror (“fogbound horror” [336]), darkness/blackness (“depression’s black tempest),
danger (“the danger signals of depression” [337]), mystery (“the malady’s all but
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impenetrable mystery” [337]), madness (“frenzied dismay” [337]), seizure (“the
immediate upheaval convulsing my system” [337]), and disruption (“Most distressing of all
instinctual disruptions” [337]). These metaphors account for 122 out of 1383 examples;
that is 8%.
Metaphors that can be linked to functionality or difficulty in recovery involve those
where depression is conceptualised as weakness (“I felt a kind of numbness, an
enervation” [337]), weight (“Sisyphean torment” [337]), visual difficulty (“failure of
mental focus” [337]), paralysis or insensibility (“stuporous and virtually paralyzed” [336]),
opposition or confinement (“no escape from this smothering confinement” [336]), and
drowning or suffocation (“the pain is most closely connected to drowning or suffocation”
[336]). There were 67 such metaphors in total (4%). Metaphors involving downward
orientation, such as “my spirits regularly sank to their nadir” (336), accounted for 35
examples in the novel (2%). Finally, metaphors of recovery involved light or clarity (“I had
emerged into light” [337]), health and restoration (“whoever has been restored to health”
[337]), return (“a semblance of clarity returning” [337]), safety (“calling ‘Chin up’ from
the safety of the shore to a drowning person” [337]), peace (“where peace can return to
the mind” [337]) and other minor ones. We must also note the biblical undertones of some
metaphors. When Styron speaks of the mental hospital where he stayed during his
recovery, he describes it “as a purgatory . . . [and] ultimately a sanctuary, refuge, and
salvation” (335). Schoeneman, Schoeneman and Stallings (2004) also observe that the
support from his friends and family Styron received during his depression recovery were
“described positively as a valuable commodity (2) and gift that took on the character of
religious devotion (including devotion, passion, commitment, suffering, and salvation)”
(ibid.).

4.2 McMullen and Conway (2002)
McMullen and Conway (2002) report instances of DEPRESSION IS DARKNESS (“It’s really
like a black cloud” [170]), DEPRESSION IS A CLOUD OR COVER (It’s just like it
[depression] is a cloud that . . . sits over me. . . .” [170]), and DEPRESSION IS BAD
WEATHER (“I have such a rainy-day attitude about everything all the time.” [170])
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metaphors. They also identify the DEPRESSION IS WEIGHT (“I feel just so – so heavy.”
[170]) and DEPRESSION IS CAPTOR (“I feel trapped.” / “I want to break out of this.” [171])
metaphors. Through the use of the latter, they claim, the psychotherapy patients
communicated the restrictive nature of their illness (171). All these metaphors combined,
however, represent less than 10% of the entire set (ibid.). 90% of examples belong to the
DEPRESSION IS DESCENT metaphor (ibid.). McMullen and Conway (2002) explain that
this metaphor is “derived from our knowledge and experience of descent” (ibid.) whereby
“going down is quick, easy, and requires no will” (171—172), and the “downward
progression . . ., once begun, is difficult, if not impossible, to stop” (172). “Coming back
up,” according to this metaphor, “takes a long time, is difficult and effortful, and requires
will” (ibid.). McMullen and Conway (2002) give the following examples of the
metaphorical descent and ascent in depression:

(8)

I just kinda went down last night and I really don’t know why.
After I saw you last Monday, I hit a low.
(171)

I just have to use my own strength and my faith and, uh, to try to . . . to pull
myself out of it.
I don’t want to get enthusiastic, get back down, and have to slowly work my
way back up.
(172)

In addition, they present the resulting state of being at the bottom through the following
examples:

(9)

This morning . . . I was just way down in the gutter.
I’m down in the dumps.
Down in my catacombs . . .
(172)
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Although McMullen and Conway (2002) consider them as a part of the DESCENT
metaphor, their examples also feature instances of the VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS
metaphor:

(10)

I just was down.
. . . really feeling low.
(171)

4 Fullagar and O’Brien (2012)
Fullagar and O’Brien (2012) report on a range of metaphors focusing more on the content
of the mappings and less on the quantitative aspects of their research (they do not present
us with information on the frequency of metaphors at all). The women from their study
report of being trapped by depression or getting stuck in it: “A trap. You’re in a trap, and
it’s just a spiral. The more you try, the more you get stuck in it . . . “ (1066). They also
describe their depressions in terms of uncontrolled descent whereby becoming depressed
is talked about in terms of “falling, going downhill, crashing, or descending into a state of
depression” (ibid.). Another metaphor was that of losing one’s identity or the experience of
the lost self (ibid.), which is a combination of KNOWING IS SEEING and GAINING
KNOWLEDGE IS SEARCHING primary metaphors, as identified by Lakoff and Johnson
(1999, 238): “I couldn’t even find myself. It was like being locked in a dark room and just
not being able to identify yourself anymore . . .” (Fullagar and O’Brien 2012, 1066). The
authors also found metaphors of darkness, blackness, and weight for depression and
pointed out the presence of those that speak of depression and depressed individuals in
terms of abnormality, deficiency, and loss of balance (ibid.).
Women often spoke of their depressions in terms of “’feeling a little bit crazy,’ ‘off
balance,’ ‘something wasn’t right,’ . . . ‘in deficit’” whereby “[o]ne participant spoke [of
being] already in deficit because my mind’s not working properly and my brain’s not
working properly’” (ibid.). In addition, they found that the women were influenced by
medical and psychological discourse as they talked about depression as a deficiency or
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failure present inside their selves or their minds (ibid.). Next, Fullagar and O’Brien (2012)
present the WAR metaphor that many women used in their narrative. Here is an example
of such a metaphor actualised in one woman’s description of her recovery: “I’m probably
charging a little bit better that I was, say, even two months ago. It’s like the up-hill-battle. .
. “ (1066). Fullagar and O’Brien (2012) explain that the WAR metaphor as used by the
women not only underlines the difficulty of recovering from depression (ibid.), but is also
employed to convey the women’s opposition to the received idea that the recovery will be a
straightforward matter and characterises their struggle with their dependency on
medication to feel normal (ibid.).
The final metaphor identified was the RECOVERY IS A JOURNEY metaphorical
mapping. The journey in the mapping has a specific destination: the “peak” (ibid.), or the
point in the depressed women’s lives where they can enjoy their lives to the fullest and
discover a range of new desires and capacities within themselves (1068). In addition, the
JOURNEY metaphors as used by the women casts recovery from depression as a long-term
event with no linear progression towards the cure and allows them to understand their
lives as consisting both of good as well as bad days (ibid.). This specialised JOURNEY
metaphor can be observed in the example below:

Each year there are times when you actually have to hike quite solidly through thick
forest, but you might find yourself in an open field for a little while. And then, at
some point you are going to have to climb up the other side of the valley to get to
the next valley, and you have to work your arse off to do that. At some point you
come to a peak . . . . [I am] perpetually surprised at myself, at my capacity. I can
push myself so much further than I do, and I’m capable of so much more. (1067—
1068)
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5 Movement and Force in Conceptual Metaphor
In their metaphorical re-casting of Western philosophy, Lakoff and Johnson (1999)
consider clusters of metaphors that are used in reasoning about such overarching notions
as time, events, causation, the self, and the human mind. Since these metaphors form an
important portion of the ones identified in my study, I will consider some of them here
separately. In the Results section, I will refer to them only as much as it is needed for the
purpose of commentary.
In his treatment of movement-based metaphors, Grady (1997) makes the
distinction between metaphorical expressions for movement along a path towards a
physical goal and those for bodily movement in general. Expressions such as “She’s having
trouble reaching her goals on this project” are representations of the former (102). On the
other hand, expressions such as “He’s really straightjacketed in that job—his boss gives
him no latitude whatsoever” involve a general kind of motion of limbs as we use our hands
to take a sip from a cup or move our bodies to a more comfortable position (104). Grady
sorts the former under the PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS metaphor (102) while he
regards the latter as an instance of the ACTION IS BODILY MOTION metaphor (103, 104).
The metaphor PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS is motivated by a correlation in
experience between fulfilling our goals and reaching a certain location (102). As Johnson
(1987, 115) observes, from when we could crawl, we had intentions or goals to move
towards some or the other location and we satisfied those goals by moving to those
locations. This essential correlation in experience allows us to speak about reaching our
purposes in life, refer to the absence of purpose in life as the absence of direction in life
(Lakoff and Johnson 1999, 190), describe progress in life by evoking forward movement as
in “We are moving ahead” (191), understand that when someone says he has “come a long
way” (ibid.), he means that he has made a lot of progress in his life (ibid.), and so on.
Purposeful actions in our lives are thus understood as forward movements towards a
destination under the PURPOSES ARE DESTINATION metaphor (ibid.).
Associated with movement is also the notion of difficulty or impediment to
movement. This gives rise to the DIFFICULTIES ARE IMPEDIMENTS TO MOVEMENT
metaphorical mapping where impediments that prevent us from achieving our purpose in
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life are metaphorically referred to as obstacles on our way to physical goals, as observed by
Grady (1997, 103). In other words, anything that physically hampers our movement
towards a given physical destination is metaphorically understood as interfering with the
actions that we take in order to reach our goals and with the reaching of the goal itself.
This comes across in metaphorical expressions such as “He blocked me from talking to her
by making sure the line was busy” (ibid.), “We’ve been bogged down,” “We’ve been
hacking our way through a jungle of regulations” (Lakoff and Johnson 1999, 189).
The second metaphor that involves movement along a path is the STATES ARE
LOCATIONS metaphor. It arises from the correlation between being situated in a certain
location and experiencing sensations or emotional/perceptual states connected to that
location, as observed by Grady (1997, 106). Evans and Tyler (2004, 175) observe a similar
connection for containers where being in a container co-occurs with experiencing a certain
emotional or mental state. A child, they argue, experiences a sense of love and safety as it
sits in its parent’s lap or is hugged by the parent (ibid.). In both cases, the correlation gives
rise to the metaphorical interpretation that being located in a place or in a container
means experiencing a certain mental, emotional, or physical state. Because we associate
the change of locations with movement, Lakoff and Johnson (1999, 183) argue that a
change of state is correspondingly metaphorically understood as movement between
bounded regions in space. They name this metaphor CHANGES ARE MOVEMENTS (ibid.),
but for clarity and better distinction, I will refer to it as CHANGES OF STATE ARE
MOVEMENTS BETWEEN LOCATIONS.
The mapping is instantiated in expressions such as “I came out of depression,” “He
went crazy,” “She entered a state of euphoria” (ibid.), and similar. The metaphorical
interpretation of such expressions involves the understanding that as a person moves out
of depression, he no longer experiences the mental state. Finally, STATES can also be
metaphorically understood as SHAPES, according to Lakoff and Johnson (1999, 207). This
combines with the CAUSES ARE FORCES metaphor so that causation can be
metaphorically referred to as a shape-altering force; thus in expressions such as “He wants
to reshape the government,” or “She is a reformer” (ibid.), exerting force and changing the
“shape” of the government is understood as inducing a change of state in the institution.
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6 Methodology
The study of metaphors in my thesis follows in the steps of the previous three studies on
metaphors of depression. In order to examine ordinary people’s metaphorical talk on
depression, I looked at 68 blog posts of blog writers who have been or currently are
dealing with depression and who have described their experience with the illness in their
blogs. I have selected blogs from four sites: bipolarburble (N = 40), A Splintered Mind (N =
8), Depression Army (N = 15), and The Mind (N = 13). The blogs were selected on the basis
of prior familiarity with them and with respect to the awards that they received for their
portrayal of mental health issues. The first two blogs are authored by American blog
writers Natasha Tracy (bipolarburble) and Douglas Cootey (A Splintered Mind). The two
authors are, with exceedingly rare exceptions on Tracy’s part (3 out of 40 posts), the sole
creators of their blogs’ content. Both are European American by ethnicity.
The Mind and Depression Army feature British and international contributors
respectively. Both websites strive to open and maintain a dialogue about mental illness
issues while The Mind, which is a charity organisation, also offers direct help to the ailing
individuals. Depression Army works on the principle of accepting blog-post sized
descriptions of depression experiences from various contributors around the world, which
the administrators then post on their website. The Mind gathers and posts similar
contributions from people experiencing a variety of mental illnesses, depression included.
The identity of the contributors in both cases is often unknown or merely hinted at
(especially with Depression Army), and it is thus impossible to establish their ethnicity
with satisfactory accuracy.
Selecting the blog posts for the analysis was least problematic with Depression
Army and The Mind. Posts from the former site all involve descriptions of their authors’
experience with depression. The Mind’s site features a dropdown menu with a “Your
Stories” tab where one can find contributions on depression by selecting the “Depression”
filter. My only criteria for selecting the posts from Depression Army and The Mind were
the quality of the writing (coherency of the text, especially with Depression Army) and the
presence of metaphors since not all posts featured depression-related metaphors. I have
also limited the amount of posts I included from The Mind so that their number roughly
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equalled all the posts I gathered from Depression Army (The Mind = 13, Depression Army =
15).
With bipolarburble and The Splintered Mind, I had to use hashtags to gather posts
that contained descriptions of depression. I also performed a manual search, perusing each
article for its depression-related content. The reason why I adopted these approaches lay
in the diversity of topics covered by the two authors in these blogs. In The Splintered Mind,
Douglas Cootey writes about three types of mental health issues that he experiences:
depression, adult Tourette’s, and ADHD. In addition, he populates his site with posts about
his life in general. Natasha Tracy, on the other hand, has bipolar disorder II, a condition of
severe mood swings between depression and hypomania. Thus, some of her posts are
dedicated to bipolar disorder in general, some deal with hypomania and mixed moods, and
the other group contains descriptions of bipolar depression (which is the same as unipolar
depression). Through the use of filters and manual search, I excluded posts from both
blogs that did not touch upon the depression experience. Because both authors are
seasoned blog writers, I did not find their posts suffering from bad writing and excluded
none on that basis.
Once I had my pool of posts on depression, I examined the posts’ content for
depression metaphors. Alongside the latter, I also considered metaphorical expressions for
depression-related experience such as social withdrawal or lack of motivation. I followed
the Conceptual Metaphor approach when determining the presence of metaphors in
selected expressions. According to this approach, conceptual metaphor is present if the
expression clearly evokes two different conceptual domains (e.g. ARGUMENT and WAR)
whereby the activity of mapping or structuring occurs between the two domains (Lakoff
and Johnson 2003, 84). Thus in the blogs, if no structuring occurred for a given example
because it evoked domains of experience belonging to the same category (e.g., ARGUMENT
and FIGHT) (ibid.), I excluded the example from my analysis. Here, I have to specifically
mention two such examples because they positively proliferated in the blog posts: the
expressions pain and suffering. They occurred in descriptions of depression such as
“feeling a gaping void inside my chest is one of the most painful states of being I know
(BipolarBur22),” “[depression] is making me unwell and is making me suffer
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(BipolarBur2),” “this is true for many who suffer depression (BipolarBur22),” “Fighting the
pain of depression (BipolarBur39),” and many others. Because we most immediately
associate pain and suffering with physical ailments, the application of such expressions to
mental and emotional states could count as metaphorical. However, we also have the
widely established concepts of emotional and mental pain/suffering whereby mental and
emotional pain and suffering are different kinds of pain. In other words, they are
subcategories of pain. Therefore and because no metaphorical structuring/mapping
occurred for me as I was reading these expressions, I treated them as literal references to
mental and emotional distress and excluded them from my analysis.
For the purpose of identifying the source and target domains and deriving the
correspondences in metaphorical mappings in the blog posts, I followed Gerard Steen’s
(1999) method (improved by Semino, Heywood and Short [2004]) for deriving conceptual
metaphors from their linguistic counterparts. Here, I illustrate the procedure on one
example from the blogs: “Other stimuli are fairly easily twisted into depressing memories
and thoughts . . . . (BipolarBur17)” The illustration will serve as a demonstration for all the
metaphorical expressions in the blogs. In my Results section, I will therefore not show the
procedure with each and every metaphorical mapping but will focus on its outcome
instead. The procedure involves five steps. The first step has already been explain above
and has to do with identifying metaphorical expressions in language (Steen 1999, 60).
Steen refers to such expressions as the “focus” of the metaphor and observes that they
have the characteristic of evoking a non-literal reference in the text (61). The focus in
“Other stimuli are fairly easily twisted into depressing memories and thoughts . . . .
(BipolarBur17)” is twisted as it does not literally refer to the action of physical twisting.
The second step involves transferring the sentence with the metaphorical
expression into a propositional format whereby each proposition (P) contains a predicate
and various arguments belonging to it (62). In Steen’s words (62—63), this transforms the
sentence into a “series of minimal idea units” and exposes the relations between the
concepts in these units. For our example, the propositional analysis looks like the
following:
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P1 (TWISTED-INTO DEPRESSION, STIMULI, MEMORIES AND THOUGHTS)
P2 (MOD MEMORIES AND THOUGHTS DEPRESSING)
P3 (MOD STIMULI OTHER)
P4 (MOD TWISTED-INTO FAIRLY EASILY)

In the active construction of the sentence, the verb (or the predicate) twist into is a
complex-transitive verb. Apart from the subject of the sentence, it thus also connects to a
direct object and an object complement (Quirk et al. 1985, 54). This accords the verb three
arguments in the preposition P1: the subject depression, the object other stimuli, and the
object complement depressing memories and thoughts. The remaining three prepositions
(P2, P3, and P4) convey the relationships between the nominal and verbal phrases and
their adjectives/adverbs respectively. The acronym MOD is a specific kind of predicate in
the propositional analysis, which is used to indicate that one of the arguments in the
preposition (e.g. an adjective) modifies another (e.g. a noun) (Bovair and Kieras 1981, 3).
In our example, memories and thoughts and stimuli are modified by adjectives depressing
and other and the verb twist into is modified by the adverb fairly easily. Semino, Heywood
and Short (2004, 1275) explain that Steen’s idea behind step 2 is to expose the non-literal
concept and determine its relationship with the literal ones surrounding it.

In our

example, the nonliterally used concept is TWIST-INTO, which is connected in P1 with the
literally used concepts DEPRESSION, (OTHER) STIMULI, and (DEPRESSING) MEMORIES
AND THOUGHTS.
Such a transcription with clearly defined relationships between literally and
nonliterally used concepts allows us to proceed to step 3. Here, the propositions from step
2 are turned into comparative structures (Semino, Heywood and Short 2004, 1275). This
step is mathematical in nature and requires us to write down the metaphor into a
“comparison statement” (Steen 1999, 66). The comparison statement for our example is as
follows:
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(TWISTED-INTO DEPRESSION STIMULI MEMORIES AND THOUGHTS) -> (∃ F) (∃
y, y’, y’’) {SIM[F(DEPRESSION, STIMULI, MEMORIES AND THOUGHTS}, TWISTINTO (y, y’, y’’)]}

More simply put, there are four unknown entities: F (or the predicate), y, y’, and y’’ (the
complements). These entities are locked into a similarity relationship so that the action F
which depression performs upon the stimuli to yield (depressing) memories and thoughts
is similar to the action of twisting into that y performs upon y’ to yield y’’.
Step 4 brings us closer to the actual interpretation of the metaphorical expression
where the identity of the unknown entities from step 3 is established, as observed by
Semino, Heywood and Short (2004, 1276). In our case, the action of F is that of CHANGE
INTO as in “depression changed the stimuli into depressing memories and thoughts”. Y, y’,
and y’’, on the other hand, are determined with respect to the arguments that are
prototypically associated with the literal use (ibid.) of the verb to twist-into. These are, for
example, DEFORMATIONAL FORCE (y), a STRAIGHT METAL ROD (y’), and DEFORMED
SHAPE (y’’), so that we get “some deformational force (pressure) twisted the straight
metal rod into a deformed shape”.
In the last, fifth, step we establish the cross-domain correspondences of the
cognitive metaphor at hand by consulting the comparison statement from step 4 (ibid.). As
we could observe, y was identified as a DEFORMATIONAL FORCE. Since it was locked in
the comparison statement with DEPRESSION (y twisting y’ into y’’ is similar to
DEPRESSION doing something with STIMULI to yield DEPRESSING MEMORIES AND
THOUGHTS), we get the ontological correspondence between DEPRESSION and A
DEFORMATIONAL FORCE. Along similar lines, STIMULI correspond to STRAIGHT METAL
RODS, DEPRESSING MEMORIES AND THOUGHTS to DEFORMED SHAPES, and
CHANGING INTO to TWISTING INTO. Once these ontological correspondences are
established, we can derive epistemic correspondences from them. These are:
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Epistemic correspondence 1:

Source: When a deformational force applies pressure on straight metal rods, it
twists them into deformed shapes.
Target: When depressed individuals experience depression, their stimuli are
changed into depressing memories and thoughts.

Epistemic correspondence 2:
Source: Once deformed, such a shape resists any change into its previous, nondeformed, state.
Target: Once changed by depression, depressing thoughts and memories resist the
depressed individual’s attempt at changing them into non-depressing thoughts and
memories.

Epistemic correspondence 3:
Source: If by application of extraordinary force, the deformed shapes are
straightened out, their structure and shape are damaged in the process and can
never be completely restored to their original state.
Target: If by application of extraordinary effort, depressed individuals succeed in
changing their depressing thoughts and memories into non-depressing ones, they
may nevertheless not be able to remember or think about events as positively as
they could before depression.

The name of the mapping is usually derived from the first ontological correspondence:
DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL FORCE.
Finally, when grouping together examples under particular metaphorical mappings,
my criterion was that regardless of their linguistic realisation, metaphorical expressions
evoking the same entailments were subsumed under a single mapping. With the metaphor
DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL FORCE, expressions synonymous with the verb to
twist into were thus included in the same mapping: warp, shape, define, and labored are
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such examples. Expressions that were not synonymous with the latter but implied
deformation, e.g. grab ahold of (when an entity is grabbed ahold of, its shape is deformed
due to gripping), were also subsumed under the DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL
FORCE mapping. Naturally, the slight variations in meanings of the expressions grouped
under a single metaphor did, occasionally, generate entailments beyond the core ones. For
example, the expression to grab ahold of and its equivalents produced the entailment that
depression exerts its shaping influence upon the depressed individual for the entire
duration of his depressive state. This is different from warping or twisting, which are onetime occurrences. I have neglected these differences in favour of the three major
entailments (presented above) that could be found in all examples, twisting and grabbing
ahold alike.
As Grady (1997, 199) observes, metaphorical linguistic expressions may evoke
complex metaphors with many primary ones rather than just a single primary
metaphorical mapping. THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS is an example of such a complex
mapping where expressions such as caving in in “his theory caved in under the weight of
scrutiny” (39) evoke both the primary metaphor ABSTRACT ORGANIZATION IS PHYSICAL
STRUCTURE and VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS. In my analysis, I also came across such
examples. Cases in point were expressions such as “Depression steals my voice . . .
(DeprArmy9),” “Don’t let depression rob you of joy (SplintMind4),” “. . . depression, which
would have robbed me of several days of productivity (SplintMind6).” Here, the primary
metaphor of LOST BALANCE (i.e. when stolen, an entity has been removed from the
depressed individual, and he now lacks that entity and is unbalanced as a result) is
combined with ASPECTS OF EXPERIENCE ARE PRECIOUS POSSESSIONS (Semino,
Heywood and Short 2004, 1290). I have also encountered other metaphorical expressions
that evoked the LOST BALANCE primary metaphor in conjunction with others. For
example: “the [happy] feelings evaporated (BipolarBur1),” “Any sanity I feel I have left is
fading day-by-day (DeprArmy3),” and “the monotony, tediousness, and utter exhaustion
tear away at every fibre of my being (DeprArmy13).” In the first, LOST BALANCE due to
the lack of happy feelings is combined with UNCONTROLLED DISAPPEARANCE IS
EVAPORATION primary metaphor; in the second, LOST BALANCE co-occurs with the
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primary metaphor PRESENCE IS VISIBILITY; and in the third, the co-occurring element is
the EMOTIONAL/MENTAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL DAMAGE primary metaphor.
These specific complex combinations of primary metaphors represented a minority
with respect to other examples in the blogs. Theft-based metaphors occurred in 10 out of
510 metaphorical expressions in the blogs. Complex metaphors that involved
UNCONTROLLED DISAPPEARANCE IS EVAPORATION, PRESENCE IS VISIBILITY, and
EMOTIONAL/MENTAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL DAMAGE primary metaphors only featured a
single linguistic example each. However, when I grouped these metaphors together on the
basis of the LOST BALANCE primary metaphor and added them to other LOST BALANCE
examples, I got a very strong presence of the metaphorical descriptions that conveyed a
sense of absent equilibrium in depression. This is so much the case that complex
metaphors involving the LOST BALANCE primary metaphor comprise the second largest
group of all metaphorical mappings (52 out of 510 metaphorical expressions). Because the
LOST BALANCE part of these complex metaphors was thus much more decisive in defining
the landscape of depression than the complex metaphors as wholes, I grouped these
complex metaphors under the LOST BALANCE primary metaphorical mapping.
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7 Results
The metaphors in the blogs on depression describe all stages of the illness: the
deterioration of the depressed individual’s mental state, the period in the middle of the
illness, the recovery from it, and life after it. The temporal-sequential frame of depression
is simultaneously established by DEPRESSION IS DESCENT and DEPRESSION IS WAR
metaphors. The two metaphors differ in the following respects: the amount of mental
health deterioration (complete DESCENT vs. partial WAR), the amount of control over
the depressed state (very small DESCENT vs. substantial WAR), and the outcome of
recovery (restoring the mental health state before deterioration DESCENT vs. surpassing
that state and ameliorating it WAR). The rest of the metaphors describe the period in the
middle of the illness, with some covering life after depression as well. Thus, as one is at
rock bottom or depression strikes, one is simultaneously in depression (DEPRESSION IS A
CONTAINER), has problems with concentration/clear thinking (DEPRESSION IS A SEMIOPAQUE CONTAINER SUBSTANCE), finds it difficult to function (e.g., DEPRESSION IS A
BURDEN), or is hampered or incapacitated in functioning (e.g. DEPRESSION IS
RESTRICTION, DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL/HIS MIND IS A MACHINE). When one has
climbed out of depression or has beaten it, one may still feel the illness’ consequences:
ruined lives and relationships (DEPRESSION IS A DESTRUCTIVE FORCE), time lost during
depression (ACTIONS IN DEPRESSION ARE MOVEMENTS AWAY FROM DESTINATION),
or reduced capacity to feel joy or think positively (DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL
FORCE). Below is a table that presents all the metaphorical mappings identified in the
blogs and sorts them according to the number of linguistic examples per mapping. In
continuation, I will present only a few linguistic examples for each mapping. The complete
list of examples from the blogs can be found in the Appendix.
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Types and frequency of metaphorical mappings in the blogs.

Metaphorical mappings
DEPRESSION IS WAR
BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING OUT OF BALANCE
DEPRESSION IS A CONTAINER; DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL IS
THE ENTITY CONTAINED
DEPRESSION IS DARKNESS/BLACKNESS/SHADOW; HOPE
IS LIGHT
DEPRESSION IS DESCENT
DEPRESSION IS A BURDEN
BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING MANIPULATED/DECEIVED
DEPRESSION AND DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL ARE
OPPOSING FORCES
DIFFICULTIES ARE IMPEDIMENTS TO MOVEMENT
DISPLAY OF NON-DEPRESSIVE EMOTIONS IS WEARING A
MASK
DEPRESSION IS DEADNESS
REMOVAL FROM EXISTENCE IS DESTRUCTION
ACTIONS IN DEPRESSION ARE MOVEMENTS AWAY FROM
DESTINATION
DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS ARE EXPOSED INDIVIDUALS
DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS OR THEIR MINDS/LIVES ARE
MACHINES
DEPRESSION IS AN ENTITY ATTACHED TO AN INDIVIDUAL
VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS
DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL FORCE
MOTIVATION IN DEPRESSION IS AN INERT ENTITY
DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS OR THEIR MINDS/LIFE ARE
PHYSICAL STRUCTURES
DEPRESSION IS A MONSTER/BEAST
DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS OR THEIR MINDS/HEARTS ARE
CLOSED CONTAINERS
DEPRESSION IS A SEMI-OPAQUE CONTAINER SUBSTANCE
OR GLASS
THINKING PATTERNS IN DEPRESSION ARE SPIRALLING
MOTIONS
FUNCTIONING IS BREATHING
DEPRESSION IS A CLOUD OR COVER
BEHAVIOUR DURING DEPRESSION IS WITHDRAWAL INTO
A CONTAINER
Total number of mappings:
Total number of metaphors:
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Frequency
86
52
38
33
25
23
22
22
21
17
16
15
14
14
13
12
12
11
11
9
9
9
8
6
6
5
5

27
510

7.1 DEPRESSION IS WAR
The metaphor manifests itself in the following examples:

-

Attacks of depression:
. . . depression strikes. . . (BipolarBur8)
. . . depression was starting to press (SplintMind6)

-

Fighting depression:
I suck it up during depression. (BipolarBur32)
. . . the chance to face our mental health disorder head on. . . (Mind2)
What you can do is stand up and say, “Depression, you are not my fault. . . .”
(BipolarBur24)
Fighting off depression seems like hard work . . . . (SplintMind8)
. . . my battle with depression. . . (BipolarBur5)
I’ve come to terms with it depression as something with which I will always
wrestle. . . . (BipolarBur33)
. . . . people that you know who struggle with depression. (SplintMind2)
. . . the pulsing beat of vocal trance drove away the depression. (SplintMind1)
There are so many ways to keep your dark days at bay. (DeprArmy12)
. . . it’s hard to repeatedly be a warrior for hope. . . . (DeprArmy4)

-

Defeating depression:
. . . my life is actually crafted to defeat sadness, decrease depression. (BipolarBur16)
Depression has been vanquished again. (SplintMind1)

-

Being defeated by depression:
It was really a no-win depression situation for me. (BipolarBur40)
I admitted defeat over my depression at that time. (BipolarBur5)
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-

Other entailments:
Managing depression is a constant fight. (SplintMind6)
It’s the indomitable foe depression is. (BipolarBur20)

. . . which makes the fight with depression to regain ground a difficult one. . . .
(SplintMind5)

Depression is a sneaky adversary. (DeprArmy8)
. . . psychmeds as a lifeline because the meds gave them the fighting chance . . . .
(SplintMind8)
. . . creativity is an excellent coping strategy. . . . (SplintMind7)

With 86 out of 510 examples, the WAR metaphor is the largest mapping in the set. The war
scenario, as extensively described by Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 80), introduces the roles
of at least two opponents. In the blogs, these roles are filled by the depressed individual on
the one hand and depression on the other. In a war, opponents fight each other over a
position that they both want to occupy (ibid.). In the fight with depression, this position is
understood to be the healthy state of the depressed individual, i.e. when he thinks
positively, experiences more positive emotions, and is able to function normally. As
depression strikes or attacks, it ousts the depressed individual from that position and
makes him experience the negative symptoms associated with the illness. When, on the
other hand, the depressed individual fights or faces the illness, he begins to recover from
it. A minor variation on the theme of fighting is sucking it up during a depression attack.
This entailment does not strictly speaking signify that the depressed individual is
recovering from the illness, as he merely endures its effects (endures the attacks from
depression). However, in enduring, he does diminish the mental or emotional pain
(damage) that the attacking depression causes to him.
Because recovery is conceptualised as fighting, it is understood to be strenuous,
exhausting, and distressing for the depressed individual (just as war is for the soldiers). In
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addition, because the depressed individual takes on the role of the fighter/warrior he is
viewed as heroic and courageous (he faces or stands up to his depression) and active in his
recovery (he fights). The WAR metaphor also shapes our perception of the deterioration of
mental health and the amount of control the depressed individual has over his illness. The
action of striking or attacking immediately presupposes the action of defence so that the
damage sustained is minimal. Accordingly, when individuals begin to experience
depression under the WAR metaphor, they immediately take action to ameliorate their
mental health states. A bout of depression under the metaphor thus does not lead to
complete deterioration of the depressed individual’s mental health. At the same time,
because the depressed individual can fight depression and reduce its effects upon him, he
has a reasonable measure of control over it.
When depression is defeated, the depressed individual has recovered from it. What
is more, because wars are fought for a greater cause, e.g. a better future for the
country/faction at war, victory in depression signifies that the depressed individual has
also made progress. Not only has he recovered from his illness, he also improved the
quality of his life and gained valuable insights that will allow him to live better in the
future. On the other hand, being defeated by depression means that one’s mental health
has deteriorated completely and that now one has to fight to regain ground. Lakoff and
Johnson (2003, 79) observe that the gestalt of WAR involves preparatory stages for combat
such as “planning strategy” and “marshalling forces.” Energy, time, and resources go
into such a preparatory stage even before the actual battle begins. Thus, complete
deterioration under the WAR metaphor has unwanted consequences for the depressed
individual; his recovery from it will take him double the time and effort. He will have to
gather the will to get out of bed, take his medication, go to psychotherapy (the preparatory
stage) and exert effort to counter his negative thoughts and feelings and retain his ability
to function in order to emerge from depression (the fighting stage).
Finally, depressed bloggers use the entailment of the WAR metaphor according to
which one never truly recovers from depression (constant fight, indomitable foe). They
also present the illness as having warning signs. This occurs when they speak of it as a
sneaky adversary, implying that the illness can manifest out of the blue, i.e. without the
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depressed individual experiencing any prior symptoms for an upcoming bout (such as
excessive sleepiness, more negative thoughts that usual, etc.). Because the WAR metaphor
has slots for weapons that one uses against one’s enemy, these items are identified as
means that aid one in overcoming depression. They involve medication and/or
adjustments to one’s thinking and behaviour during depression that make the illness
bearable (the coping strategies).

7.2 BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING OUT OF BALANCE
This metaphor boasts the largest set of examples that describe life during depression.
There are 52 metaphorical expression recorded for this set, which is 10% of all the
expressions analysed. Examples include:

. . . – my heart and soul – have been removed. (BipolarBur22)
. . . a gaping void inside my chest. . . . (BipolarBur22)
. . . soul-sucking depression. (BipolarBur37)
Don’t let depression rob you of joy. (SplintMind4)
Depression steals my voice. . . . (DeprArmy9)
It depression strips me of my normally extroverted qualities. . . . (DeprArmy5)
. . . I think mental illness . . . reduces us inwardly. . . . (DeprArmy14)
My confidence evaporated. . . . (Mind4)
. . . I was slowly burning out. (Mind5)
. . . dampen my happiness. . . (Mind9)
. . . get back some sense of self-worth that depression eats away at. (Mind8)

I could feel a sob welling in my chest. . . . (DeprArmy2)
I spent weeks. . . feeling like a very full cup of tea. . . . (Mind6)

Amongst the many image schemas he describes, Johnson (1987) also considers the
BALANCE image schema. BALANCE, he argues (74, 75), is derived from our experience of
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balancing our bodies (distributing our weight so that we can walk upright) and forces
within them (such as burping to release the gases in our stomach). Johnson stresses that
the central element of the BALANCE image schema is the absence of balance, as when
“things are felt as ‘out of balance’” and “there is ‘too much’ or ‘not enough’” (75) of an
entity or a substance. He presents linguistic instances of metaphors that use BALANCE as
their source concept. These metaphors are actualised when people speak about the lack of
emotional energy by saying that they are “drained, emotionally bankrupt, or exhausted”,
when they describe their emotional states whereby their “emotions can simmer, well up,
overflow, boil over, and explode when the pressure builds up”, and when the quantity of
the emotion is just right and one is “emotionally balanced, stable, and on an even keel”
(88). In the examples of BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING OUT OF BALANCE metaphor,
depression either takes away some entity from the depressed individual (happiness, hope,
soul and heart) or, to a substantially lesser extent, adds surplus entities to him (too much
sadness, for example).
The BALANCE metaphor accords a specific value to the state where one is lacking
something or has too much of it. As Johnson (1987, 75) notes, being out of balance means
that “the normal, healthy organization of forces, processes, and elements is upset.” Thus,
under BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING OUT OF BALANCE metaphor, not being happy,
hopeful, or having self-esteem is regarded as an unnatural, abnormal, and unhealthy state.
With the examples where balance is disrupted through theft (e.g., where depression steals
voices, robs depressed individuals of joy, strips them of extroverted qualities), there is also
a sense of loss, grievance, or unfairness present. This is due to the fact that theft
metaphors conceptualise the items stolen as precious possessions which rightly belong to
their former owners (Lakoff and Turner 1989, 38, 39). Grievances and unhealthy states
necessitate redress and healing. That is, they entail that something needs to be done in
order to get back what has been taken away or to get rid of the surplus. As Johnson (1987)
puts it, actions need to be taken through which “the balance is set right again” (75). The
bloggers highlight this aspect as they write, for example, that “making something
beautiful that I’m proud of helps me get back some sense of self-worth that depression eats
away at.”
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Finally, balance is connected to functionality, as a system can only function
successfully if the forces in it are balanced (87). Depressed individuals who are out of
balance cannot function properly in their daily lives. For example, if depression steals their
voice, they find it difficult to express themselves and speak about their emotions.
Dampened happiness prevents the individual from getting joy out of the events in his life.
One blogger even explicitly states that after “his confidence evaporated,” he “found it
really difficult to deal with stress, conflict, criticism, and negative events, big or small
(Mind4).” On the other hand, if one is a very full cup of tea, one must carefully avoid
situations which are highly likely to cause emotional agitation in one. This can obstruct
one’s functioning, as avoidance takes up extra effort and time and eats up the energy
needed to function well in other spheres of one’s life.

7.3 DEPRESSION IS A CONTAINER; DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL IS THE ENTITY
CONTAINED
This set of metaphors consists of 36 examples some of which are the following:

. . . in the midst of an episode of mental illness. (BipolarBur11)
. . . spent weeks in a blue funk. . . . (SplintMind7)
. . . to trap me back into the shadows. . . . (Mind9)
. . . depression is a sea you fall into (BipolarBur16)
. . . depression was a black hole . . . . (BipolarBur29)
. . . the hellish dungeon that is depression. (BipolarBur1)
. . . enveloped in the dark of my bedroom. . . . (BipolarBur5)
I emerged from a prolonged episode of major depression. . . . (DeprArmy9)
. . . how deep the depression has been. . . . (DeprArmy9)
It’s like a tunnel of nothingness that can’t be penetrated by anything light or
positive. (DeprArmy15)

When depression is conceptualised as a container with the depressed individual located
inside, recovering from depression becomes a very difficult if not an impossible task for
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him. This is due to the fact that containers bind an entity to their insides and prevent it
from leaving, as observed by Evans and Tyler (2004, 168). The walls of a coffee cup, for
example, make it difficult if not impossible for the coffee to leave the cup (ibid.) and spill
all over the kitchen table. Because, as observed by Lakoff and Johnson (1999, 180—181),
locations can be conceptualised as bounded regions (that is, containers) and change of
state is change of location according to the CHANGE IS MOVEMENT BETWEEN
LOCATIONS metaphor, moving out of the container=depression is interpreted as
recovering from the illness. Due to the constraining function of the container walls, this
recovery is made difficult and often appears impossible. Containers also influence the
bodily movements of the entities they contain. Johnson (1987, 22) observes that
restrictions are imposed on the extent that one can move one’s body if located in a
container, such as a room or a jacket. Through the ACTION IS BODILY MOVEMENT
metaphor, this scenario gives us the understanding that when depressed, one is severely
limited in the amount of activities one can accomplish during depression. It is well known
that, for example, a depressed person can barely get out of bed, take care of his personal
hygiene, or prepare meals for himself.
Johnson (ibid.) also states that containers typically afford protection from external
forces to the entities within them. We often put objects in containers such as boxes to
ensure that they do not get scratched, chipped, or deformed. Through the metaphors
SHAPES ARE STATES and CAUSES ARE FORCES, the changes of shape that the outside
forces would induce in the objects inside containers are understood as the changes in the
states of these objects. In description of depression, hope and positivity (“anything light or
positive DeprArmy15”) are conceptualised as outside forces trying to reach the depressed
individual residing inside the depression container (“a tunnel of nothingness that can’t be
penetrated DeprArmy15”) and change his state of mind for the better. Because the
container walls bar the forces from accessing the depressed individual, our understanding
is that once one is in depression, one’s mental state remains unaffected by (especially
positive) outside stimuli. This metaphorical conceptualisation of the illness aptly describes
situations in depression where depressed individuals look at beautiful scenery or
experience success in their lives yet remain completely unmoved by these events.
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Finally, the CONTAINER metaphor allows us to imagine containers as having a
vertical dimension, as noted by Lakoff and Johnson (1999, 180). In the examples above,
this occurs when bloggers speak about the depths of depression. Depth has scale-like
properties; there are degrees of how deep one finds oneself in relation to some point.
Thus, depression is given an intensity scale through the CONTAINER metaphor. The
deeper it is, the more intensely depressed the individuals trapped in its depths become.

7.4 DEPRESSION IS DARKNESS, BLACKNESS, SHADOW; HOPE IS LIGHT
Depression is frequently described in terms of darkness, blackness, and shadow. Hope,
fittingly, is metaphorically referred to as light. There are 33 linguistic manifestations of
darkness and light metaphors in descriptions of depression.

. . . my depressions are at their darkest. . . (DeprArmy8)
Swallowed up in complete and utter darkness. (Mind9)
. . . the black beast. . . . (SplintMind8)
. . . the big black cloud over them. (Mind6)
. . . ennui has cast a shadow over my life. (SplintMind4)
The one bright spot. . . . (BipolarBur40)
. . . hope . . . even in the slightest glimmer. . . . (DeprArmy4)

We usually associate hopelessness, fear, discomfort, and other negative emotions and
feelings with night and dark. Since these emotional experiences proliferate during
depression, it is hardly surprising that metaphors of darkness are evoked when speaking
about the illness. These metaphors primarily bring to mind a sense of hopelessness, fear,
and uncertainty present in depression. Just as we lose hope in finding our way out of a
dark forest, so the depressed individuals find life under depression full of hopelessness.
Furthermore, walking in the dead of night when everything is dark means that we do not
know what lies in store for us in the shadows. As a result, we are uncertain and afraid. The
same fear and uncertainty are present with depression; the depressed individuals often do
not know what kind of mental or emotional torture their illness has in store for them.
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Apart from evoking a sense of fear, shadows also evoke a sense of coolness or cold.
Grady (1997, 7) argues that “temperature is mapped onto interpersonal responsiveness,”
whereby affectionate and exuberant feelings are associated with warmth and the lack of
feeling with coldness: e.g. “warm welcome” vs. “icy demeanor” (ibid.). In depression, the
cool of shadows designates the emotional unresponsiveness of depressed individuals.
Events in their life and actions of other people towards them simply do not produce a
positive, “warm” reaction in them. Conversely, depressed individuals may thus also appear
“cold,” or emotionally unresponsive, to others. Blackness is associated with lack of sight.
Completely impaired vision is further understood as complete lack of understanding and
comprehension through the UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING primary metaphor. Depression
as blackness thus describes the state of utter senselessness and confusion that an
individual can experience during a bout of the illness. The individual no longer sees a point
in pursuing his goals in life or engaging in everyday activities. He may also be at a loss as
to why he suffers from depression and how he is going to recover from it or lead his life
under it.
Contrary to darkness, light is associated with positive emotions. When we see the
rays of sun, for example, we experience emotions of comfort, relief, hope, and
encouragement. Thus, when “light” appears to the depressed individual in his depression,
he experiences relief from his negative feelings and thoughts and is invigorated to
continue with his life/recovery from depression. Both light and darkness have degrees of
intensity. As we can see, hope can be a glimmer and depressions can be at their darkest. In
other words, hope and depressive feelings can be more or less intense. Just like the
CONTAINER metaphor, the DEPRESSION IS DARKNESS and HOPE IS LIGHT metaphors
ascribe degrees of intensity to depression and hope.

7.5 DEPRESSION IS DESCENT
The second metaphor that provides us with the entire event structure for depression is the
DEPRESSION IS DESCENT metaphor (also identified by McMullen and Conway 2002).
Examples include:
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. . . not let it depression drown you completely when it appears. (BipolarBur32)
. . . I had hit rock bottom. . . . (DeprArmy3)
I spent years sinking deeper and deeper into the blackness. . . . (SplintMind8)
When you find yourself at the bottom of a well, there are steps you can take to pull
yourself back up again. (SplintMind7)
I could either keep sinking, or start swimming. (Mind1)
It took a lot of hard work to make the move from rock bottom. . . . (DeprArmy3)
. . . if you do your best to offer a life line to a depressed individual, they might just
grab ahold. (SplintMind2)
. . . my energy went into keeping me “above the surface.” (BipolarBur5)

DEPRESSION IS DESCENT is a complex metaphor consisting of CHANGE OF STATE IS
MOVEMENT BETWEEN LOCATIONS, BAD IS DOWN, and DIFFICULTIES ARE BURDENS
primary metaphors. The combination of the three metaphors allows us to understand that
when a depressed individual is sinking or falling towards rock bottom, his mental health
state deteriorates quickly and profoundly. The deterioration is quick because water or air
offer little resistance to the weight of the depressed individual, and it is profound because
depressed individuals usually reach rock bottom or the bottom of the well, i.e. the lowest,
worst level. Another entailment arising from the absence of resistance from water/air is
that the depressed individual can do nothing to stop his deterioration from taking place.
His mental health is completely out of his control as it becomes increasingly worse.
However, once the individual has reached rock bottom and no more deterioration can
possibly occur, he can begin his recovery. Because the ascent to the surface of the sea or
the edge of the well involves swimming and climbing respectively, the recovery process is
understood to be slow and time consuming. It is also strenuous, as the depressed
individual has to work against his own weight (DIFFICULTIES ARE BURDENS).
During the deterioration phase, the DEPRESSION IS DESCENT metaphor allows for
assistance to be provided to the depressed individual (a lifeline). This assistance can come
in the form of doctors, loved ones, or medication and prevents the individual from
becoming completely depressed during a bout of his illness. Finally, because recovery
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means returning to the surface of the sea or to the edges of a well, there is always the
danger that one will slip back down or drown again. That is, depressed individuals are
always at risk for relapse. In order to prevent future bouts of depression, they have to put
in work and energy (sleep properly, avoid stressful situations, and so on) to remain
mentally healthy, or “’above the surface’” (BipolarBur5), as one blogger puts it.

7.6 DEPRESSION IS A BURDEN
Under the DEPRESSION IS A BURDEN metaphor, the illness becomes a weight that the
depressed individual must carry or drag with him through the day. There are alternative
descriptions of burdens in depression, as the illness can also be described as weight
dragging behind the depressed individual or a force pressing down upon him. It can even
be the heavy sensation in the legs when he trudges through depression.

. . . feeling as if a giant weight was on top of me. (SplintMind7)
I lug around ADHD, Major Depressive disorder, and Adult’s Tourette’s.
(SplintMind6)
I felt as if I was dragging weight behind me. (SplintMind5)
. . . depression pressed down on every aspect of my being. (DeprArmy5)
Trudging through depression and grief just plain sucks. (BipolarBur33)
It’s a lot of fun carrying the burden of depression, and you should see the muscles
on my legs. (SplintMind6)
They can take some of the load off you. (BipolarBur30)

As Grady (1997, 104) explains, the DIFFICULTIES ARE BURDENS metaphor is based on our
experience where carrying heavy objects results in an unpleasant expenditure of effort. We
can add to this description the fact that accomplishing tasks while carrying weight, e.g.
climbing the stairs while holding bulging grocery bags, also takes us more time than usual
and leaves us exhausted. Accordingly, when depression is a burden, depressed individuals
find it difficult and energy consuming to accomplish even the most mundane tasks in their
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lives. Everything that they engage in takes them double the time and effort to complete. As
a result, they are usually left completely exhausted at the end of the day.
The DIFFICULTIES ARE BURDENS metaphor also allows for the entailment that
strengthening one’s body by carrying weight around for a longer period of time makes it
progressively easier to hold that weight up. One also finds that it becomes easier to move
about, even while still carrying the burden. When depressed individuals live with their
depressions for longer periods of time, they acquire a degree of mental toughness, which
allows them to function with greater ease in spite of their affliction. Alternatively,
functioning can be made easier if one shares the burden with others (e.g., two people
lifting up a fridge find that its relocation to the other end of the kitchen is much easier). In
depression, speaking about the unloading of the weight of the illness through the helpful
actions of others means that others’ help makes functioning during depression easier for
the depressed individuals.
Finally, weight can come in parcels. One can carry a chair and some books or other
items balanced on top of it. With respect to depression, this feature of the DIFFICULTIES
ARE BURDENS metaphor allows the depressed bloggers to emphasise that the illness
rarely appears in isolation from other mental health problems: e.g. “I lug around ADHD,
Mayor Depressive disorder, and Adult’s Tourette’s” (SplintMind6). Because each of these
problems has a “weight” of its own, the burdens of multiple mental illnesses compound
and make daily functioning even more strenuous and time consuming for the depressed
individual.

7.7 BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING DECEIVED/MANIPULATED
In this set of metaphorical examples, depression is conceptualised as a liar, trickster, or a
writer of fiction:

Depression makes you believe things that aren’t true. (BipolarBur38)
Your depressed brain can lie very convincingly. (BipolarBur4)
Depression plays tricks with your mind. (BipolarBur17)
. . . some things suicide are the work of fiction . . . . (BipolarBur31)
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. . . some stories spun by depression are best left imagined . . . . (BipolarBur31)
The output from the computer the depressed brain is suspect. (BipolarBur19)

The BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING DECEIVED/MANIPULATED metaphor is a complex one
which consists of the DECEPTION primary metaphor (i.e. when depression is telling you
lies) and the UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING (OR PERCEIVING) primary metaphor (i.e.
when depression is telling you lies). When someone lies to you or gives you fiction to read,
they usually have to tell you the lie or write the story down. Depression under the BEING
DEPRESSED IS BEING DECEIVED/MANIPULATED metaphor thus takes on the role of a
speaker or a writer, and the depressed individual becomes the listener or the reader.
Through the UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING metaphor, where perceiving something is
being able to understand or think about it, the speaker/listener and writer/reader
relationship is understood as the depressed individual thinking the depressive thoughts
that the illness tells to or writes down for him.
The DECEPTION primary metaphor entails that lies (and fiction) are facts
incommensurate with the true state of affairs in the world and that believing lies means
adopting these faulty facts as truth. With respect to depressive thoughts, this signifies that
a great portion of what the depressed individual thinks about himself and other topics in
his life is not in line with how things really stand. Depression may lead him to conclude
that he is a loser unloved by those around him when, in fact, he is reasonably successful
and is surrounded by people who care about him. Furthermore, although these thoughts
are faulty, the depressed individual considers them to be true, just as a person who is
being lied to customarily maintains that the lies he hears are true. Once one comes to
accept lies as truth, one will act upon them even when doing so may prove detrimental. It
is therefore better not to act upon lies without proper consideration. In depression,
depressed individuals frequently come to believe that their position is hopeless and that
they will never recover from depression. Such beliefs are not commensurate with the
actual course the disorder usually takes, which is towards amelioration. Yet depressed
individuals accept the hopelessness of their situation as a fact and may even act upon it by
attempting suicide. Thus, when thoughts of hopelessness and suicide occur to them, the
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individuals should ignore them and not follow them up with action (“some stories are best
left imagined” BipolarBur31).
Finally, if we know that someone is lying to us, we scrutinise everything he tells us
in order to separate truth from untruth in his words. Similarly, a depressed individual who
is aware that his depressive mind spouts faulty thoughts must carefully evaluate the
content of these thoughts for their truth value. Just as always being on the lookout for lies
from a deceiver is energy consuming, exhausting, and hinders successful interaction,
sifting through depressed thoughts to weed out the faulty ones takes a lot of energy, is
exhausting, and prevents the depressed individual from thinking clearly. In actual life, liars
can be good or bad. With the former, we may find it difficult to spot their lies. Depression,
too, can “lie very convincingly” (BipolarBur4) or “play tricks with your mind”
(BipolarBur17) whereby attempts to get to the truth of one’s depressive thoughts may be
frustrated due to the illness.

7.8 DEPRESSION AND DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS ARE OPPOSING FORCES
The examples from this set include:
. . . I’m forced into these experiences thanks to a broken brain. (BipolarBur26)
I have days that try to kill me. (BipolarBur25)
. . . hope in depression . . . is so ingrained. . . . (BipolarBur9)
. . . my brain urges me to do suicide. (BipolarBur3)
. . . a dark momentum that draws the person increasingly inward . . . .
(SplintMind1)

. . . when depressed, it’s as though I’ve been fitted with a silencer. (DeprArmy9)
It depression . . . kept me from accomplishing a lot that I wanted . . . .
(DeprArmy5)

Depression defies reason . . . . (SplintMind1)
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. . . people [with mental illness] can take their own destiny by the horns. . . .
(BipolarBur28)

In his study of force-dynamics within cognitive semantics, Talmy (2000, 413) describes a
pattern that involves two entities, each exerting a force against the other. The entity that
we focus upon, i.e. whose faith we are interested in, is called the “Agonist” (ibid.). It is set
either upon remaining still or moving and/or executing an action (414). The “Antagonist”
(413), which is the second entity, exerts its force against the Agonist. If the Agonist is still,
the Antagonist will attempt to make it move. Conversely, if the Agonist wants to move or
tends towards movement, the Antagonist will try to keep it from moving. In this
interaction, the Agonist resists the Antagonist, and the outcome of the situation is
determined on the basis of the two entities’ strength of force (415). If the Antagonist is
stronger, it will either stop or make the Agonist move; if the Agonist is more forceful, it
will remain still or keep moving (ibid). Talmy (2000) argues that the above described
force-dynamic pattern does not solely manifest itself in expressions that refer to exertion
of two physical forces, such as “The shed kept standing despite the gale wind blowing
against it” (416). He stresses that the interaction is also present in expressions referring to
people’s psychological states and social interactions: “He refrained from responding” (432)
and “She urged him to leave” (439). He also ascribes the verb to try the AgonistAntagonist force-dynamic properties (436).
In the examples from the blogs above, depression and the depressed individual play
the roles of Antagonist and Agonist respectively. Role-reversal, with depressed individual
as Antagonist and depression as Agonist, also occurs but twice only. In one subset of the
OPPOSING FORCES metaphor, the depressed individual plays the role of the immovable
Agonist while depression is the Antagonist that attempts to get him to move. In the other
subset, the depressed individual as the Agonist wants to move and is thwarted in his
attempts by depression=Antagonist. In accordance with CAUSES ARE FORCES and
ACTIONS ARE MOVEMENTS primary metaphors where the result force exertion is
commensurate with causing a state of affairs in the world and the presence of movement
signifies the presence of action, the Agonist-Antagonist scenario for depression is
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understood as depression attempting to cause the depressed individual to either commit or
abandon committing an action. The action that depression “wants” the depressed
individual to carry out is customarily suicide, experience of emotional pain, or loss of hope.
The actions from the depressed individual that the illness aims to stop are carrying out
daily tasks, communicating with others, and so on. The depressed individual, on the other
hand, exerts effort in order not to commit suicide, experience emotional pain, or lose hope
and struggles to carry out his daily tasks or communicate his thoughts and feeling to
others.
Because depression is conceptualised as a force, depressed individual’s resistance to
it is an energy draining and strenuous enterprise. Depressed individuals who manage their
depression according to the OPPOSING FORCES metaphor are thus often left exhausted
due to their illness. At the same time, because the outcome of the clash of forces under the
metaphor is not certain, there is always a danger in depression that the illness will result
in hopelessness, emotional pain, and, in the worst cases, suicide. Finally, when the roles of
Agonist and Antagonist are reversed, the depressed individual wants to prevent his mental
illness from resulting in a certain outcome in his life (e.g. loss of job due to being unable to
work) as when he takes the events brought about by his illness by the horns. Alternatively,
he may also want to change how the illness affects his thoughts by attempting to alter his
negative perception of the world. Depression, however, is the stronger Agonist and defies
reason.

7.9 DIFFICULTIES ARE IMPEDIMENTS TO MOVEMENT
The metaphorical expressions from this set represent a diverse collection of examples as
can be witnessed below:

. . . a life-limiting disorder. (Mind2)
. . . deep below that thick layer of anxiety. . . . (Mind2)
. . . depression is a steel wall that separates us from how we once were but also
from all humanity. (DeprArmy14)
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It’s agony to see enjoyment dangled in front of me and not be able to grasp it.
(BipolarBur23)
. . . the crippling . . . depression. (BipolarBur37)
. . . the tunnel vision of my symptoms. . . . (DeprArmy4)
We fight to the death for millimetres in depression when we really need a mile.
(BipolarBur18)

In the DIFFICULTIES ARE IMPEDIMENTS TO MOVEMENT metaphor, depression is
conceptualised as an impediment that prevents depressed individuals from carrying out
certain actions. In the examples that also evoke the PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS
primary metaphor (“a life-limiting disorder” Mind2 or “below that thick layer of anxiety”
Mind2), the impediments constitute physical barriers on the road to one’s destination or,
alternatively, one’s physical inability to reach that destination (“not be able to grasp it”
BipolarBur23). In the other group of examples, the ACTION IS BODILY MOTION
metaphor is activated, and depression is conceptualised as an agent (e.g. a “crippling”
illness) that hampers the depressed individual’s bodily movement. Finally, PURPOSES ARE
DESTINATIONS and ACTION IS BODILY MOTION metaphors meet in expressions such as
“we fight to the death for millimetres (BipolarBur18).” Here depression prevents the
depressed individual from moving (ACTION IS BODILY MOTION) in a way that would
allow him to make the desired amount of progress towards his destination (PURPOSES
ARE DESTINATIONS). Just as we can only cover a certain distance towards our goals
before we are stopped by a barrier or can only lift our arms to a certain extent when
crippled, depressed individuals are limited in the amount of actions that they can carry out
during their illness. For example, they may be able to put on their running gear and wear
and move towards the door of their apartments, but due to their crippling, restrictive
depression, they would not be able to bring themselves to open the door and go out
running. When progress is at stake, as is the case with the combination of ACTION IS
BODILY MOTION and PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS primary metaphors, depression
does not allow the depressed individual to accomplish the desired amount of actions in
given period of time. For example, he may want to get out of bed, brush his teeth, and
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make himself breakfast, all within one hour, but the illness stretches the enterprise into
three hours.

7.10 DISPLAY OF NON-DEPRESSIVE EMOTIONS IS WEARING A MASK
This metaphor stems from the larger LIFE IS A PLAY metaphor (Lakoff and Turner 1989,
20), with only the domain of MASK included in the mapping. It manifests in the blogs in
the following ways:

. . . I wore my mask again. (DeprArmy2)
I used it [the mask] . . . to smile at someone. . . . (DeprArmy2)
. . . having to put on a brave face can be hard. (Mind12)
. . . [the mask] covering up my anxiety, my fear. (DeprArmy2)
My mask was abandoning me. (DeprArmy2)
. . . I could feel my mask slipping away. (DeprArmy2)
. . . the mask has fallen aside. . . . (DeprArmy2)
By the time I climbed my bedroom steps, my mask was long gone. (DeprArmy2)
The one [mask] that smiles when I want to break down crying. (DeprArmy2)
The one [mask] that . . . morphs my face into a more agreeable pose. (DeprArmy2)
It [mask] grins and laughs when people are speaking to me. . . . (DeprArmy2)

The mask is a theatrical instrument attached to or held in front of the actor’s face during a
play. The emotions that it is designed to displays are determined by the content of the play
in which the actor performs and are not commensurate with how he feels himself. The
mask is there to hide his true emotions from the audience because these emotions are not
suitable for the play. In the target domain of DISPLAY OF NON-DEPRESSIVE EMOTIONS
IS WEARING A MASK metaphor, the mask stands for the emotions that the depressed
individual shows to the people with whom he interacts (the viewers of the play). These
emotions are not commensurate with how he really feels and are there in place of his
actual, depressing, feelings because the display of the latter is not endorsed by the society.
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According to the metaphor, wearing, using, or putting on the mask stands for displaying
the false emotions and hiding true feelings. Taking the mask off, on the other hand, means
no longer hiding how one feels but showing one’s true emotions.
Because holding the mask in front of the face takes a degree of effort, an actor
exhausted by his performance can drop the mask to the floor revealing his true emotions
in the process. This entailment is exploited in the blogs to communicate that hiding
depressive emotions is an energy consuming task. As their masks fall aside or slip away,
depressed individuals are exhausted from having to pretend about their feelings day after
day. The bloggers further metaphorically transform the mask so that it becomes
personified. In this transformation, the mask stands for a person who takes control of the
depressed individual’s face: the mask that smiles, morphs my face, and smiles and grins.
Because actors in a play are supposed to actively participate in the portrayal of their
character’s emotions (by changing the masks), the masks doing this work for them gives
the impression of the actors’ deep apathy towards their performance and gives the
performance a stiff, mechanical character. Likewise, depressed individuals may feel deeply
apathetic towards the emotions that they show to others and may pretend about their
feelings in a completely mechanical manner.
Finally, the personification of the mask as someone abandoning its actor entails
that the actor has come to depend on the mask for his emotional security and proper
functioning, just as one may depend upon one’s friends and lovers for these two states.
When the mask abandons the actor, he becomes increasingly unable to function and feels
emotionally insecure and vulnerable. Depressed individuals thus come to rely upon their
display of false emotions for emotional security and ability to function in the society. Not
being able to pretend about their emotions is a deeply distressing experience for them,
which leaves them vulnerable and unable to function properly.

7.11 DEPRESSION IS DEADNESS
In the examples below, the state of being depressed is equated with the state of being dead,
with depression occasionally referred to as the killer:
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. . . they depressed individuals feel dead inside. (BipolarBur22)
It feels like you’re a rotting corpse. (BipolarBur22)
It feels like you’re the walking dead. (BipolarBur22)
. . . your love for a favorite pastime dies with a weary sigh. (SplintMind4)
. . . my time at the bottom . . . was spent dying. (DeprArmy3)
Depression is . . . more like funny want to slit your throat. (BipolarBur38)
You depression poisoned my family, making them suffer. (Mind9)

In his list of metaphors for happiness, Kövecses (2010, 97) mentions the “VITALITY
metaphor” according to which “the happy person is energetic, active; he or she is ‘full of
life’.” In descriptions of depression the opposite metaphor is used: DEPRESSION IS
DEADNESS. Just as being alive means being functional, being dead means being completely
dysfunctional and inactive. A dead person can no longer walk, interact with others, engage
in activities, and his body no longer processes food, generates nervous impulses, and
pumps blood through the veins and the arteries. A dead depressed individual is therefore
someone who cannot function in some or all areas of his life. Often what “dies” and
becomes dysfunctional in depression is the feelings and thoughts of the depressed person
(feeling dead inside), his enthusiasm for hobbies, his relationships within his family, his
ability to carry on with his daily life, and so on. Another important entailment of the
DEADNESS metaphors is the fact that once someone is dead, they remain dead and
dysfunctional; nothing can get a dead body to move, talk, and function again. In
depression, this means that the depressed individuals can do nothing to feel, think, and
experience enthusiasm again, nor can they do anything to mend their relationships with
others. Likewise, their hands are tied when it comes to getting their lives going again.
The bloggers also incorporate the notion of decay after death in their metaphorical
descriptions of depression. Decay entails that dead bodies deteriorate further after
expiration until they are completely decomposed. For the depressed individual,
deterioration occurs with their “dead” feelings, thoughts, and life in general. The
individual feels that as he is rendered unable to feel, think, or lead his life, his ability to do
so gradually disappears. In other words, he may actually feel that he is becoming stupider,
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more emotionally rigid, and permanently unable to function in his daily life due to
depression. Decay also evokes a sense of disgust with the rotting flesh. This entails that the
depressed individuals are revolted by their mental/emotional state during the illness.
Bloggers also focus on the transition process from being alive to being dead. Usually, this
period is beset by physical pain and suffering. Thus, when a depressed individual is
“dying”, this means that he experiences a great amount of emotional/mental pain and
distress due to his illness. Furthermore, when someone finds himself in a dying state, his
condition should be taken seriously and help should be provided immediately. Depression,
too, should thus be taken seriously and treated accordingly. Where death is present, there
can also be a killer. Depressed bloggers personify depression as a killer when they want to
single out and highlight the fact that the illness is the agent of their suffering.

7.12 REMOVAL FROM EXISTENCE IS DESTRUCTION
In this set of metaphors, depression is described as a destructive force in the depressed
individual’s life:

. . . devastation that depression can bring. . . . (Mind7)
. . . I had been wiped out the summer before by depression. . . . (DeprArmy14)
. . . vaporizing . . . black hole. . . . (BipolarBur15)
You depression . . . have . . . minds to destroy. . . . (Mind9)

Destruction entails complete erasure of an entity from existence, be it a building, a city, or
an ecosystem. It also entails feelings of shock from the victims and others who have
witnessed the devastation. In depression, the entities that are completely gone from the
depressed individuals’ lives due to the illness are thoughts, feelings, or a normal life
(“destroyed” careers, relationships, aspirations). This “destruction” often leaves depressed
individuals in a state of shock. Furthermore, if an entity is removed to such a complete
extent, rebuilding it will be effortful and time-consuming. This applies to depression in the
sense that recovering one’s destroyed feelings, thoughts, careers, relationships, and
aspirations will take a lot of effort and time. Due to the time-consuming nature of such an
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endeavour, many depressed individuals will reach the fulfilment of their life’s goals with
significant delay. Finally, after its destruction, not a single trace of the destroyed entity is
preserved that one could use as a blueprint or a guiding point for rebuilding. Thus,
depressed individuals often find that they do not know where to start or what do to in
order to get their lives together again after depression.

7.13 ACTIONS IN DEPRESSION ARE MOVEMENTS AWAY FROM DESTINATION
In the PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS and ACTIONS ARE MOTIONS metaphors,
movement along the path is understood as engaging in purposeful actions that will lead to
the accomplishment of one’s goals. On the other hand, if a movement away from one’s goal
occurs, it is no longer perceived as serving the purpose of reaching the goal and may thus
appear purposeless altogether. This scenario gives rise to the primary metaphor
PURPOSELESS ACTIVITY IS MOVEMENT AWAY FROM DESTINATION. In the blogs on
depression, moving away from a destination is portrayed through various linguistic
expressions, some more and some less explicitly indicative of such movements being
performed. For example, thoughts taking a dark turn, depressed individuals being waylaid
by depression, and things going off the rails evoke the sense of movement off the road and
away from one’s goal in a straightforward manner. However, one can also be “waylaid” by
floating up (and needing to be grounded), being pushed underground (and digging one’s
way back), or spinning out of control (and off the road to one’s destination). Here are some
examples of the ACTIONS IN DEPRESSION ARE MOVEMENTS AWAY FROM
DESTINATION metaphor as it is realised in the blogs:

. . . when their thoughts take a dark turn. (SplintMind2)
. . . I can be waylaid by depression from time to time. (SplintMind7)
. . . odds are low that you will find your way back to something resembling your
idea of normality. (DeprArmy14)
. . . the only thing that can ground me during depression . . . is writing.
(DeprArmy13)
My mind is spinning out of control. (DeprArmy13)
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. . . ‘dig’ back into life after depression. (DeprArmy8)

The very basic understanding that the examples above afford us is that during and due to
depression, depressed individuals can engage in purposeless activities, such as rumination,
binge eating, periods of inactivity, etc. If the depressed individual has no control over his
movement off the road, the implication is that he can do nothing to stop himself from
engaging in these purposeless actions. The result of moving away from one’s goal is that,
for the duration of the movement, one’s progress towards the goal is put on hold.
Likewise, when depressed individuals engage in purposeless activities, the progress in
their lives (graduating, getting married, or finding a job) is halted. As a result, reaching
their goals in life will be delayed, just as one’s arrival at a physical destination once one
has moved away from the path leading to it will not be timely. Finally, certain types of
movement off the road can be prevented through proper intervention. For example, one
can weigh down an object prone to floating up and prevent it from abandoning the surface
of the earth. Thus, when depressed individuals are grounded through their depression,
some kind of help (from others or from coping strategies) allows them to keep making
progress in their lives in spite of their illness.

7.14 DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS ARE EXPOSED INDIVIDUALS
When describing their mental states in depression, bloggers make reference to their
emotional vulnerability through metaphorical descriptions of physical vulnerability:

. . . this removal of “soul” during depression has left open, bleeding gashes.
(BipolarBur22)
All that was left was the raw me. (DeprArmy2)
One mask that protected me from feeling things so deeply and getting hurt so
easily. (DeprArmy2)
Having someone see your underbelly . . . . (BipolarBur34)
Wrap your arms around the you that is depressed. (BipolarBur24)
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In the above examples, we can witness the loss or lack of an entity that serves as physical
protection against the environment. The underbelly, for instance, is that part of an animal
that is not covered in chitin, fur, and other protective natural materials. When a person
has bleeding gashes, or skin has been scraped off from various places on his body, the
outside elements of heat, cold, blows, etc. can influence the person more strongly, easily,
and in a substantially painful manner. When applied to the depression experience, raw and
bleeding depressed individuals who have an underbelly or who have lost their shielding
equipment (e.g. masks) feel the outside stimuli more strongly. The events in their lives
rouse intense and painful emotional responses in them leaving them shaken and
distressed.

7.15 DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL OR HIS MIND ARE MACHINES
In this set of metaphors, the depressed individuals or their minds are conceptualised as
MACHINES, usually in their dysfunctional state:

The mind is . . . hampered by broken bits. (BipolarBur19)
My brain isn’t working. (BipolarBur11)
. . . become a functioning human again. . . . (DeprArmy5)
The illness depression . . . entirely disables my capacity to function as my usual
self. (DeprArmy9)

According to this metaphor, a machine is functional when it carries out the task for which
it has been designed. Human beings who are functional are therefore people who can
accomplish everyday activities, such as getting out of bed, going to work, socialising, and
so on. A functional brain is a brain which enables its owner to think. On the other hand, a
dysfunctional machine cannot carry out its designated tasks. Thus, dysfunctional
depressed individuals cannot carry out their daily activities during bouts of their illness. If
their brain is not working, the depressed individuals cannot think. Machines are made out
of parts, which can themselves get broken. These parts will no longer carry out their
function and will impair the functioning of the entire machine. If a depressed mind has
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broken bits, it means that certain functions, such as clear and logical thinking or making
quick connections, will not be available to the depressed individual. His overall mental
processing will be negatively impacted as a result (his mind will be hampered).

7.16 DEPRESSION IS AN ENTITY ATTACHED TO AN INDIVIDUAL
In the following examples, depression is described in terms of an entity that affixes itself in
one way or another to the person experiencing a depressed state of mind:

The pain of depression is likely to hang around . . . . (BipolarBur36)
It’s a pervasive sadness that clings to the victim. (SplintMind1)
. . . hope it depression gets rubbed away. (DeprArmy14)
Depression has stayed with me to this day. (DeprArmy5)
. . . depression . . . as a grumpy companion. . . . (DeprArmy8)
We have counsellors to help tear us apart from you depression. (Mind9)

The above four descriptions all activate the LINK image schema as the source domain for
the metaphor DEPRESSION IS AN ENTITY ATTACHED TO AN INDIVIDUAL. This schema
presupposes “two or more entities which are connected with each other by means of a
linking device of some kind” (Santibáñez 2002, 188). In general, linking entails that the
connected entities are close together as explained by Johnson (1987), who notes that with
physical manifestations of links “there is a spatial contiguity and closeness of linked
objects” (ibid.). Grady (1997, 293) argues that the closeness between two entities, such as
two human beings, translates into the strength of (emotional) influence that one entity has
upon the other. The LINK schema thus also presupposes that the two linked entities exert
a strong influence upon each other. In depression, when the illness and its victim are
connected through the link, the victim comes to experience depressive symptoms that are
very severe due to the potency of his mental illness. Although the notion of LINK involves a
two sided connection, the presence of a human and an inanimate entity in the linked
relationship complicates this matter. When the metaphorical entailment of physical
closeness and connection is applied to humans, it is understood in terms of emotional
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influence upon them. Depression, on the other hand, is an inanimate entity incapable of
experiencing feelings. Thus, when the LINK schema is activated in the descriptions of the
depression-victim relationship, only the human victim is strongly psychologically affected
by depression.
The LINK image schema also presupposes the strength of the bond between the
linked objects (Santibáñez 2002, 188). When the bonds are strong, they cannot be undone,
or it takes great effort to undo them (ibid.). According to the descriptions of links between
the depressed individual and depression in the blogs, these bonds are very strong. The
bloggers speak of being stuck with depression, of the illness having stayed with them to
this day, and the need to tear depression away from their being. The understanding that
such expressions afford us is that depression can persist to the point that it does not pass
regardless of what one does to recover from it. On those rare occasions when the illness is
torn away from the depressed individual (and the individual is no longer depressed), the
action of tearing requires immense effort from the individual, his doctors, and his loved
ones. In addition, tearing causes damage. Under the STRONG variant of the LINK schema,
the depressed individual is thus unlikely to recover from depression without enduring
considerable emotional and mental suffering in and after the process. The final entailment
of the LINK image schema is that when one object moves, the one attached to it moves
also, so that the two travel in unison (Mandler 1992, 594—595). From this, we can derive
the conclusion that the attached object accompanies the other object wherever the latter
goes all of the time. It also exerts influence upon it all the time. Thus, when depression is
the object attached to the depressed individual, the individual experiences the illness’
symptoms in all moments of his life: when he sleeps, eats, goes to work, socialises with
friends, etc.

7.17 VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS
The bloggers utilise the downward orientation in a small set of examples where they
describe their depression experience:

I’m just down overall. (SplintMind4)
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I remember being at a really low point . . . . (DeprArmy12)
. . . a change that would lift my spirits. (SplintMind4)

As noted by Grady (1997, 46), metaphorical expressions using the downward orientation
are part of the VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS metaphor in which the upward position is
associated with the ability to function and the downward position indicates
dysfunctionality. The connection between functionality and erectness stems from the
experiential correlation between functioning human and other beings (i.e. awake and alive
beings) and their walking upright (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 15). In this way, when
depressed individuals are down or low, their illness prevents them from engaging in and
accomplishing various activities in their lives. In addition, Lakoff and Johnson (ibid.)
observe that downward direction is also associated with feelings of sadness. In this case,
the down depressed individual is not only unable to function; he also experiences feelings
of sadness, dejection, and defeat.

7.18 DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL FORCE
Below is a set of examples in which depression is a force causing deformities in the
depressed individual:

. . . depression twisted my thought towards self-hate and hopelessness.
(BipolarBur29)
Did clinical depression have to shape how I perceived the world? (SplintMind8)
. . . Depression which grabs ahold of me. . . . (SplintMind3)
. . . feeling its depression’s claws around your mind. . . . (DeprArmy5)

These expressions evoke the primary metaphors of STATES ARE SHAPES and CAUSES
ARE FORCES to yield the DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL FORCE complex metaphor.
They depict depression as a force that in one way or another changes the form of the
depressed individual, his thoughts, or his perception. Accordingly, the understanding that
this metaphor brings to us is that depression causes changes in the state of the depressed
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individual’s life, thinking patterns, and perceptions of the world. Usually, the expressions
used to describe the force of depression characterise the changes as negative: twisted,
grabs ahold, claws. In some examples, merely the fact that depression does the shaping is
enough to think of the changes as negative.
DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL FORCE metaphor also comments on the
nature of the changes that depression induces in its victims. When something is twisted, or
shaped, or is kept in a tight grip, the resulting deformed shape cannot easily be changed
back to normal. Thus, depressed individuals often find that they can do very little to
influence their negative thoughts, feelings, and outlook during the illness. Another
entailment of the metaphor has to do with the consequences of deformation. Even should
the deformation be somehow reversed, the deformational action would leave traces upon
the object once its shape has been restored to the original. In non-metaphorical terms,
even when the depressed individuals recover from depression, they may not be able to
think, feel, or perceive the world as positively as they did before depression. The illness
will have long-term consequences for their mental health.

7.19 MOTIVATION IN DEPRESSION IS AN INERT ENTITY
The metaphorical expressions below cast the motivation to engage in activities during
depression as inactive:

. . . pets . . . can keep people with bipolar going. (BipolarBur32)
I pushed myself to go to rugby training when depressed . . . . (Mind1)
. . . my smile . . . clearly forced. (DeprArmy3)
. . . put one foot in front of the other . . . . (Mind3)

Here, the Agonist-Antagonist pattern is applied to the depressed individual’s motivation
during the illness. We identify the Agonist as motivation through metaphorical and
metonymical means. Lakoff and Johnson (1999, 243) explain that “in the general SubjectSelf metaphor, a person is divided into a Subject and one or more Selves.” They point out
that “the Subject is that aspect of a person that is the experiencing consciousness and the
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locus of reason, will, and judgement” and “is also the locus of a person’s Essence – that
enduring thing that makes us who we are” (ibid.). The Self, on the other hand, “includes
the body, social roles, past states, and actions in the world” (ibid.). The Selves therefore
also stand for the motivation to accomplish actions in our lives. When the bloggers speak
about pushing themselves, the selves represent their motivation to engage in activities.
Otherwise, motivation is derived metonymically when bloggers speak about the actions for
which they lack motivation. This is due to the correlation between setting out to
accomplish an action and having the motivation to do so. For example, when someone’s
smile is forced, the expression “smile” evokes not only the action of smiling but also the
motivation required to perform it. The Antagonists of the scenario have different
identities. They can be pets, hope, or the Subject itself (i.e. the depressed individual’s
willpower, sense of obligation, the need to conform to the expectations of society, etc.).
Unsurprisingly, under the MOTIVATION IN DEPRESSION IS AN INERT ENTITY
metaphor, the Agonist=depressed individual’s motivation has the tendency towards rest,
i.e. it is inert. For example, when a depressed blogger writes that she had to push herself
to go to rugby training, the Self that represents her motivation does not move by itself. In
accordance with the ACTION IS MOVEMENT metaphor, absence of movement translates
into the inactivity of motivational processes during depression. Furthermore, because the
depressed individual is the Antagonist who exerts force to move his motivation, the
understanding is that he has to exert a lot of effort and energy in order to muster up the
motivation for the activities in his daily life. Subsequently, this also means that he has to
put a lot of energy into accomplishing those very same activities. The end result of such an
exertion of effort is a chronically exhausted sufferer of depression.

7.20 DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL OR HIS MIND ARE PHYSICAL STRUCTURES
In this collection of expressions, depressed individuals are envisioned as physical
structures, usually in their deteriorated states:

. . . you need things to build you back up again: self-care . . . . (BipolarBur6)
Waves of crushing sadness . . . (SplintMind1)
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. . . gather my thoughts . . . . (DeprArmy13)
. . . the negative thoughts that bulldoze my mind. (DeprArmy4)
Life has . . . pulled at my seams. (DeprArmy7)

As observed by Grady (1997, 49, 54), physical structures are composed of elements in a
relationship with one another whereby the preservation of these relationships keeps the
structure functioning. For example, the beams of a building keep that building standing
upright and allow it to provide housing for its inhabitants and storage space for their
possessions (49). Textiles preserve their protective function as long as all the seams and
fabrics are in their place (54). Thus, when the relationships between a structure’s parts are
disrupted as when a seam is undone or a beam in a house breaks or shakes, the
functioning of the structure is impaired. In this way, when depressed individuals are
crushed or bulldozed by their depressions or the illness undoes their seams and scatters
their thoughts, they are unable to carry out their daily tasks, think, feel, and so on.

7.21 DEPRESSION IS A MONSTER/BEAST
Below are expressions that describe depression as a monster, a demon, or a beast:

. . . beat back the monster in my head . . . . (DeprArmy13)
. . . depression was something much more sinister. (BipolarBur5)
. . . driven by depression – a demon in your brain . . . . . (BipolarBur4)
. . . help you manage the black beast . . . . (SplintMind8)
Savage bouts of depression can still jump out at me . . . . (SplintMind7)
. . . when anxiety breeds those racing thoughts . . . . (DeprArmy4)

There are two aspects of depression that this metaphorical mapping brings to the fore.
One is the frightening nature of the illness. Just as we are afraid of monsters, demons, and
beasts jumping out at us, depressed individuals also fear their depressions. Fear is
paralysing and prevents the victim of the monster’s attack from defending himself from
the monster. Likewise, depression can leave individuals paralysed with fear so that they
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are unable to take action to recover from it. Secondly, monsters, beats, and demons can
exert powerful influence on people either in the form of physical or mental damage. Either
way, when the notion of a monster’s attack is metaphorically applied to depression, the
depressed individuals under attack experience a very quick and profound deterioration of
their mental health state. Finally, beasts and monsters jumping out at people or breeding
are forces and processes that can rarely be stopped. Accordingly, individuals often find it
difficult if not impossible to stop themselves from feeling and thinking negatively at the
onset of depression.

7.22 DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS OR THEIR MINDS/HEARTS ARE CLOSED
CONTAINERS
Occasionally, depression lives in the body, head, or heart of the depressed individuals, as is
the case with the following examples:

I don’t know where want lives. But not in the heads with depression. (BipolarBur15)
. . . don’t shut people out entirely [due to depression]. (BipolarBur8)
The dark voices echo louder in a mind that is isolated and alone. (SplintMind6)
. . . depressed individuals having opened . . . . (Mind6)
I opened my heart about depression to the person I trusted most. (BipolarBur5)

Heads, hearts, and bodies represent a specific kind of containers: the kind that possesses
very few to no apertures (e.g. a skull has no natural apertures). As we saw above,
containers are difficult to get out of, and this goes double for containers without a natural
entry point. Unless great force is exerted that cracks open such a container, its contents
remain inside. Containers often evoke the issue of visibility. As Evans and Tyler (2004,
179) explain, objects inside a container are not visible to people standing outside of that
container; the only ones who can see the objects are the people inside. This is especially
true if the container is opaque (183) as human skulls, hearts, and bodies tend to be.
Conversely, if the object is removed from the container, it becomes visible to the people
outside the container and disappears from the view of those situated inside. With respect
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mind/head/heart/(metaphysical) body, Lakoff and Johnson (1999, 248) argue that the
Subject (see the MOTIVATION IN DEPRESSION IS AN INERT ENTITY metaphor) is
“normally understood as residing . . . in the body, the head, the mind, or the skull.” That
is, the person who occupies the space inside our mind is Us.
Accordingly, when depression is in the depressed individual, he experiences its
symptoms in the form of negative emotions and thoughts (he can see depression because it
is situated in the same place as he is, e.g. inside his skull). However, he may find it difficult
to share his feelings and thoughts with others (depressed thoughts/feelings are locked
away in a container which has no apertures, and they cannot easily be ousted for others to
see them). In addition, he may also find it difficult to make these feelings and thoughts
disappear (because depressive feelings/thoughts are inside a container with no apertures
they can only be put out and away from the view of the person inside with great difficulty).
If people do not want others to acquire a certain object, they can put it away in a locked
container. Thus, when depressed individuals lock their feelings or emotions away or when
they lock others outside themselves, they purposefully do not communicate how they think
or feel to others (they bar them access to their thoughts/feelings). On the other hand, the
depressed individual’s loved ones and doctors find it difficult to identify what the
individuals are thinking or feeling, just as they would find it difficult to extract objects
from tightly sealed containers.

7.23 DEPRESSION IS A SEMI-OPAQUE CONTAINER SUBSTANCE
In descriptions of depression, bloggers often portray the illness as a mist, fog, filter, and
so on, that surrounds the depressed individual or gathers in front of his eyes to blur vision:

. . . a grey filter clouded my eyes. (DeprArmy12)
. . . did it depression cloud my judgement? (SplintMind8)
It anhedonia in depression feels like a constant, grey fog. (BipolarBur9)
In touch with reality. The other side of the glass. (DeprArmy7)
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What is common to such substances is that they obstruct vision or other senses. When our
vision is impaired in this way, we have to strain and focus intensely in order to see the
blurry shapes in front of us. In addition, poor visibility makes our reactions slow and
hesitant. It is also not an infrequent occurrence under this condition that we recognise an
object wrongly and react to it in an erroneous fashion. We also find it difficult to decide
what to do with the objects the blurriness of which prevents us from clearly establishing
their identity. In depression, the UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING primary metaphor allows
us to equate poor visibility conditions with the reduced ability to think clearly. Depressed
individuals often strain in order to focus on their thoughts and establish their content.
These attempts at focus may not always succeed, and the depressed individual often has
problems with identifying what he is actually thinking. As a result, he finds it difficult to
make decisions, and his reactions to the environment around him are slow and hesitant.
Often, the inability to determine the content of his thoughts leads him to erroneous
conclusions on various matters. Finally, semi-opaque substances such as fog allow the
bloggers to elaborate upon the substance’s colour which is unanimously grey. We usually
find grey tones dull and uninteresting and translate this visual experience into the
depression experience through the SEEING IS UNDERSTANDING metaphor. While
depressed, individuals find that the world appears drab and boring to them.

7.24 FUNCTIONING IS BREATHING
On rare occasions, depression is depicted as an entity that causes the depressed individual
to suffocate. For example, depressed bloggers write that “depression came over me and
stifle me” (Mind3) and speak of its “oppressive quality that made you come up for air”
(DeprArmy14). Because being able to breathe is connected to being able to function as a
living organism, a stifled depressed individual cannot function properly due to his
depression. Furthermore, suffocation is accompanied by extreme discomfort and tension
in the body. Thus depression, too, becomes an experience of great discomfort in which
depressed individuals are always (mentally) tense and anxious.
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7.25 THINKING PATTERNS IN DEPRESSION ARE SPIRALLING MOTION
According to Lakoff and Johnson (1999, 236), thinking processes are often metaphorically
conceptualised as movement, for example when people say that “My mind was racing.” In
depression, the metaphorical movement of the mind is that of spiralling:

Depression brings about negative spirals of thinking . . . . (BipolarBur14)
It’s a downward spiral. (BipolarBur37)
. . . whirlwind of my mind. (Mind1)

Spiralling is a specific kind of motion that, once started, cannot easily be stopped. In
depression, depressed individuals may likewise find themselves unable to stop thinking
negatively. In addition, once one begins to spiral, the body gathers its own momentum and
produces further spiralling motion of its own accord. Depressive thoughts have a similar
property in that each negative thought begets another during the illness. This procession
of negative thoughts appears to be never-ending. Finally, when one is spiralling one can
only pay attention to the spiralling motion to the exclusion of everything else. Accordingly,
depressed individuals can become completely engrossed in their negative thoughts and can
think of little else. Spiralling motion can be ascribed a directionality, with the depressed
bloggers usually directing it towards the ground. When this is the case, the metaphorical
expressions such as “downward spiral” activate the CHANGE OF STATE IS MOVEMENT
BETWEEN LOCATION, BAD IS DOWN, and VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS mappings. These
mappings convey the fact that the depressed individual’s thoughts have taken a negative
spin and that his emotions and ability to function have followed suit.

7.26 DEPRESSION IS A CLOUD OR A COVER
The first of the smallest sets of metaphorical expressions describes depression as a cover
or a cloud hovering above the depressed individual:

. . . disentangle their problems from the big black cloud over them. (Mind6)
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Depression settled over my life. . . (SplintMind8)
. . . ennui has cast a shadow over my life. (SplintMind4)

In their semantic analysis of the preposition over, Tyler and Evans (2003, 64) establish the
core meaning of over, which designates a situation where “the TR one entity is located
higher than the LM the other entity.” They further specify the spatial relationship
expressed by over as involving one object situated above another whereby both are close
enough together so that either one can touch the other and thus exert some form of
influence upon it (67). A cat jumping over a wall may graze that wall with its paws or its
tail; a cloud over a mountain may pour rain on the mountain’s slopes. Furthermore, they
argue that the core meaning of over may be extended to indicate that one object covers
another (90). In such cases, over describes a situation in which a larger (and usually
thinner) object is positioned on top of another so that the latter is hidden from our sight
(ibid.).
The interaction between the two entities whereby one is lies over another is of a
milder, non-restrictive nature. Objects hovering over us may influence our perception or
our emotional/mental experience of the event but not our ability to function in it. Rainy
clouds can ruin our day, but they do not generally prevent us from crossing the street.
Similarly, a tablecloth may change the appearance of the table, but we will still be able to
use that table and move it around. When depression is conceptualised as an object
positioned over the depressed individual, it is understood as having a negative impact on
the depressed individual’s perception of the events around him. Neutral events would
sadden him, and a joyful experience would be deprived of its positive impact.

7.27 BEHAVIOUR DURING DEPRESSION IS WITHDRAWAL INTO A
CONTAINER
The second and the last of the smallest sets of metaphorical expressions involves the
following examples:
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. . . it depression isolates you and makes you insular, turned in on yourself. . . .
(Mind5)
. . . I’ve withdrawn and retreated from life. . . . (DeprArmy8)
I closed the door. (DeprArmy10)

Dewell (2005) observes that containment can also be achieved when container objects
such as hands, napkins, and blankets enfold or wrap around another object. These objects
are not inherent containers but merely transform into them when the situation calls for it
(379). From this follows that hands and napkins, while capable of containment, are also
designed for other tasks, such as caressing or wiping one’s mouth respectively. However,
when they become containers, they usually can no longer carry out their non-container
functions. It is difficult to wipe one’s mouth with a napkin wrapped around an ice-cream
cone, for example. The objects’ sole function becomes the protection of the enfolded entity
from the outside forces. When depressed individuals turn in on themselves, they become
enfolding containers for their innermost parts (their thoughts and feelings). As such, they
forgo of the activities usually associated with themselves as human beings: interaction
with others, carrying out daily tasks, and so on. Thus, depression can cause depressed
individuals to withdraw from others and stop them from engaging in day-to-day activities
in their lives. On the other hand, the turned-in depressed individuals become increasingly
preoccupied with their own depressive thoughts and feelings just as the function of
enfolding containers is directed towards the entities contained.
A sense of disengagement with the outer world is also present when depressed
individuals are described as withdrawing. Here the prototypical conceptualisation of the
source domain is that the depressed individuals withdraw into their own rooms or houses.
This is due to the fact that the containers into which humans most frequently retreat to
find shelter are their own rooms or houses. Places such as rooms and houses are tightly
associated with activities that occur in them, as observed by Evans and Tyler (2004, 176).
Since the metaphorical room/building into which the depressed individual enters is his
own house or his own personal room, this allows us to specify the kinds of activities that
the person engages in and disengages from when withdrawing. In our personal rooms, we
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usually undertake solitary activities, such as reading books or watching TV series. We also
retreat there to engage with our own thoughts and feelings. By contrast, the activities that
we leave behind are joint ventures, such as eating a meal with our families, having a chat
with them, going out with friends, or going to work. Thus, when depressed individual
withdraw, they spend less and less time with others, do not go to work, and so on. Instead,
they engage in solitary activities which often involve intense focusing upon the depressive
thoughts and feelings.
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8 Discussion
The blogs on depression and other mental illnesses from my analysis are highly likely to
attract a substantial amount of readers online. The Mind and The Splintered Mind are
featured in the best depression blogs of 2019 selection on healthline.com while the
bipolarburble crops up on many recommendation sites. The author of the latter, Natasha
Tracy, is also a mental health activist, has published a book on bipolar disorder, and writes
articles for traditional media such as Huffington Post and The Daily Mail. The Mind, on the
other hand, is a charity organisation in the United Kingdom that offers free mental health
services and advice for a number of mental health disorders. The reputation of the authors
and the organisations running the blogs and recommendations from other sites have the
potential to flock readers to these blogs.
The second cause of widespread readership has to do with the nature of depression
as an illness and the nature of the blogs as such. Martin et al. (2003) observe that when
people get sick, they regularly consult with their friends or family members about their
symptoms whereby “they seek information, comparison opportunity and social support”
(201). This is done with the purpose of identifying the illness, determining how best to
handle its symptoms, and deciding whether medical intervention is needed or not (ibid.).
Furthermore, commenting on the social consequences of illnesses, Susan Sontag (2013)
speaks how falling ill represents “the night-side of life, a more onerous citizenship” (7).
She goes on to add that “although we all prefer to use only the good passport, sooner or
later each of us is obliged . . . to identify ourselves as citizens of that other place” (ibid.).
Becoming ill thus entails banishment or isolation of the sick from the rest of the healthy,
normal society.
The seeking of information about the illness and the isolation that pesters the ailing
individuals meet blogs in the following ways. Nardi et al. (2004) explore the motivation
behind blog writing. Blog writers post their content online out of the desire to document
their life, express their opinion (43), or vent out their thoughts and feelings (44). In the
age of the Internet, where medical advice from doctors and loved ones is often
supplemented by perusal of internet sites, blogs of personal experiences with depression
serve as alternative medical consultation for the ailing individuals. This is especially true
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for depression the disclosure of which is still very much a taboo. Depression blogs thus
become the go-to places for sufferers of depression as they seek information about their
illness, advice on how to handle it, and how to get help for it while staying completely
anonymous in the process. Kaye (2007, 130) observes that blogs create a community
atmosphere online. Reading of other people’s opinions and experiences which are similar
to one’s own creates a sense of inclusion into the online community centred around the
blogs (ibid.). Given the fact that depressed individuals become isolated from others due to
their affliction, they can turn to blogs to mollify the resulting loneliness. With wide
readership also comes the adoption of metaphors from the blogs into everyday language.
Once in circulation amongst language users, such metaphors can influence the users’
mental representations of depression and consequently their behaviour towards those
suffering from the illness. Below, I discuss the possible behavioural tendencies and
perceptions resulting from the metaphors in the blogs that I have analysed in my thesis.
Failure, responsibility, and inadequacy. According to Clement et al. (2015, 20), the
four most frequent stigmatising beliefs attached to depressed individuals include the
notions that these individuals are people who are unable to handle their lives’ problems
and who carry the blame for their depressions. These stigmatising convictions go hand in
hand with the common belief of depressed and non-depressed individuals alike that
depression is brought about by external problems in one’s life, stress, and/or poor
relationships with others (Prins et al. 2008, 1042). It is a short step from here to the
perception that depressed individuals are incapable of dealing with their personal
problems and are responsible for depression by not reducing the level of stress in their
lives or terminating their toxic relationships with others. McMullen (1999) adds to these
accusations with the following observation:
If I am down, if I am in this low position or place called ‘depression,’ then it must
be due, at least in part, to the characteristics of my person, to personal flaws and
failings, to my deficiencies as a person. (109)
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Depressed individuals are thus not only regarded as failures and as responsible for their
illness, they are also perceived as flawed and deficient in some or the other way.
Such perceptions of depressed individuals result in negative behavioural patterns.
Depressed individuals who regard themselves in the above-indicated ways suffer from selfhatred and low self-esteem (Corrigan and Watson 2002, 16), and this can worsen their
depression (McMullen and Conway 2002, 178). Those who see sufferers of depression as
responsible for their illness tend to respond to them with judgment, anger, disdain, and
reprimand. Angermeyer and Matschinger (2003, 530), for example, observe that angry
reactions towards the depressed individuals increase if they are seen as responsible for
their depressions. Corrigan and Watson (2002, 17) further note that experiencing anger
towards a person can lead to inflicting punishment on that person, and Haslam and Kvaale
(2015, 400) explain that with increased perceived responsibility for offensive or immoral
actions comes the heightened need to punish the perpetrator. In general, being viewed as
responsible for one’s illness (for example, responsibility for lung cancer in patients with
smoking habits) results in negative judgement from others, as observed by Turk, Rudy and
Salovey (1986, 469). The latter authors also note that if patients see themselves as
responsible for their illness, they tend to engage in excessive self-blame (ibid.). Finally,
McMullen and Conway (2002, 176) observe that deficient persons who are perceived as
having failed at an endeavour in their lives are responded to with low respect and disdain.
To various degrees, metaphors encountered in Styron’s novel (cf. Schoeneman,
Schoeneman and Stallings, 2004), McMullen and Conway’s study (2002), and Fullagar and
O’Brien’s (2012) report all allow for the negative perceptions of depressed individuals as
failures, deficient persons, and at fault for their illness. McMullen and Conway’s (2002)
analysis shows that 90% of metaphors in the sample are downward-oriented: e.g., “Down
in my catacomb” (172), “I hit a low,” “It still takes so little for me to get . . . low,” “I just
was down” (171) etc. Following Lakoff and Johnson (2003 1980), McMullen and Conway
(2002, 174) observe that downward directed metaphors have the proclivity to evoke
concepts of DEPRAVITY (“That was a low trick.” Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 16) and
BADNESS (“It’s been downhill ever since.” ibid.). Such metaphors, they argue, depict
depressed individuals as (morally) compromised or deficient and as “inferior or
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inadequate” in the sense that “one has . . . failed to achieve what is expected of one” (176).
The same sense of failure and deficiency is present in the metaphorical narratives of
Fullagar and O’Brien’s (2012) women suffering from depression. When the women speak
about “’feeling a little bit crazy,’” “’off balance,’” and being “’in deficit,’” (1066), such
descriptions evoke a sense of failure at maintaining a sane, balanced life and imply that
something is wrong with the depressed women.
Deficiency goes hand in hand with the responsibility for one’s flaws and the actions
and states resulting from these flaws. The metaphors from all three studies uphold the
belief that the depressed individual is responsible for his depression and that the illness is
due to a flaw in his personality or actions. Metaphorical descriptions of depression from
McMullen and Conway’s (2002) patients depict the illness as an emotional/mental state,
suffusing it with the patients’ personalities. This can be seen in expressions such as “I just
was down,” “. . . really feeling low” (171), “I feel like . . . the rainy day is right around the
corner,” or “I feel just so – so heavy” (170). Because people are regarded as responsible for
their emotions and mental states, the fact that they feel down/heavy is their own fault and
an expression of their underlying negativist, defeatist, or lazy character. The same applies
to women from Fullagar and O’Brien’s (2012) study, who speak of themselves as being
crazy and imbalanced and of their brain being broken. They, too, are regarded as
responsible for their problems, which originate from some inner deficiency. For example,
the crazy depressed woman has a predisposition for neurotic behaviour and the woman
with the broken brain has a frail mind.
Styron’s account, on the other hand, marries depression with its victim in a
different way. The writer often uses the personal pronoun my as he describes his
depressive state. Thus, we read of “my desolation” (Schoeneman, Schoeneman and
Stallings 2004, 337, emphasis added) “the malign process of my illness,” “my insomnia,”
“my pain,” “one’s dying energies,” “my spirits having regularly sank to their nadir,” and
of “unwilling to accept its own gathering deterioration” (336, emphasis added). Because
depression is his, Styron becomes responsible for bringing it upon himself and somewhat
flawed (i.e. depression-prone) as a result. The writer also frames his illness in terms of the
biblical narrative of penitence. Recovery from depression is often described in terms of
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restoration, survival, and ordeal: “If they survive the storm itself,” “whoever has been
restored to health” (337), “a major ordeal” (336). And the intermediate stage is “torture
and violence” (ibid.) or hell and abyss (“their return from the abyss” 336 “out of hell’s
black depths” 337). Together, these metaphors evoke the notion that depression is a just
punishment inflicted upon the depressed person for his morally compromised character
and sinful actions.
Depressed individuals who are low or down, off balance, crazy, have a broken
brain, or whose depression is theirs alone may provoke unpleasant behaviour from others.
People tend to disrespect such individuals and reproach them for failing to be more highspirited, balanced, and sane. In addition, they are likely to hold the depressed individual
responsible for his suffering and become angered when he is a downer and reprimand him
for being this way. Descriptions of the depressive state as being down, unbalanced, broken,
and insane thus provide others with little incentive to treat depressed individuals with
compassion or respect. On the other hand, depressed individuals who view themselves in
this manner run the risk of exacerbating their feelings of guilt, lowliness, and inadequacy.
This only serves to feed the negative thoughts and feelings already present in their minds
due to their illness.
Metaphors in the blogs portray the depressed individual in a completely different
light. Only 12 out of 510 examples (2%) involve downward orientation in referring to the
depressed state. When they speak of being depressed, bloggers use the CONTAINER
metaphor (“I spent weeks in a blue funk” / “slipping into a very severe episode”) or
conceptualise depression as an attacker (“depression strikes”). Dysfunctionality, which can
be described through the downward orientation in the VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS
metaphor, is more often conveyed in terms of IMPEDIMENTS TO MOVEMENT (“the
crippling . . . depression”), (DISINTEGRATED) PHYSICAL STRUCTURES (“negative
thoughts that bulldoze my mind.”), SEMI-OPAQUE CONTAINER SUBSTANCES (“. . . a grey
filter clouded my eyes.”), LOST BALANCE (“Depression steals my voice . . . .”), and so on.
Even with the DEPRESSION IS DESCENT metaphor, downward directionality is merely
implied. Depressed bloggers speak about drowning or sinking but do not specifically state
that they are sinking down: compare “I could either keep sinking or start swimming
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(Mind1)” with “I just kinda went down last night . . . . ” (McMullen and Conway 2002, 171).
They are also at rock bottom or at the bottom of the well and not down at rock bottom or
down in the well (for comparison consider “Down in my catacombs. . . .” [172]). In
addition, there are only a total of three examples out of 510 where depressed bloggers
refer to themselves as broken or in need of a fix. The result of such descriptions is that
depressed individuals are no longer considered as inferior, inadequate, and as having
failed at something for being depressed. For example, saying that one spent weeks in a
blue funk does not make one a failure in the way that saying one is off balance or down in
one’s catacombs/the gutter can.
Furthermore, metaphors from the blogs influence the attribution of guilt and deficiency by
presenting the illness as an entity separate from the depressed individual. Depression
becomes a container and its victim the entity contained (“enveloped in the dark of my
bedroom” BipolarBur5). The illness is also an entity that attaches itself to the depressed
person (“I’m stuck with mental illness” BipolarBur27) or a weight that lies on top of him
(“feeling like a giant weight was on top of me” SplintMind7). Almost each and every
metaphorical mapping in the blogs dissociates depression from the afflicted at some point:
“. . . I think mental illness . . . reduces us inwardly” (DeprArmy14), “Depression makes you
believe things that aren’t true” (BipolarBur38), “. . . deep below that thick layer of anxiety.
. . .” (Mind2), “Depression strikes as it wishes. . . .” (BipolarBur8), “ . . . depression just
ruins a human. . . .” (BipolarBur38), “You depression poisoned my family, making them
suffer” (Mind9), “. . . I can be waylaid by depression from time to time” (SplintMind7), and
many more. Because depression is described as an entity outside the depressed individual
that acts of its own accord, its origin is no longer attributed to (something within) that
individual. He is thus essentially a good/normal person who is simply at the mercy of his
illness. For example, saying that one is off balance implies that one is at fault for the lost
equilibrium and that this loss was brought about by some deficit in one. On the other
hand, saying that depression stole one’s happiness likewise implies that one is off balance
due to the illness (one lacks the stolen entity), but it does not carry the implication that
one is responsible for the disrupted equilibrium nor that one is deficient in any way.
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With very few downward directed metaphors and a host of those keeping
depression and its victim firmly apart, the blogs forestall the perception of depressed
individuals as failures, deficient persons, and responsible for their depressions. Therefore,
they also prevent reactions of anger, reproach, disrespect, and punishment. It is much
more difficult to be angry, reproachful, or disrespectful of someone who speaks about
being enveloped in the dark than it is of a person who says that he feels down/low. A
person enveloped by his depression is also less likely to suffer punishment and more likely
to be treated with kindness and compassion than the one feeling down. On the other hand,
if depressed individuals see their depressions as attackers or enveloping darkness, they are
less likely to blame themselves for their illness or believe that there is something wrong
with them due to it. This may ameliorate their self-image and self-esteem or at least
prevent positive perceptions of their selves from disintegrating further.
Seeking help. Seeking help for depression is still a controversial issue. Many believe
that the condition is not serious enough to merit intervention (Clement et al. 2015 20, for
example, report on one of the mental health stigmas that the mentally ill “are exaggerating
/ fabricating illness”).

Some even doubt its existence, which automatically renders

treatment and help for it irrelevant in their eyes. Multiple other factors also contribute to
the perceived redundancy of help for depression. One of them is the tight association
between the illness on the one hand and emotion and thought on the other. We often think
of the depressed individuals as bent-down, weeping persons, and the depressed individuals
themselves often describe their illness as a complication of feelings and emotions. As
Andrew Solomon (2001) notes, speaking of his depression:

The first thing that goes is happiness. You cannot gain pleasure from anything. This
is the cardinal symptom of major depression. But soon other emotions follow
happiness into oblivion: sadness as you have known it, the sadness that led you
here; your sense of humor; your belief in and capacity for love.
(49)
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Depression also goes hand in hand with thinking. Solomon reports the Renaissance
writers’ remarks that “the philosopher, the deep thinker, or the artist will of necessity be
more in touch with his melancholy than the common man” (789). More recently,
Schoeneman, Schoeneman and Stallings (2004) note that “[t]he stereotypical image of the
melancholic individual portrays a figure with a dark and shadowed complexion . . . and
head in hand—‘the philosopher’s pose’” (329). The connection between deep ruminative
thought and depression endures to the present day as when depressed bloggers write that
depression “brings about negative spirals of thinking. . . . ” (BipolarBur14).
In his study on emotion metaphors, Kövecses (1986, 98) explains that people are
expected to maintain control over their emotion. This expectation reveals itself when we
speak, for example, of anger as HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER (“I supressed my
anger.” [16]), an OPPONENT (“She fought back her anger.” [22]), or a DANGEROUS
ANIMAL (“Don’t let your anger get out of hand.” [23]). The same expectation of control is
present with our thinking processes. Lakoff and Johnson (1999) observe that THINKING is
conceptualised as MOVING: “’My mind wandered for a moment’”, “’Harry kept going off on
flights of fancy’”, and “’We have arrived at the crucial point in the argument’” (236). Here,
too, thinking can be controlled by bringing the mind back on the right track or to the
ground and by laying down the “path” of one’s reasoning. Given this perceived ability to
control our thoughts and emotions, it is hardly surprising that we expect depressed
individuals to take their feelings and thoughts in their own hands and “get themselves
together” (Solomon 2001, 78). This expectation also expresses itself in the people’s beliefs
about the proper treatment for depression; the majority maintain that the first recourse
should be to a psychotherapist (Prins et al. 2008, 1045; Karasz 2005, 1631), in other words,
to a type of treatment that involves self-regulation of emotions and thoughts.
In his study of the chronic illness of arthritis, Bury (1982, 170) observes that
recognising a condition as an illness and thereby legitimating help for it is made difficult if
the illness’ symptoms consist of complaints that are part and parcel of people’s daily lives.
He gives the example of rheumatoid arthritis, which is often not recognised and treated as
an illness especially in its early stages because it manifests as ordinary pains and aches in
one’s joints (ibid.). If we replace aches and pains with depressive thoughts and feelings, we
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get a similar picture. Feelings and thoughts, negative ones included, are just so
fundamental an experience of reality, of what our minds do, that their presence hardly
counts as a mark of a disease. Therefore, depressed individuals complaining of their
negative mental states are often waved off in the “we’ve all been there” manner and are
not deemed as in need of (medical) intervention.
Finally, when some form of treatment is endorsed, usually psychotherapy, Solomon
(2001, 354) observes that depressed individuals still run into the opposition between
psychotherapeutic and medical approaches to treating depression. The general belief is
that if depression responds to some form of psychotherapy, it can be overcome with the
effort of will alone (ibid.), i.e. without medication. Again, as mentioned earlier, this is
commensurate with the perception that psychotherapy is considered as the ideal treatment
course for depression. Thus, even as one form of treatment becomes acceptable, the other
one is banished from consideration. This is problematic as studies show that
psychotherapy in conjunction with drugs is one of the most effective treatments for
depression (Solomon 2001, 274). Considering the reasons listed above, it is hardly
surprising that the general perception of help in depression, medical or otherwise,
gravitates towards the not strictly necessary. Accordingly, whoever does seek help or
expresses a need for it is likely to experience the following: angry, judgemental, and
frustrated reactions from others, demands for getting oneself together, refusals to offer
help, or discouragement from getting it.
Luckily, a substantial array of metaphor from the blogs works to counter the
alienation of the idea of help from depression. In these metaphors, depressed individuals
are often unable to control and alter their depressive thoughts, feelings, and actions due to
their illness. Because the individuals are thus rendered helpless, offers of help and urgings
to seek it become the relevant actions in such a state. In addition, helplessness appeases
the anger and frustration some may feel towards individuals who cannot snap out of their
depressions on their own. If the depressed individual can do nothing to change his
depressive state, any anger, frustration, or judgement directed towards him is considered
undue and unfair. The major metaphors that evoke the uncontrollable aspects of
depression are:
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-

UNCONTROLLED CHANGE TO THE WORSE IS UNCONTROLLED DESCENT (part
of the DEPRESSION IS DESCENT metaphor): “drowning daughter” (BipolarBur28),
“Every once in a while I . . . slip backwards” (SplintMind5), “I had hit rock bottom. .
. .” (DeprArmy3), “but ‘sick’ is a sliding scale” (BipolarBur2), and “I become suicidal
at the drop of an eyelash” (BipolarBur2).

-

DEPRESSION IS AN ENTITY AFFIXED TO THE DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL: where
the bonds between depression and depressed person are too strong to be undone,
e.g. “. . . depression . . . as a grumpy companion” (DeprArmy8), “Depression . . . has
stayed with me to this day” (DeprArmy5), “I’m stuck with mental illness”
(BipolarBur27), “It’s a pervasive sadness that clings to the victim” (SplintMind1),
and “Why won’t you depression just go away?” (Mind9).

-

DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL FORCE, where individuals cannot undo the
negative changes of mood brought about by their depression: “. . . stimuli are fairly
easily twisted into depressing memories and thoughts. . .” (BipolarBur17), “Did it
depression warp my outlook?” (SplintMind8).

-

Certain instances of the ACTION IN DEPRESSION IS MOVEMENT AWAY FROM
DESTINATION: “when their thoughts take a dark turn” (SplintMind2), “things have
gone off the rails” (SplintMind1), “My mind is spinning out of control”
(DeprArmy13).

-

DEPRESSION AND DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL ARE TWO OPPOSING FORCES: there
is a potential loss of control as depression is a force with the power to “move” the
individual to certain actions regardless of his efforts to the contrary. Examples
include: “Bipolar has forced me to be this way” (BipolarBur2), “my suicidal urges”
(BipolarBur4), “Depression . . . is . . . like being gagged and bound by your own
mind” (Mind7).

In all of these examples, the fact that a person can do nothing about his illness summons
the help of those around him and legitimises it for depression. If, for example, someone is
drowning because of his depression, it is customary to offer them a rope or a buoy for help
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(an entailment also verbally realised in the blogs, “. . . if you do your best to offer a life line
to a depressed person, they might just grab ahold” SplintMind2). We also want to “hold
onto someone” whose “mind is spinning out of control” (DeprArmy13) and we would do
anything to sever the bonds between depression and the depressed individual where the
former “clings” to the latter. By making help seeking the logical and necessary step in
depression, such metaphors can prompt those with unfavourable attitude towards it to
nonetheless offer assistance to depressed individuals or encourage them to get help.
Barney et al. (2006, 51, 52) observe that depressed individuals who maintain that they can
control their depressions are less likely to seek help for it. As the metaphors from the blogs
stress the uncontrollable nature of the illness (one is helpless with respect to it), they may
allow such individuals to see that attempts at control are futile and that energy will be
better spent on seeking help rather than attempting control. Martin et al. (2003, 201)
observe that people are less likely to seek professional medical help or have others endorse
such help seeking if they believe that their condition is under control. By rendering
depression as an out-of-control illness, the metaphors from the blogs encourage depressed
individuals and the general, non-depressed public to also endorse medicine as an
appropriate treatment method for depression. Finally, those depressed individuals who are
afraid of being stigmatised for seeking help (either being labelled as weak, lazy, crazy, etc.,
cf. Clement et al. 2015) may be more confident in embracing help when it is made
“natural” or necessary through the loss-of-control metaphors.
Yet another set of metaphors addresses the issue of help in depression, this time
with respect to the assistance that depressed individuals need for functioning normally in
their daily lives. As explained above, depression is often synonymous with thoughts and
feelings. This association makes it difficult for many to imagine that the illness regularly
renders its sufferers partially or completely unable to function or makes functioning very
difficult and time consuming for them. Emotions and thoughts may energise us in our
everyday enterprises (Kövecses 1986, 96), or they may take some of our energy away from
us. Yet we do not usually associate mental/emotional states with impaired functioning. As
a result, individuals who are incapacitated by their depression are often subjected to
judgement (thought of as lazy) and/or reacted to with anger and frustration (because they
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cannot perform their daily tasks). If the prevailing belief is that emotions and thoughts do
not influence one’s functioning to a relevant degree, one is expected to go about business
as usual in spite of depression. In other words, no assistance is offered. Angermeyer and
Matschinger (2003, 526, 529) looked at the perception of dependency on others for
support in depressed individuals and found that, in comparison to mental illnesses such as
schizophrenia, depression sufferers were seen as less dependent. This may be the result of
the missing connection between emotions and though on the one hand and the inability to
function on the other.
Once more, metaphors from the blogs work in the depressed individuals’ favour with
respect to assistance. The “dysfunctionality” group of metaphors contains all the
metaphorical mappings that link depression with partial or complete inability to function
and obstructed functioning. In this way, they encourage others to offer depressed
individuals help and understanding with their situation. The dysfunctionality metaphors
are:

-

DEPRESSION IS RESTRICTION: “. . . a life-limiting disorder” (Mind2), “. . . deep
below that thick layer of anxiety” (Mind2), “. . . the crippling . . . depression”
(BipolarBur37), “the tunnel vision of my symptoms. . . ” (DeprArmy4).

-

BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING OUT OF BALANCE: where one’s functionality is
hampered as one lacks something (happiness, hope, ability to express oneself)
because of depression: “Depression steals my voice” (DeprArmy9), “those happy
feelings evaporated. . . .” (BipolarBur1), “. . . a gaping void inside my chest. . . .”
(BipolarBur22), “Depression removed my usual capacity for hope. . . ”
(DeprArmy9).

-

DEPRESSION IS A BURDEN, MOTIVATION IN DEPRESSION IS AN INERT ENTITY,
DEPRESSION

IS

A

CONTAINER

(DEPRESSED

INDIVIDUAL

IS

ENTITY

CONTAINED): “feeling as if a giant weight was on top of me” (SplintMind7),
“pushed myself to go to rugby training”(Mind1), “depression is a black hole”
(BipolarBur29), “depression is a sea you fall into” (BipolarBur16).
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-

Other dysfunctionality metaphors: “. . . thanks to a broken brain” (BipolarBur26)
(MACHINE metaphor), “Waves of crushing sadness. . . .” (SplintMind1) (PHYSICAL
STRUCTURE metaphor), “I could feel so low. . . .” (Mind1) (VIABILITY IS
ERECTNESS), and “. . . depression came over me and stifle me. . .” (Mind3)
(FUNCTIONING IS BREATHING).

When depressed individuals are broken, suffocating due to their depressions, robbed of the
means to feel happy, to express themselves, to feel hopeful, are limited by their
depressions, etc. we feel obliged to offer them help in order for them to be able to breathe,
transcend their depression-imposed limits, regain their sense of happiness and
hopefulness, and so on. When we read that depressed individuals are burdened by their
depressions or that they have to push themselves to accomplish even the most mundane of
tasks, we are likewise inclined to help them with their weight (“They can take some of
the load off you.” BipolarBur30) and offer assistance with their everyday tasks (such as
driving the depressed individual to rugby training). In this way, the dysfunctionality
metaphors also encourage the provision of help with everyday tasks and activities for the
depressed individuals. What is more, they reduce anger, frustration, and accusatory
behaviour in those who interact with individuals incapacitated by their depressions.
Lack of control. In their study on biogenetic explanations of mental disorders,
Haslam and Kvaale (2015) found that the explanations promote the perception of
depressed individuals as out of control and dangerous (401). The authors claim that
labelling somebody as mentally ill whereby the illness is thought to stem from the
imbalances in the brain chemistry or is believed to be hereditary triggers the entrenched
stereotype that mentally ill people are dangerous and unpredictable (ibid.). In addition, the
same explanation also encourages the view that the mental illness is very difficult if not
impossible to undo (400, 401), and this, too, renders it uncontrollable and dangerous
(401). As noted by Corrigan and Watson (2002, 16), unpredictability in mental illness and
the resulting perception of danger is associated with social distancing.
Above, we saw that quite a few metaphors in the blogs highlight lack of control in
depression. Mainly, these metaphors function to round up and legitimate help for
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depression. Inadvertently, however, they may also reduce the desire of others to socialise
with depressed individuals, as the latter are perceived to be unpredictable to some degree
and therefore dangerous. Although we would gladly encourage him to get help for his
depression, few of us would want to spend time with a depressed individual whose
thoughts can take dark turns and whose depression can grab ahold of him at any time. In
fact, the majority of metaphors from the blogs contain a latent possibility for the loss of
control. This is mainly due to their depictions of depression as an entity separated from its
victim that can move about and perform actions of its own accord.
Depression is thus rendered dangerous and unpredictable also when it robs
depressed individuals of joy, when it lies to them, when it is envisioned as a beast, a
monster, a demon, or a destroyer, and so on. As a result, all these metaphors have the
potential to discourage others from socialising with people suffering from depression.
Furthermore, Corrigan and Watson (2002, 17) observe that people with a mental illness
often find themselves discriminated at work or when applying for accommodation.
Depicting depressed individuals as unpredictable may contribute to this discrimination. If
someone’s depression can strike out of the blue or can lie to him of its own free will, that
person cannot be relied upon for showing up at work or paying his rent regularly.
Weakness. Studies on stigma in depression (Corrigan and Watson 2002; Barney et
al. 2006 ; Clement et al. 2015) show that depressed individuals are most frequently
perceived as weak. This largely stems from the conviction that depression is a result of
individuals caving in under the pressure of their own lives and being no good at “’carrying
their own weight’” (Held and Owens 2013, 2). Such an attitude towards depression
sufferers is detrimental to seeking help for the illness. As observed by Clement et al. (2015,
19), the fear of being stigmatised (including the fear of being perceived as weak) leads
those suffering from depression and other mental health issues to hide their problems and
not seek help for them in order to avoid disclosure and the subsequent stigmatisation.
Corrigan and Watson (2002, 17) observe that stigmatised individuals can internalise their
stigmas. Thus, depressed individuals who are seen as weak come to regard themselves as
weak in turn. Because self-stigma results in poor self-esteem (ibid.), which in turn
corrodes one’s willingness and motivation to seek treatment for depression (Greene-
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Shortridge, Britt and Castro 2007, 158), the weakness stigma can present a barrier to
getting one’s depression treated.
The metaphors in the blogs work against the perception of depressed individuals as
weak. The strain of life under which these individuals have supposedly buckled is replaced
by the strain of depression, depression-related lack of motivation, and the struggle for
recovery. This occurs in metaphors DEPRESSION IS A BURDEN, MOTIVATION IN
DEPRESSION IS AN INERT ENTITY, DEPRESSION AND DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL ARE
TWO OPPOSING FORCES, and DEPRESSION IS A CONTAINER. The strain of depression
recovery is most fully accentuated in the DEPRESSION IS WAR metaphor. All these
metaphors show depressed individuals struggling fiercely against their illness and
continuously exerting their energy and strength to overcome it. Consider the following
expressions for this effect: “I lug around ADHD, Major Depressive Disorder, and Adult’s
Tourette” (SplintMin9) (DEPRESSION IS A BURDEN), “. . . my personal battles with
mental health” (Mind1) (DEPRESSION IS WAR), “Depression . . . is . . . like being gagged
and bound by your own mind” (Mind7) (DEPRESSION AND DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL ARE
TWO OPPOSING FORCES), “to trap me back into shadows” (Mind9), “the hellish dungeon
that is depression” (BipolarBur1), “. . . I found myself back in the dark place. . .” (Mind1)
(DEPRESSION IS A CONTAINER).
In all these cases, dealing with depression is a difficult task since the illness is
conceptualised as a force (weight, opponent, constraining container walls, or opposing
force) that the depressed individual has to overcome. Depression thus becomes a state that
demands great effort and strain and produces depression sufferers who are no longer
perceived as weak. Quite on the contrary, they are strong, or as one blogger puts it, “you
should see the muscles on my legs” (SplintMind9). As a result, such metaphors may help
curb the stigmatising behaviour of others, even making depressed individuals appear
tough and resilient. The absence of weakness stigma from the society may, in turn, help
build a more encouraging environment for seeking help. Since revealing one’s depression
by asking for help would be perceived as a sign of strength rather than weakness,
depressed individuals would find it easier to do so. The metaphors would also encourage
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these individuals to see themselves as strong, boosting their self-esteem and giving them
the motivation to, amongst other things, get their depression treated.
The WAR metaphor. WAR metaphors stir controversy wherever they appear.
Closely related to the discourse on depression, the medical discourse is one such site
(Montgomery, 1991; Reisfield and Wilson 2004; Nie et al. 2016). In the metaphorical
studies of talk about cancer and HIV, researchers have identified a number of positive but
also a wealth of negative consequences of the WAR metaphor. Below, I will consider each
of them in turn as they occur in the environment of depression. Nie et al. (2016, 4) observe
that in the highly militarised American culture where victories in battle have been
associated with courage, resolve, and determination, these traits became applied to both
the doctors and the patients fighting cancer. Reisfield and Wilson (2004, 4025) describe
how looking at cancer in terms of war allowed a war historian suffering from the disease
to behave himself in the same courageous, graceful, and dignified manner as the subjects
he studied—the soldiers. Through the WAR metaphor, depressed individuals can acquire
some of these positive characteristics for themselves. They can be viewed as heroic,
courageous (standing up and facing their depressions) and active in dealing with their
illness, i.e. determined to beat it (as opposed to passivity and laziness usually attributed to
them). Their confrontation with depression can take on an air of dignified struggle,
sharply contrasted with the image of the dejected, drooping depressive. In evoking such
positive traits, the WAR metaphor both boosts the self-esteem of the depressed individuals
and secures respect for them from others.
Furthermore, when the WAR metaphor is used in the descriptions of diseases like
cancer, it can bolster the fighting spirit of those affected by the disease (Nie et al. 2016, 5).
In particular, where serious illness renders them powerless and passive, the metaphor can
stimulate action from the patients and the doctors alike, as observed by Reisfield and
Wilson (2004, 4025). Depressed individuals often perceive their situation as hopeless and
are unable to find a way to bring about their recovery. Such a state of mind may lead to
giving up on depression recovery altogether. The WAR metaphor with its rousing power
can keep such individuals from throwing in the towel. It energises them for recovery and
encourages them to continue seeking new treatment options especially when some will
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inevitably fail them. Sticking to treatment and recovery may be further enhanced by the
enticing promises that the WAR metaphor makes to the depressed individual. Ideally, wars
are fought for a good cause, and they enable advancement and better futures for others.
Accordingly, under the WAR metaphor, recovery from depression means that the
individuals will make progress in their lives and craft a better future for themselves as
they emerge from their illness. By comparison, DEPRESSION IS DESCENT offers no such
reward. Under it, recovery is depicted merely as an ascending return to some previous
point in life with the added implication of time lost during the climb. In contrast with the
WAR metaphor, DEPRESSION IS DESCENT acts as a deterrent to undertaking depression
recovery. This is something also noticed by McMullen and Conway (2002, 179) in their
own reflections on the metaphor.
In spite of its benefits, however, the WAR metaphor also has its drawbacks. The
more significant one is the sad fate of those individuals who have been “defeated” by their
depressions. Because a soldier is responsible for securing victory for his country, Reisfield
and Wilson (2004, 4025) observe that failed recovery produces a patient who is a failure in
the eyes of the doctors and others. In turn, this sense of failure often leaves him feeling
guilty and inadequate as losing or opting out of war is frowned upon in our culture. As a
result, unsuccessful recovery leads to the perception of depressed individuals as failures or
as inadequate. For cancer, Reisfield and Wilson (ibid.) explain that the limitations in
treatment (or “weaponry”) often inevitably result in unsuccessful recovery. Depression is
similar to cancer in this respect; treatment courses are frequently changed before a
successful one is found. In this way, every depressed individual is at risk for failing his
treatment and may even experience this failure more than once in the course of his
recovery. This would only feed his frustration and sense of inadequacy already present due
to his depression.
Furthermore, others can react to defeated depressed individuals with anger,
reproach, and punishment, just as they would foster this same kind of response for
defeated soldiers, or closer to home, an unsuccessful sportsman. What is more, because
defeated soldiers are expected to undo the consequences of their defeat themselves,
defeated depressed individuals under the WAR metaphor would risk losing help or
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assistance for their illness. Withdrawal of help may also occur because, on the occasion of
losing the war with one’s illness, the physicians tend to abandon their patients leaving
them to deal with their illnesses on their own (Reisfield and Wilson 2004, 4025—4026).
Such detrimental consequences may, in turn, adversely affect the actions of depressed
individuals. Because they would not want to be treated as failures or be abandoned by
their doctors/loved ones, the individuals would not ask for a change of treatment or
additional assistance or would hide their unsuccessful recovery. This would lead them
down the path of further mental health deterioration and suffering.
The WAR metaphor further undermines the need for and provision of help as it
places the responsibility for recovery squarely on the shoulders of the depressed
individuals. The metaphor entails that individuals can keep their depression in check; they
have a measure of control over it because they can fight it. With this sense of control
comes a sense of responsibility for the illness and its outcome and thus a sense of
“ownership” of it. In other words, as you battle, fight, wrestle, face, or struggle with
depression, the fight is yours alone while other people become excluded from it. In
addition, war is considered a dangerous enterprise or a distant event. In both cases, people
are encouraged not to interfere between the depressed individuals and their enemy, the
mental illness. When such a perception is coupled with the perceived control of the illness,
the need for help with it is greatly diminished in our eyes. Consequently, a “fighting”
depressed individual may be less likely to receive the same degree of help than a
“drowning” or a “dysfunctional” one, although the former may be cheered on and
encouraged more than the latter. In a wider social context, the reduced need for help could
manifest itself in further cuts to mental health care services and lack of supporting policies
in the working or academic environments (sick leaves or disability support in companies
or at universities). Those who can fight their depressions do not need any special
assistance nor are they entitled to sick leaves or help with their disabilities due to their
mental illness.
The WAR metaphor may also have a negative impact on the quality of the depressed
individuals’ lives. Reisfield and Wilson (2004, 4025) observe that when an illness is
conceptualised in terms of war, the quality of the ailing individual’s life in the course of
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treatment is given little to no consideration. All that matters is to “finish off” the disease
(ibid.).The same applies to depression under the WAR metaphor. The metaphor
normalises both the fact that recovery from depression is necessarily difficult and the
notion that the quality of life is necessarily diminished during the illness. Soldiers are
expected to fight under difficult conditions that inevitably reduce the quality of their lives.
We maintain that this is part and parcel of a soldier’s existence. As a result, depressed
individuals who are spurred on to fight, wrestle with, and take on depression forget that
other, less-strenuous recovery options are or should be made available to them. Likewise,
they may not consider asking for resources that might improve the quality of their lives
during recovery, such as support groups, regular psychotherapeutic counselling,
specialised mental health centres, and so on. Instead, they would cheerfully proclaim, as
one blog writer does, that they “can take it” (BipolarBur2). Since no demands for improved
treatment and supporting services for depression would thus be forthcoming, the WAR
metaphor may also have far-reaching social consequences. Without an explicitly stated
need for such treatment and services, governments and societies will not be motivated to
put resources into the treatment’s and services’ much overdue development.

8.1 Summary of Discussion and Limitations
The metaphors in the blogs work to forestall the guilt and the negative evaluation of
people with depression. By favouring depictions of the depressed individual as separated
from his illness, they reduce the amount of blame attributed to him for his depression and
undo the perception that he is defective because of it. Pitting the individual against his
depression has the effect of portraying him as strong, courageous, and heroic while
reducing the amount of downward directed metaphors diminishes his reputation as a
failure. This shift in the perception of depressed individuals may be beneficial as strong,
heroic, good, and blameless persons are often treated with kindness, approval, and
compassion. The second most important contribution that blog metaphors make to the
discourse on depression is their insistence on the need for help. Not only do they do away
with the stigma that keeps depressed individuals from getting help (e.g. perception of
weakness), they actively recruit assistance. To a lesser degree, the metaphors may have a
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negative impact on depressed individuals as the separation of depression from its victim
results in the perception of the latter’s absence of control over it. The perceived lack of
control over and the volatility of depression may render depressed individuals
unpredictable, dangerous, and to be kept at a distance in the eyes of others.
The most problematic for depressed individuals is the WAR metaphor. In spite of its
benefits, it has the potential to label depressed individuals as failures when they all too
frequently do not get better on the first or second round of their treatment courses. It may
also lead to withdrawal of help firstly because losers do not deserve assistance, secondly
because the warrior is strong enough to face his foe on his own, and thirdly because war is
exclusively a business between the soldier and his enemy. Finally, because it normalises
the suffering of depressed individuals as soldiers in war, the metaphor does not encourage
the development of institutions and services dedicated to ameliorating life under
depression. Lakoff and Johnson (2003) observed that the source domains in metaphors are
selected also with the eye to preserving the “coherence within the overall metaphor
system” (18). The WAR domain serves as a source for a wide variety of concepts in the
Western culture, from arguments to inflation (Lakoff and Johnson 2003). And, as we have
seen, the WAR metaphor is also commonly used in medical contexts.
Because depression is increasingly recognised as a mental illness, preserving the
coherence between mental health and the rest of the medical discourse would mean to
favour the WAR metaphor for descriptions of depression over others. If we already battle
cancer, diabetes, Alzheimer’s, and obesity, we may as well also “fight” depression. The
WAR metaphor is also “popular” because of all the benefits it can bring to the depressed
individuals (as well as others who use it). Under it, the individuals are courageous, active
heroes, and their battle with depression is worth fighting for as it will bring progress in
their lives as well as victory over depression. Likewise, people prefer to be associated with
heroic warriors rather than with downcast depressives. Speaking of a friend or a family
member as fighting depression may thus be preferable, more sociably acceptable, than
saying that one is associated with a depression sufferer. The popularity of the metaphor
already shows in how frequently the source domain of WAR is now used to depict
depression. Arguably, the WAR metaphor appears in Styron’s novel where it represents
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4% of all metaphors. It does not appear in McMullen and Conway’s (2002) research at all.
The trend, however, changes with the recent Fullagar and O’Brien’s (2012) report where
depressed women do employ the metaphor to describe their experience with depression.
In the blogs, the WAR metaphor generates the highest number of linguistic examples for
any metaphor and accounts for 17% (86 out of 510) of all metaphorical expressions found.
Before I move on to suggest an alternative conceptualisation of depression, I would
like to point out the limitations of my study. In corpus studies of metaphors, two but
usually many more participants are engaged in analysing and identifying the metaphorical
mappings in the examples. This is done in order to avoid too liberal an interpretation of
information (coming up with unheard of metaphors or their entailments) and inclusion of
examples that are of questionable metaphorical value (Schoeneman, Schoeneman and
Stallings 2004, 333). In accordance with Lakoff and Turner’s (1989, 2, 50) observations
that even the most creative of metaphorical expressions rest on the bed of conventional
metaphorical mappings, I have attempted to avoid the first pitfall by connecting as many
mappings from the blogs to those already well documented in cognitive linguistics
literature.

The comparison with the already established mappings also aided me in

excluding examples from my list that were not after all metaphorical in nature. I did not,
however, have the benefit of the counsel of others, especially native speakers of English, to
help me in my judgement of metaphors and their content. The interpretations in this study
should therefore be considered subjective and in need of further verification by others.
Verification is also needed with the predictions of behaviour towards the depressed
individuals under the influence of metaphors. Just as the interpretations of metaphorical
mappings in my thesis are subjective, so are the predictions regarding behavioural
consequences of these mappings. This is the case even though some of my predictions, e.g.
for the WAR and VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS metaphors, are echoed by other researches in
the field (cf. Conway and McMullen 2002, Reisfield and Wilson 2004, Nie et al. 2016). For
example, although (metaphorical) expressions such as I’m low/down, off balance, crazy,
etc. evoked a sense of deficiency, responsibility, and failure in depression for me, it is not
known whether they would evoke these same connotations in others and prompt them to
behave in an angry and judgemental manner towards the depressed individuals. Likewise,
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there are conflicting predictions with respect to the WAR metaphor and its impact on need
for and offers of assistance and help with depression.
Nie et al. (2016, 5) argue that the metaphor stimulates the society and people in
general to willingly provide aid to those fighting an illness. Reali, Soriano and Rodríguez
(2015, 8), on the other hand, show that when depression is conceptualised as an opponent
in war, the desire to keep depressed individuals at a distance (and not offer them help)
increases. Furthermore, the degree of the need for help under the WAR metaphor may
vary in accordance with the perception of soldiers. When people see them as specialised,
capable fighters, the need drops. However, if they are regarded as parts of the larger
activity of war and thus as actors who require ammunition, protection against
bombardment, coordination from fellow officers and the command centre, etc., the need
for help is present or even increases. Verifying how the WAR metaphor affects offers of
help with depression would resolve the above-presented dilemma. In order to know more
precisely how and to what extent metaphors from the blogs dictate the actions of others
towards the depressed individuals and the individuals’ perceptions of themselves, an
empirical study would have to be conducted. An example of such a study already exists for
the Spanish language of Latin American speakers. The study was conducted by Reali,
Soriano and Rodríguez (2015) and it involved presenting different metaphorical framings
of fictive depression accounts to a sample of students from the Universidad de Andes (6—
7). The students’ reactions to depressed individuals were then measured through the
questionnaires presented alongside the fictive descriptions (7).
Returning our attention to the WAR metaphor, we could stall its advancement by
searching for a metaphor with the latter’s benefits but without the latter’s pitfalls. The
JOURNEY metaphor, specifically the one employed by Fullagar and O’Brien’s (2012)
depressed women, may be especially suitable. The women speak about their travels
through depression in terms of walking on long, winding roads that sometimes allow them
to walk on top of the hills while leading them through deep valleys on other occasions. One
of the goals on this journey is the peak of the mountain. To reach it, travellers must put all
their effort into the ascent whereby they strengthen themselves both physically and
mentally. Their reward is a majestic view from the top. The presence of the peak serves as
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a substitute for victory in the WAR metaphor. It promises that the recovery from
depression will lead not only to sound mental health but also to progress in the depressed
individual’s life (strengthening of body/mind and the majestic view from the top).
Mountaineers, just like soldiers, are viewed as heroic, courageous, adventurous, and active
individuals. A depressed individual=mountaineer can thus likewise acquire these
characteristics through the JOURNEY metaphor.
JOURNEYS, however, do not produce winners or losers, as each traveller sets his
own pace. In addition, it is a normal part of the journey that we traverse both hills and
valleys, as it is normal that we rest at certain points along the way. Finally, assistance can
be given to us on a journey by means of travel companions, cottages/shelters along the
way, etc., and we can travel in comfort if we prepare for the journey in adequate ways.
This latter set of entailments is very beneficial for depressed individuals when they
inevitably come to struggle with unsuccessful treatment in their depressions. Because lows
are just as common as highs in the JOURNEY metaphor, a depressed individual currently
experiencing a low is not at the same time also conceived of as a loser or a failure. Nor
would he be reprimanded for resting on his journey of recovery. Help would also always
be available to him should the need for it arise, and a treatment path could easily be
abandoned if it turns out to lead nowhere. Finally, should the depressed individual
experience extreme discomfort on his “journey”, he could always look for ways to
ameliorate this discomfort. Psychotherapy, support groups, additional medication, and so
on would count as “sweaters,” “anoraks,” “shelters,” or helpful “companions” etc. of the
recovery “journey.”
In the biomedical discourse, Nie et al. (2016) and Reisfield and Wilson (2004)
already observe the appearance of the JOURNEY metaphor in HIV and cancer talk
respectively. They, too, find that the metaphor brings less frustration to the ailing persons,
especially because it does not condemn weakness and deterioration experienced during the
illness. Substituting the WAR with the JOURNEY metaphor in depression would thus
harmonise with the JOURNEY metaphors in the rest of the medical discourse. The
established metaphorical coherence between the two discourses would root the metaphor
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in place, allowing people suffering either from cancer or depression to draw benefits from
it.
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9 Conclusion
In my analysis of metaphors from four depression blogs, I found 510 metaphorical
expressions belonging to 27 different metaphorical mappings. Two mappings,
DEPRESSION IS DESCENT and DEPRESSION IS WAR, serve as temporal frames for the
DEPRESSION domain. These metaphors describe the initial, recovery, and post-recovery
stages of the illness. The rest of the metaphorical mappings characterise each of these
three stages of depression separately. In accordance with the conceptual metaphorical
approach, I have considered the possible ways in which the metaphorical entailments from
the metaphors in the blogs can influence the behaviour of others towards the depressed
individuals. I have also considered how depressed individuals’ perceptions of themselves
can be impacted by the metaphors.
Overall, the metaphors benefit those suffering from depression. They work to
reduce the perception of the individuals as weak, flawed, and responsible for their illness,
which can curb angry and condescending reactions towards them from others. They may
also help boost the self-esteem and positive self-image of the depressed individuals
preventing them from spiralling deeper into their depressions. Secondly, the metaphors’
strength also lies in their capacity to both encourage the depressed individuals to get their
illness treated and convince the non-depressed population to offer and endorse help for
depression. Finally, I have identified the DEPRESSION IS WAR metaphor as an example of
a fast-spreading and problematic metaphorical mapping. In the conclusion of my
discussion, I have suggested that the WAR metaphor be replaced by a specialised kind of
JOURNEY metaphor which preserves all of the WAR metaphor’s benefits but manages to
avoid most of its pitfalls.
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10 Povzetek
Teorija konceptualne metafore metaforičnih izrazov ne obravnava le kot jezikovnih
pojavov, ampak trdi, da metafore zagotavljajo strukturo našim mišljenjskim vzorcem ter
posledično določajo naše vedenje v kompleksnih situacijah. Konceptualna metafora je
kognitivni mehanizem, kjer se strukture bolj konkretnih domen (npr. POTOVANJE)
preslikajo v abstraktne domene (npr. LJUBEZEN) in tako oblikujejo konceptualno podobo
slednjih. Abstraktne domene v metaforični preslikavi zasedajo vlogo ciljnih domen,
konkretne domene pa vlogo izhodiščnih. Nastala metaforična preslikava se poimenuje po
združitvi obeh domen: npr. LJUBEZEN JE POTOVANJE.
V magistrskem delu sem določala metaforične preslikave pri metaforičnih izrazih o
depresiji ter sorodnih pojmih (npr. motivacija za delo, sposobnost delovanja, itd.). Izraze
sem pridobila z analizo dveh ameriških in dveh britanskih blogov, v katerih blogerji pišejo
o svojih izkušnjah z depresijo. Blogi imajo sledeče naslove – bipolarburble, A Splintered
Mind, Depression Army, in The Mind – v njih pa sem našla 510 metaforičnih izrazov iz 27
različnih metaforičnih preslikav. Celotno izkušnjo depresije oblikujeta metafori DEPRESIJA
JE VOJNA (v originalu: DEPRESSION IS WAR) in DEPRESIJA JE SPUST (v originalu:
DEPRESSION IS DESCENT), preostale metafore kot so DEPRESIJA JE BREME (v originalu:
DEPRESSION IS A BURDEN), BITI DEPRESIVEN JE BITI NEURAVNOTEŽEN (v originalu:
BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING OUT OF BALANCE), DEPRESIJA JE POŠAST/ZVER (v
originalu: DEPRESSION IS A MONSTER/BEAST), itd. pa po večini strukturirajo osrednjo
fazo depresije, tj., ko ljudje govorijo, da so depresivni. DEPRESIJA JE VOJNA je metafora z
največ izrazi. Vsebuje kar 86 (17%) vseh izrazov v korpusu. Po številčnosti primerov ji v
vrhu sledijo še BITI DEPRESIVEN JE BITI NEURAVNOTEŽEN, DEPRESIJA JE TEMA (v
originalu: DEPRESSION IS DARKNESS, BLACKNESS, SHADOW), in DEPRESIJA JE SPUST.
Vsaka metafora svojevrstno vpliva na doživljanje in obnašanje do ljudi z depresijo.
Ker je v korpusu zelo malo metafor, ki bi depresivno stanje opisovale z izhodiščno domeno
DOL (DOWN) in ker velika večina metafor depresijo loči od depresivnega posameznika,
slednji ni prikazan kot zguba, odgovoren za svojo bolezen ter osebnostno moten. Posledica
takega prikazovanja je spoštljivo in vljudno vedenje drugih do depresivne osebe, ki zaradi
svojega stanja ne postane tarča obsojanja. Pri sami depresivni osebi te metafore
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preprečujejo občutke krivde in izboljšujejo samopodobo. Mnenja glede medicinske pomoči,
psihoterapije, in drugih oblik pomoči pri depresiji so deljena in se zaradi narave bolezni
nagibajo k majhni potrebi po pomoči. Prav tako prevladuje mnenje, da pomoč pri depresiji
ni potrebna pri opravljanju vsakdanjih opravil.
Metafore kot npr. DEJANJA V DEPRESIJI SO ODMIKI OD FIZIČNEGA CILJA ( v
originalu: ACTIONS IN DEPRESSION ARE MOVEMENTS AWAY FROM DESTINATION) in
DEPRESIJA JE ENTITETA PRITRJENA NA OSEBO (v originalu: DEPRESSION IS AN ENTITY
ATTACHED TO THE DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL) prikazujejo depresijo kot stanje
pomanjkanja nadzora nad dejanji, mišljenjem in čustvovanjem. Ker depresivne osebe v teh
metaforah igrajo vlogo nemočnih žrtev, se potreba po pomoči za depresijo poveča. Prav
tako metafore, ki govorijo o omejenem delovanju depresivnih oseb (npr. DEPRESIJA JE
BREME), druge spodbudijo, da tem osebam ponudijo pomoč pri vsakdanjih opravilih.
Metafore, ki prikazujejo depresivnega posameznika, kako se napreza v boju s svojo
boleznijo, ga prikažejo kot močnega in kljubujejo stereotipu šibkih depresivnih oseb.
Povezovanje depresije z osebnostno močjo depresivne osebe spodbuja, da odkrito priznajo
svoje težave in poiščejo pomoč.
Negativni vplivi na podobo depresivnih oseb izhajajo iz ločenosti depresije in
depresivnega posameznika. Slednji tako nima pravega nadzora nad svojo boleznijo, ki
lahko »podivja« in nepredvidljivo udari kadarkoli. To pri drugih vzbuja občutke nevarnosti
in jih odvrača od druženja z depresivno osebo. Škodljiva je tudi metafora DEPRESIJA JE
VOJNA. Ker predpostavlja zmagovalce in poražence, depresivne osebe razvršča med
uspešne in neuspešne glede na to, kako napredujejo v zdravljenju svoje bolezni. Če
okrevanje ne poteka dobro, se depresivno osebo označi kot neuspešno in se nanjo temu
primerno odzove: z jezo, razočaranjem, obsojanjem, odtegnitvijo pomoči, itd. Ker vojne
potekajo izključno med nasprotujočima si stranema in se ne tičejo civilnega prebivalstva,
depresivne osebe ne morejo računati na pomoč s strani drugih pri svojih bitkah z
boleznijo. Oddaljitev od »bitke« in posledično pomanjkanje pomoči pa povzroča tudi
dojemanje vojne kot nevarnosti, pred katero se večina ljudi praviloma umakne in razbeži.
Vojaki v vojnah so podvrženi velikim obremenitvam in trpljenju, ki so neizogibni del vojne
izkušnje. Pri dojemanju depresije kot boja ima lahko tako razmišljanje negativne posledice
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za kvaliteto življenja med boleznijo. Če je depresivna oseba vojak in zato lahko trpi,
kvalitete njenega življenja ni potrebno izboljševati z razvojem boljših zdravil, več
podpornega zdravljenja, itd.
Ker primerjave s prejšnjimi raziskavami metafor v depresiji (glej McMullen in
Conway, 2002; Schoeneman, Schoeneman in Stallings, 2004; Fullagar in O'Brien, 2012)
kažejo na vse močnejšo prisotnost vojne metafore, ker je metafora uveljavljena tudi v
drugih diskurzih (npr. medicinski diskurz) in ker v moji raziskavi zaseda prvo mesto po
številčnosti jezikovnih primerov, v zaključku predlagam njeno zamenjavo za manj
škodljivo metaforo DEPRESIJA JE POTOVANJE. Ravno tako kot DEPRESIJA JE VOJNA,
slednja depresivno osebo definira kot pogumno in močno in ji zdravljenje depresije prikaže
kot vredno truda. Poleg tega pa nima negativnih posledic vojne metafore. Kot pohodnik, ki
osvaja vrhove in raziskuje doline, depresivna oseba ni označena za neuspešno v primeru,
da se ji mentalno stanje med okrevanjem poslabša. Na »poti« svojega okrevanja pa je
vedno upravičena do (dodatne) pomoči in izboljšanja kvalitete življenja, saj domena
POTOVANJA predpostavlja sopotnike in zavetišča.
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Appendix
In my study, I have analysed 68 blog posts from 4 different blogs: bipolarburble
(https://natashatracy.com/topic/bipolar-blog/),
(http://douglascootey.com/),

The

Mind

A

Splintered

Mind

(https://www.mind.org.uk/information-

support/your-stories/), and Depression Army (http://www.depressionarmy.com/). In the
continuation, I present all the metaphorical examples identified in the posts. The examples
are sorted according to their underlying mapping, and the mappings are presented in a
descending order. The ones with the most examples are presented first, followed by those
with fewer examples. Examples of metaphorical expressions taken from bipolarburble are
marked as BipolarBur, those from A Splintered Mind as SplintMind, those from The Mind
simply as Mind, and those from Depression Army as DeprArmy. Each acronym is
accompanied by a number (e.g. BipolarBur19) demarcating the specific blog post in which
the example was found.

DEPRESSION IS WAR
. . . my brain has been attacked by bipolar disorder. (BipolarBur19)
. . . depression strikes. . . (BipolarBur8)
. . . it’s just my brain beating me up. (BipolarBur4)
I sat there battered by biological urges, both mental and physical. . . (SplintMind1)
. . . depression was starting to press. (SplintMind6)
Depression . . . can . . . attack without warning. . . . (DeprArmy8)
. . . depression barges into my life. (Mind3)
. . . I’m not telling you to suck it up [during depression] (BipolarBur32)
I suck it up [during depression]. (BipolarBur32)
. . . you just have to suck up how you feel [during depression]. . . (BipolarBur8)
. . . find another way to face the day. (BipolarBur1)
. . . world feels like too much to face. (DeprArmy15)
. . . leaving those who face it [depression] isolated. (DeprArmy8)
. . . the chance to face our mental health disorders head on. . . (Mind2)
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. . . no longer running from anxiety, but standing our ground – facing it over and over
again. (Mind2)
. . . make me face up the reality of my rationality. (Mind11)
. . . you are facing a mental health problem alone. . . . (Mind12)
. . . it makes suffering through the anhedonia and fighting it . . . worth it. (BipolarBur9)
. . . you can fight depression . . . . (BipolarBur24)
I have battled with what I now know is depression. . . . (BipolarBur5)
Fighting [depression] like this. . . . (BipolarBur5)
. . . my battle with depression. . . . (BipolarBur5)
. . . if I can fight depression, so can you. (BipolarBur5)
Fighting off depression seems like hard work. . . . (SplintMind8)
If you can’t take medication to combat depression. . . (SplintMind8)
. . . do you fight back? (SplintMind8)
Can you fight back? (SplintMind8)
It’s a constant battle. . . . (SplintMind6)
. . . depression as an opponent to be battled. . . . (DeprArmy8)
You [depression] want to fight. . . . (Mind9)
. . . my personal battles with mental health. . . (Mind1)
I’ve come to terms with it [depression] as something with which I will always wrestle. . . .
(BipolarBur33)
I can take it [depression]. (BipolarBur2)
. . . people that you know who struggle with depression. (SplintMind2)
. . . we carry the weight of . . . depression . . . and struggle to believe we have what it
takes. (DeprArmy4)
. . . we struggled to remain calm; our anxious thoughts telling us this was a terrible idea.
(Mind2)
. . . the mentally ill person has to stand up to those voices. . . . (BipolarBur39)
What you can do is stand up and say, “Depression, you are not my fault . . .
.(BipolarBur24)
I believe that when we stand up like this, we help ourselves minimize the depression. . . .
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(BipolarBur24)
. . . I feel like I can stand up to that [depression driven] guilt somewhat. (BipolarBur4)
. . . progress . . . beats back bipolar-lack-of-motivation phenomenon. (BipolarBur35)
. . . and drive depression back further. . . . (SplintMind7)
There are so many ways to keep your dark days at bay. (DeprArmy12)
. . . so I can lose myself in it [baking], and keep the negativity and numbness at bay.
(Mind8)
For me a combination of things has kept depression at arm’s length. . . . (Mind3)
. . . [a sick leave] might help them have some space to think. . . . (Mind6)
It’s not easy to mount a defence against something [depression] that is not readily visible .
. . . (DeprArmy8)
I changed my outlook and called it “enforced optimism”. (SplintMind8)
And that’s why I have to be a warrior – to fight for hope. . . . (DeprArmy4)
. . . being a warrior for hope can often seem daunting. . . . (DeprArmy4)
. . . it’s hard to repeatedly be a warrior for hope. . . . (DeprArmy4)
It’s a war of attrition. (BipolarBur20)
. . . my life is actually crafted to defeat sadness, decrease depression. (BipolarBur16)
At this point [of battle with depression], it was a victorious day. (BipolarBur3)
. . . I beat it [feeling guilty due to depression]. . . . (BipolarBur4)
. . . [the non-depressed side] clearly won the argument. (BipolarBur5)
. . . vocal trance drove away the depression. (SplintMind1)
. . . I successfully fought it [depression] off. . . . (SplintMind1)
Depression has been vanquished again. (SplintMind1)
. . . we will not let you [depression] win. (Mind9)
. . . I will beat you [depression]. (Mind9)
I will conquer the quest you [depression] have set. . . . (Mind9)
It was really a no-win situation for me. (BipolarBur40)
You have every right to want to throw up your hands in the shattering strain of it.
(BipolarBur39)
Even exhausted and beaten and sad [due to depression] . . . . (BipolarBur15)
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. . . depression, bipolar disorder and other mental illnesses naturally grind people down. .
. . (BipolarBur39)
I admitted defeat [over my depression] at that time. . . . (BipolarBur5)
. . . depression is so overpowering. . . . (DeprArmy4)
With depression, it’s easy to give up fighting. (DeprArmy3)
. . . instead of feeling like I was admitting defeat. . . . (Mind6)
Every day, every day, every day, the same. Fight, fight, fight. (BipolarBur39)
It’s the indomitable foe. It’s that which cannot be conquered. [The mental illness is.]
(BipolarBur20)
. . . I also know that the fight will never truly stop. (BipolarBur5)
. . . in the end nobody wins [in the war against depression]. (BipolarBur20)
It’s too strong to defeat, but it hasn’t won. (BipolarBur20)
Fighting for inches, Winning then losing. Losing then winning. Forever more, it’s always
the same. (BipolarBur20)
Crazy and I are at impasse. (BipolarBur20)
Managing depression is a constant fight. (SplintMind6)
It’s a battle I’m still trying to win. . . . (Mind4)
A battle to carry on fighting. . . . (Mind4)
A battle to carry on living. (Mind4)
. . . facing it [anxiety] over and over again. (Mind2)
. . . which makes the fight to regain ground a difficult one. . . . (SplintMind5)
. . . for so many seasons I successfully fought it off, I was caught unaware. (SplintMind1)
Depression is a sneaky adversary. (DeprArmy8)
It [depression] can approach with stealth, attack without warning. . . . (DeprArmy8)
I get lax. I forget to be ever vigilant. (SplintMind7)
. . . creativity is an excellent coping strategy. . . . (SplintMind7)
. . . psychmeds as a lifeline because the meds gave them the fighting chance. . . .
(SplintMind8)
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BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING OUT OF BALANCE
. . . bipolar has removed some of your life’s options. . . . (BipolarBur7)
. . . I feel it [happiness, feeling good] will be taken away from me. (BipolarBur12)
. . . those [happy] feelings evaporated. . . . (BipolarBur1)
. . . someone removed the contents of my chest and left a gaping void where there is
nothing left . . . (BipolarBur22)
. . . – my heart and my soul – have been removed. (BipolarBur22)
. . . [depression] feels like your humanity was removed . . . (BipolarBur22)
. . . with their insides scraped out. (BipolarBur22)
. . . something has been surgically removed from your soul. (BipolarBur23)
. . . you have something from the good times to spread through the depressed times.
(BipolarBur32)
The disease [depression] wants to rob you of everything you will experience tomorrow. . .
. (BipolarBur39)
. . . bipolar disorder costs us the enjoyment of parties. (BipolarBur40)
It [depression] costs us relationships and experiences. . . . (BipolarBur40)
. . . [bipolar depression] reduces life itself too. (BipolarBur10)
It fills an apparent gap. (BipolarBur15)
. . . a gaping void inside my chest. . . . (BipolarBur22)
. . . soul-sucking depression. (BipolarBur37)
Sucking . . . black hole. (BipolarBur15)
A void where feeling used to be. (BipolarBur15)
Fighting [depression] is a draining experience. (BipolarBur5)
It [fighting depression] drained me. . . . (BipolarBur5)
Don’t let depression rob you of joy. (SplintMind4)
. . . depression, which would have robbed me of several days of productivity. . . .
(SplintMind6)
Rock bottom . . . can take the life out of being alive. (DeprArmy3)
It [depression] strips me of my normally extroverted qualities. . . . (DeprArmy5)
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Depression . . . can . . . hijack lives and steal from them. (DeprArmy8)
. . . I fear having yet more stolen from me. (DeprArmy8)
. . . regaining some of what has been lost or stolen. . . . (DeprArmy8)
Depression removed my usual capacity for hope. . . . (DeprArmy9)
. . . [depression] depriving me entirely of any sense of it [hope]. (DeprArmy9)
Depression steals my voice. . . . (DeprArmy9)
Any sanity I feel I have left is fading day-by-day. . . . (DeprArmy13)
. . . the monotony, tediousness, and utter exhaustion tear away at every fiber of my being.
(DeprArmy13)
. . . a depression that removed the contents of my mind as smoothly and swiftly as
scooping out the flesh of an avocado? (DeprArmy14)
. . . unknown curious creature withering about in the dark . . . . (DeprArmy14)
. . . she [a depressed girl] looked somehow smaller and less well defined. (DeprArmy14)
. . . I think mental illness . . . reduces us inwardly. . . . (DeprArmy14)
. . . outwardly we appear diminished. (DeprArmy14)
. . . a tunnel of nothingness. . . . (DeprArmy15)
. . . depression is sucking the life and soul out of me. . . . (DeprArmy13)
. . . to let anxiety shrink our worlds. . . . (Mind2)
My confidence evaporated. . . . (Mind4)
. . . I was slowly burning out. (Mind5)
It [depression] robs you entirely of your sense of self. . . . (Mind7)
. . . get back some sense of self-worth that depression eats away at. (Mind8)
. . . how small you [depression] made me feel. . . . (Mind9)
. . . dampen my happiness. . . . (Mind9)
I decided to leave it blank. (Mind10)
. . . the shattering strain of it. (BipolarBur39)
I could feel a sob welling in my chest. . . . (DeprArmy2)
I spent weeks. . . feeling like a very full cup of tea. . . . (Mind6) . . .
I reached a breaking point. . . . (Mind1)
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DEPRESSION IS A CONTAINER; DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL IS THE ENTITY
CONTAINED
. . . I’m not saying that you can just think yourself out of depression. . . (BipolarBur24)
. . . you can think yourself out of a part of one effect [of depression]. (BipolarBur24)
. . . depression was a black hole. . . (BipolarBur29)
. . . depression is a sea you fall into (BipolarBur16)
. . . in the midst of an episode [of mental illness]. (BipolarBur11)
. . . enveloped in the dark of my bedroom. . . . (BipolarBur5)
. . . I believed that I would never escape [depression]. . . . (BipolarBur5)
. . . trapped inside . . . unwavering misery. (BipolarBur5)
. . . you can get out of that place [that is depression]. (BipolarBur4)
. . . the hellish dungeon that is depression. (BipolarBur1)
. . . drifting into a depression routine. . . (SplintMind1)
. . . spent weeks in a blue funk. . . (SplintMind7)
. . . I emerged from a prolonged episode of major depression. . . (DeprArmy9)
. . . in a depressed, unhealthy state. . . (DeprArmy3)
Depression is like wrapping yourself in a dirty blanket. (DeprArmy1)
I’ve lived in that dirty blanket for years. (DeprArmy1)
. . . a tunnel of nothingness. . . (DeprArmy15)
We want to snap out of it. . . (DeprArmy14)
. . . find your way out of a lake whose surface is frozen with ice or a coffin. (DeprArmy14)
I thought rock bottom would be a jail cell. (DeprArmy3)
Rock bottom is a security blanket. . . (DeprArmy3)
This deep dark pit of depression. . . . (DeprArmy13)
. . . I found myself back in the dark place. . . (Mind1)
. . . pit of darkness. . . (Mind9)
. . . he fell back into blackness. . . (Mind13)
. . . slipping into a very severe episode. (Mind13)
. . . being gagged and bound by your own mind. (Mind7)
. . . to trap me back into the shadows. . . (Mind9)
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You [depression] wanted me trapped. (Mind9)
. . . confirmation leads to greater depths [of depression]. (BipolarBur37)
. . . deeper and deeper into the blackness. . . (SplintMind8)
. . . how deep the depression has been. . . (DeprArmy9)
It’s like a tunnel of nothingness that can’t be penetrated by anything light or positive.
(DeprArmy15)
“Maybe tomorrow will be better” . . . can be a crack in the door filled with light.
(DeprArmy4)
. . . the door that’s blocking most of the light (hope) in your life. . . (DeprArmy4)
. . . that glimmer of hope bursts into our thoughts. . . (DeprArmy4)
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DEPRESSION IS DARKNESS, BLACKNESS, SHADOW; HOPE IS LIGHT
. . . enveloped in the dark of my bedroom. . . . (BipolarBur5)
. . . the mental illness monster in the dark. . . . (BipolarBur14)
. . . there is only darkness. . . . (BipolarBur14)
. . . that picture [of living with depression] is dark . . . . (BipolarBur24)
. . . a dark momentum. . . . (SpintMind1)
The dark voices echo louder in a mind that is isolated and alone. (SplintMind2)
. . . their thoughts take a dark turn. (SplintMind2)
. . . my depressions are at their darkest. . . . (DeprArmy8)
. . . deep dark pit of depression. . . . (DeprArmy13)
. . . to keep your dark days at bay. (DeprArmy12)
. . . unknown curious creature withering about in the dark. . . . (DeprArmy14)
. . . the darkness was going to eat me up. . . (DeprArmy7)
. . . I found myself back in the dark place. . . . (Mind1)
. . . enclosed by a dark cloud. . . . (Mind5)
. . . the next dark cloud. . . . (Mind9)
. . . my pit of darkness. . . . (Mind9)
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Swallowed up in complete and utter darkness. (Mind9)
. . . this first dark time. . . . (Mind13)
. . . moments of darkness. (Mind11)
. . . sucking black hole. (BipolarBur22)
. . . the black beast. . . . (SplintMind8)
. . . deeper into the blackness. . . . (SplintMind8)
The house for years was black. (Mind9)
. . . the big black cloud over them. (Mind6)
. . . ennui has cast a shadow over my life. (SplintMind4)
. . . to trap me back into the shadows. . . . (Mind9)
The one bright spot. . . . (BipolarBur40)
First off, lying . . . gives off light of hope. (BipolarBur1)
. . . that glimmer of hope. . . . (DeprArmy4)
. . . a crack in the door filled with light. (DeprArmy4)
. . . hope . . . even in the slightest glimmer. . . . (DeprArmy4)
. . . anything light or positive. (DeprArmy15)
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DEPRESSION IS DESCENT
. . . not let it [depression] drown you completely when it appears. (BipolarBur32)
. . . because you are drowning today doesn’t mean you have to be drowning forever.
(BipolarBur28)
. . . helping their drowning daughter. (BipolarBur28)
. . . but “sick” is a sliding scale for someone who is . . . sick every day. (BipolarBur2)
. . . I become suicidal at the drop of an eyelash. (BipolarBur2)
. . . more weight in the form of guilt was being added to me as I was trying to swim.
(BipolarBur4)
. . . eventually I would drown. (BipolarBur4)
. . . my energy went into keeping me “above the surface.” (BipolarBur5)
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Every once in a while I . . . slip backwards. . . (SplintMind5)
I thought rock bottom would be a jail cell. (DeprArmy3)
. . . I had hit rock bottom . . . (DeprArmy3)
. . . saves just one person before they reach rock bottom. (Mind13)
When you find yourself at the bottom of a well, there are steps you can take to pull
yourself back up again. (SplintMind7)
I spent years sinking deeper and deeper into the blackness, then nine years climbing out
of it. (SplintMind8)
It took a lot of hard work to make the move from rock bottom . . . (DeprArmy3)
. . . I could either keep sinking, or start swimming. (Mind1)
It is when you begin to acknowledge that something needs to be done that you eventually
start climbing out of this sadness. (Mind5)
. . . our story has not always been an upward, linear journey. . . (Mind2)
What comes next is a journey [of recovery]. . . . There will be ups and downs. . . (Mind6)
. . . if you do your best to offer a life line, they might just grab ahold. (SplintMind2)
. . . many people rely on psychmeds as a lifeline. . . (SplintMind8)
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DEPRESSION IS BURDEN
. . . more and more weight in the form of guilt was being added to me. . . (BipolarBur4)
I can feel the bipolar-mood-sickness bubbling underneath but on top is bipolarmedication-sickness. . . . (BipolarBur2)
. . . the stress that bipolar places on marriage. . . (BipolarBur32)
. . . mental illness is so much bigger and so much weightier than your general problem. . .
(BipolarBur11)
. . . feeling as if a giant weight was on top of me. (SplintMind7)
It means people with mental health issues usually have to carry more than one condition
on their backs. (SplintMind6)
I lug around ADHD, Major Depressive Disorder, and Adult’s Tourette’s. (SplintMind6)
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Atlas would be jealous. (SplintMind6)
. . . more like a weight dragging behind me. (SplintMind7)
I felt as if I was dragging weights behind me. (SplintMind5)
. . . immovable force pressing me down. (SplintMind7)
I felt like heavy, greasy hair. (DeprArmy3)
. . . we carry the weight of burdens, and depression, and anxiety, and self-loathing, and
apathy or perfectionism. . . (DeprArmy4)
. . . depression pressed down on every aspect of my being. (DeprArmy5)
. . . I was feeling depression came over me and stifle me like a laden blanket. . . (Mind3)
[T]rudging through depression and grief just plain sucks. (BipolarBur33)
. . . as I plodded about. (Mind3)
It’s a lot of fun, and you should see the muscles on my legs. (SplintMind6)
[W]e employ strategies gleaned from CBT therapy, and websites like Mind that make
anxiety a bearable habit. . . (Mind2)
A weight was immediately lifted . . . . (Mind1)
I felt nothing but relief that I had shared the burden outside of my own head. (Mind7)
[T]hey can take some of the load off you. (BipolarBur30)
23

BEING DEPRESSED IS BEING DECEIVED, MANIPULATED
Depression makes you believe things that aren’t true. (BipolarBur38)
Depression makes you believe that you are lowly, that you are nothing. . . . (BipolarBur38)
. . . the depression . . . is whispering lies into their ears. . . (BipolarBur39)
Your brain cannot be trusted. (BipolarBur39)
. . . not allowing it [depression] to convince you to feel bad about it. (BipolarBur24)
If you allow your depression to convince you to feel bad about being depressed. . . .
(BipolarBur24)
Depression plays tricks with your mind. (BipolarBur17)
This was . . . depression talking . . . and I didn’t know how loudly it spoke. (BipolarBur28)
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. . . everything depression is telling you. . . (BipolarBur37)
That idea that you are alone? That is a lie. (BipolarBur14)
That is a lie your mental illness is feeding you. (BipolarBur14)
Don’t believe these lies. (BipolarBur14)
Sometimes, one of us believes in suicide. (BipolarBur31)
. . . some things [suicide] are the work of fiction . . . (BipolarBur31)
. . . some stories are best left imagined . . . . (BipolarBur31)
The output from the computer is suspect. (BipolarBur19)
. . . it was mostly depression inventing the guilt . . . . (BipolarBur4)
. . . things my [depressed] brain. . . made up. (BipolarBur4)
Your [depressed] brain can lie very convincingly. (BipolarBur4)
. . . your mind is lying to you. (DeprArmy15)
So here I am telling you that depression lies. (DeprArmy15)
. . . our anxious thoughts telling us that this was a bad idea. . . . (Mind2)
22

DEPRESSION AND DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL ARE OPPOSING FORCES
Bipolar has forced me to be this way. (BipolarBur2)
. . . I’m forced into these experiences thanks to a broken brain. (BipolarBur26)
I have days that try to kill me. (BipolarBur25)
. . . bipolar constantly trying to kill me. . . . (BipolarBur2)
That type of sickness [illness driven] wants to result in my death. (BipolarBur2)
This type of sickness [medication driven] wants to result in my pain. (BipolarBur2)
. . . [depressed] self, I know you want to overdose on those pills. . . . (BipolarBur32)
Depression strikes as it wishes, and it often wishes to do so at the holidays . . . .
(BipolarBur8)
. . . hope is . . . so ingrained . . . . (BipolarBur9)
. . . my brain urges me to do [suicide]. (BipolarBur3)
. . . my suicidal urges. (BipolarBur4)
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. . . a dark momentum that draws the person increasingly inward. . . . (SplintMind1)
I’m pulled in too many directions, including Depression . . . . (SplintMind3)
You cannot just “be whatever you want to be. . . . [A]sk bipolar, it’ll confirm it for you.
(BipolarBur7)
. . . when depressed, it’s as though I’ve been fitted with a silencer. (DeprArmy9)
You’re allowed to love your life [in spite of depression]. (DeprArmy3)
It [depression] . . . kept me from accomplishing a lot that I wanted. . . . (DeprArmy5)
Depression . . . is . . . like being gagged and bound by your own mind. (Mind7)
. . . people [with mental illness] can take their own destiny by the horns. . . .
(BipolarBur28)
. . . [depression driven guilt is] resistant to logic. (BipolarBur4)
Depression defies reason . . . . (SplintMind1)
22

DIFFICULTIES ARE IMPEDIMENTS TO MOVEMENT
. . . the crippling . . . depression. (BipolarBur37)
It’s agony to see enjoyment dangled in front of me and not be able to grasp it.
(BipolarBur23)
. . . but actually bothering with movement . . . crosses my line into impossible.
(BipolarBur15)
. . . if you have bipolar, the boundaries around what you can be are likely even more
restrictive. . . . (BipolarBur7)
. . . working to thrive within its [bipolar’s/depression’s] boundaries is a much better goal.
(BipolarBur7)
Millimeters matter. We all want to take giant steps. (BipolarBur10)
We fight to the death for millimeters when we really need a mile. (BipolarBur18)
. . . [my mind is] hampered by broken bits. (BipolarBur19)
It [recovery from depression] started with the simplest of steps. (SplintMind5)
. . . breakdown the coping strategies into smaller steps. . . . (SplintMind8)
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I do it one tiny step at a time. (DeprArmy8)
. . . a steel wall that separates us from how we once were but also from all humanity.
(DeprArmy14)
. . . become closer to ‘Samantha’ who seems so far away. (DeprArmy7)
The illness [depression] subdues the ‘essence’ of me. . . . (DeprArmy9)
. . . the tunnel vision of my symptoms. . . . (DeprArmy4)
. . . deep below that thick layer of anxiety . . . (Mind2)
. . . to discover what lay beyond them [anxious thoughts]. . . (Mind2)
. . . refusing to let anxiety shrink our worlds back to their once small parameters. (Mind2)
. . . [depression] tripping you up at every turn. (Mind13)
. . . a life-limiting disorder. (Mind2)
. . . crippling indecision [due to depression]. . . . (Mind11)
21

DISPLAY OF NON-DEPRESSIVE EMOTIONS IS WEARING A MASK
. . . I wore my mask again. (DeprArmy2)
It’s the one that hides how I feel from others. (DeprArmy2)
I used it [the mask] . . . to smile at someone. . . . (DeprArmy2)
My mask served me well, while I was in public. (DeprArmy2)
. . . [the mask] covering up my anxiety, my fear. (DeprArmy2)
. . . I developed a mask for my performance in the everyday world. (Mind7)
. . . having to put on a brave face can be hard. (Mind12)
My mask was abandoning me. (DeprArmy2)
. . . I could feel my mask slipping away. (DeprArmy2)
. . . the mask has fallen aside. . . . (DeprArmy2)
By the time I climbed my bedroom steps, my mask was long gone. (DeprArmy2)
The one [mask] that smiles when I want to break down crying. (DeprArmy2)
The one [mask] that . . . morphs my face into a more agreeable pose. (DeprArmy2)
It [mask] grins and laughs when people are speaking to me. . . . (DeprArmy2)
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The one [mask] that absorbs pain and hurt. . . . (DeprArmy2)
I wish I had another mask; one that shielded me from myself. (DeprArmy2)
One [mask] that protected me from feeling things so deeply and getting hurt so easily.
(DeprArmy2)
17

DEPRESSION IS DEADNESS
. . . they [depressed individuals] feel dead inside. (BipolarBur22)
. . . you really do feel the necrosis setting in in the surrounding tissue. (BipolarBur22)
It feels like you’re a rotting corpse. (BipolarBur22)
It feels like you’re the walking dead. (BipolarBur22)
. . . feel like death was upon her. . . (BipolarBur28)
. . . I felt like dying. (BipolarBur29)
. . . days that try to kill me. (BipolarBur25)
. . . bipolar disorder constantly trying to kill me. . . (BipolarBur2)
Depression is . . . more like funny want to slit your throat. (BipolarBur38)
. . . your love for a favorite pastime dies with a weary sigh. (SplintMind4)
I was alive, but besides my heart beat, I had no evidence of it. (DeprArmy3)
. . . my time at the bottom wasn’t spent living; it was spent dying. (DeprArmy3)
Why did I still have . . . all things associated with being alive, when I had been wiped out .
. . by depression. . . (DeprArmy14)
Rock bottom. . . can take the life out of being alive. (DeprArmy3)
You [depression] poisoned my family, making them suffer. (Mind9)
. . . killing my dreams and turning them into nightmares. (Mind9)
16

REMOVAL FROM EXISTENCE IS DESTRUCTION
. . . good memories untainted by mental health issues. (BipolarBur17)
Everything I want to do is delayed, destroyed, decimated, by the crazy. (BipolarBur20)
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A grating of the mind. (BipolarBur21)
An ice pick to the medulla oblongata. (BipolarBur21)
. . . [depression] just ruins a human. . . (BipolarBur38)
. . . vaporizing . . . black hole. . . (BipolarBur15)
. . . and a host of other things all seemingly designed to tear you to the floor.
(BipolarBur38)
. . . you need things to build you back up again: self-care. (BipolarBur6)
It [suicidality] just wipes out what is in its path. (BipolarBur3)
It [suicidality] just destroys. (BipolarBur3)
. . . Life has . . . [s]tomped on me. (DeprArmy7)
. . . I had been wiped out the summer before by a depression. . . (DeprArmy14)
. . . devastation that depression can bring. . . (Mind7)
You [depression] . . . have . . . minds to destroy. . . (Mind9)
. . . digging back to life? (DeprArmy8)
15

ACTIONS DURING DEPRESSION MOVEMENT AWAY FROM DESTINATION
. . . when their thoughts take a dark turn. (SplintMind2)
. . . things had gone off the rails. (SplintMind1)
. . . you need to reverse direction. (SplintMind7)
. . . I can be waylaid by depression from time to time. (SplintMind7)
. . . the only thing that can ground me . . . is writing. (DeprArmy13)
. . . that you will find your way back to something resembling your idea of normality.
(DeprArmy14)
. . .’dig’ back into life. (DeprArmy8)
My mind is spinning out of control. (DeprArmy13)
Depression . . . can hijack lives. . . (DeprArmy8)
. . . running, alongside my other coping strategies, kept me firmly grounded in the
present; grounded in the concrete beneath my feet . . . (Mind3)
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. . . my Mum who would hold onto me on my worst days. (Mind10)
14

DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS ARE EXPOSED INDIVIDUALS
. . . this removal has left open, bleeding gashes. (BipolarBur22)
Wounds that tear and itch and bleed. (BipolarBur22)
Having someone see your underbelly. . . . (BipolarBur34)
. . . I’m left with little protection against insanity. (BipolarBur3)
All that was left was the raw me. (DeprArmy2)
Taking off my mask hurts. . . . (DeprArmy2)
. . . another mask that shielded me from myself. . . . (DeprArmy2)
One [mask] that protected me from feeling things so deeply and getting hurt so easily.
(DeprArmy2)
The one [mask] that absorbs pain and hurt . . . . (DeprArmy2)
. . . they’re looking pretty . . . raw now. . . . (Mind6)
I pride myself on my mental toughness. . . . (Mind11)
. . . to crawl under the armour he wore so well. . . . (Mind13)
. . . he gently and slowly took it [armour] off. (Mind13)
Wrap your arms around you that is depressed. (BipolarBur24)
14

DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL OR HIS MIND ARE MACHINES
If you are lucky not to have a disabled brain. . . . (BipolarBur7)
The mind is . . . hampered by broken bits. (BipolarBur19)
. . . thanks to a broken brain. (BipolarBur26)
My brain isn’t working. (BipolarBur11)
. . . stopping your medication would “fix” you. (BipolarBur1)
. . . I don’t need them to try and fix me. . . . (BipolarBur5)
People feel defective and broken [when depressed]. (DeprArmy6)
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. . . that doesn’t mean I’m suddenly broken because of depression. (DeprArmy11)
. . . become a functioning human again. . . . (DeprArmy5)
. . . steps to make your life more functional. . . . (DeprArmy3)
. . . leading to a life that is dysfunctional. (DeprArmy3)
The illness [depression] . . . entirely disables my capacity to function as my usual self.
(DeprArmy9)
13

DEPRESSION IS AN ENTITY ATTACHED TO THE DEPRESSED INDIVIDUAL
. . . escaping that feeling [of being dead inside] and the associated pain. . . (BipolarBur22)
The pain [of depression] is likely to hang around. . . (BipolarBur36)
Lifelong diseases like depression . . . never go away. (BipolarBur39)
I’m stuck with mental illness. . . (BipolarBur27)
It’s a pervasive sadness that clings to the victim. (SplintMind1)
Depression. . . has stayed with me to this day. (DeprArmy5)
. . . hope it [depression] gets rubbed away. (DeprArmy14)
. . . depression. . . as a grumpy companion. . . (DeprArmy8)
. . . stuck fast against the coalface of misery without the ability to wrench oneself free.
(DeprArmy14)
I . . . wanted to get away, most notably from myself when I was depressed. . . we cannot
leave ourselves behind. (DeprArmy14)
Why won’t you [depression] just go away? (Mind9)
We have counsellors to help tear us apart from you [depression]. (Mind9)
13

VIABILITY IS ERECTNESS
I do not have “down days.” (BipolarBur25)
These people are not lifting you up. (BipolarBur6)
. . . bipolar disorder wears you down. . . (BipolarBur6)
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. . . it’s about meteoric rises and craterous lows. (BipolarBur25)
. . . a change that would lift my spirits. (SplintMind4)
I’m just down overall. (SplintMind4)
I want to break down crying. (DeprArmy2)
I wasn’t sleeping and I would break down in the office. (Mind12)
[The depressed individuals h]aving . . . broken down. . . . (Mind6)
. . . there is going to be ups and downs. (Mind6)
I could feel so low. . . . (Mind1)
I remember being at a really low point. . . . (DeprArmy12)
12

DEPRESSION IS A DEFORMATIONAL FORCE
. . . stimuli are fairly easily twisted into depressing memories and thoughts. . .
(BipolarBur17)
. . . depression twisted my thoughts towards self-hate and hopelessness. (BipolarBur29)
. . . labored, perforated [happiness]. . . (BipolarBur13)
. . . depression doesn’t define my world. . . (SplintMind8)
Did it [depression] warp my outlook? (SplintMind8)
Did clinical depression have to shape how I perceived the world? (SplintMind8)
. . . depression couldn’t take hold of me again. (SplintMind5)
. . . Depression which grabs ahold of me. . . (SplintMind3)
. . . depression has had its hold on me. . . (DeprArmy1)
. . . depression grasps your mind in its possessive angry claws. . . (DeprArmy5)
. . . feeling its [depression’s] claws around your mind. . . (DeprArmy5)
11

MOTIVATION IN DEPRESSION IS AN INERT ENTITY
. . . the part of me that is overrun by bipolar disorder was kicking and screaming not to be
forced to go and “have fun”. (BipolarBur40)
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. . . pets . . . can keep people with bipolar going. (BipolarBur32)
The idea that it depression was just a phase. . . kept me going. . . . (BipolarBur5)
. . . they [depressed individuals] can’t keep their lives going. (BipolarBur32)
. . . my smile. . . clearly forced. (DeprArmy3)
. . . hope. . . [is] a driving force. . . (DeprArmy4)
. . . pushing myself I made the decision to keep going. (Mind1)
I pushed myself to go to rugby training . . . . (Mind1)
. . . put one foot in front of the other. . . (Mind3)
11

DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS OR THEIR MINDS OR THEIR LIFE ARE PHYSICAL
STRUCTURES
. . . you need things to build you back up again: self-care. . . (BipolarBur6)
. . . when things fall apart [due to depression]. . . (BipolarBur32)
. . . how horrible it is to be consumed by guilt due to depression. . . . (BipolarBur4)
Waves of crushing sadness. . . (SplintMind1)
. . . pull ourselves together. . . (DeprArmy14)
. . . gather my thoughts. . . (DeprArmy13)
. . . the negative thoughts that bulldoze my mind. (DeprArmy4)
Life has . . . pulled at my seams. (DeprArmy7)
They [my family] could do nothing . . . but watch me crumble into my pit of darkness.
(Mind9)
9

DEPRESSION IS A MONSTER/BEAST
. . . you are hiding from the mental illness monster in the dark. . . . (BipolarBur14)
. . . [depression] was something much more sinister. (BipolarBur5)
. . . driven by depression – a demon in your brain. . . . (BipolarBur4)
Savage bouts of depression can still jump out at me . . . . (SplintMind7)
. . . help you manage the black beast. . . . (SplintMind8)
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. . . beat back the monster in my head. . . . (DeprArmy13)
Depression is a strange beast. (DeprArmy1)
. . . when anxiety breeds those racing thoughts. . . . (DeprArmy4)
9

DEPRESSED INDIVIDUALS OR THEIR MINDS/HEARTS ARE CLOSED
CONTAINERS
I don’t know where want lives. But not in the heads with depression. (BipolarBur15)
. . . don’t shut people out entirely [due to depression]. (BipolarBur8)
. . . you need to reach out to people you trust. . . (BipolarBur8)
. . . I opened my heart [about depression] to the person I trusted most. (BipolarBur5)
. . . shutting others out is exactly the wrong thing to do. (SplintMind6)
The dark voices echo louder in a mind that is isolated and alone. (SplintMind6)
. . . [depressed individuals] having opened. . . (Mind6)
I had shared the burden outside of my own head. (Mind7)
. . . when a man like Tim gets on a stage and tells 250 strangers that he cries into his
pillow
some days, it can unlock something. (Mind13)
9

DEPRESSION IS A SEMI-OPAQUE CONTAINER SUBSTANCE OR GLASS
It [anhedonia in depression] feels like a constant, grey fog. (BipolarBur9)
. . . a shroud of unwavering misery. (BipolarBur5)
. . . a thick, murky mist. . . (SplintMind8)
. . . did it [depression] cloud my judgment? (SplintMind8)
. . . a grey filter clouded my eyes. (DeprArmy12)
In touch with reality. The other side of the glass. (DeprArmy7)
. . . my life was enclosed by a dark cloud. . . (Mind5)
. . . what lay beyond all of anxiety’s smoke and mirrors. (Mind2)
8
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FUNCTIONING IS BREATHING
. . . there is breath of air from the crazy, the depressed. . . (BipolarBur21)
You’re going to breathe. (BipolarBur39)
. . . [being happy] is like taking a breath of mostly air and less water, instead of mostly
water and less air. (BipolarBur11)
. . . oppressive quality [of depression] that made you come up for air. . . (DeprArmy14)
. . . depression came over me and stifle me. . . (Mind3)
6

THINKING PATTERNS ARE SPIRALLING MOTION
Depression brings about negative spirals of thinking. . . (BipolarBur14)
It’s a downward spiral. (BipolarBur37)
I found myself spiraling downward. . . (SplintMind1)
I was going to spiral again. (DeprArmy12)
. . . a spiralling list of repeated questions. . . (Mind13)
. . . whirlwind of my mind. (Mind1)
6

DEPRESSION IS A CLOUD OR A COVER
Depression settled over my life. . . (SplintMind8)
. . . ennui has cast a shadow over my life. (SplintMind4)
Next time you [depression] . . . bring me the next dark cloud. . . . (Mind9)
. . . disentangle their problems from the big black cloud over them. (Mind6)
Just the other day I was feeling depression came over me . . . (Mind3)
5
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BEHAVIOUR DURING DEPRESSION IS WITHDRAWAL INTO A CONTAINER
. . . a dark momentum that draws the person increasingly inward. . . (SplintMind1)
. . . I’ve withdrawn and retreated from life. . . (DeprArmy8)
. . . I’ve become withdrawn. . . (DeprArmy9)
I closed the door. (DeprArmy10)
. . . it [depression] isolates you and makes you insular, turned in on yourself. . . (Mind5)
5
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